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Chapter 1: Introduction
Under what conditions do biodiversity conservation

projects that use

economic incentives promote the most significant and sustainable biodiversity
protection? The study of how nations can best invest their resources to promote
conservation while simultaneously encouraging a sustainable form of economic
development has recently become a major focus for ecologically rich, less-developed
countries. There have been many innovahve and successful attempts at combining
biodiversity protection with economic development, and others that have done
more harm than good. Since there is no guaranteed recipe for a successful project, it
is crucial to examine projects in detail to discern which type of project is best suited

for a specific set of conditions, and to determine what influences a project's success
and sustainability. The Ecuadorian Amazon offers interesting case studies of attempts
to integrate biodiversity conservation with economic development,

providing

important lessons applicable to future projects for how economics and conservation
can reinforce each other. An investigation of sustainable agriculture, ecotourism, and
bioprospecting, will reveal that under certain circumstances, each type of project can
sustainably harmonize biodiversity conservation and economic development.
Biodiversity in the Ecuadorian Amazon

Ecuador is a less-industrialized country. suffering from .poverty, rapid
population growth, an enormous foreign debt and the highest rate of deforestation
in South America. The Western half of .Ecuador has been devastated, with only 4%
of its original forest cover remaining,

96% having been cleared for agriculture,

mainly bananas, oB palm, soybeans and rice. l

The loss is estimated to have

extinguished or doomed over half of the country's plant and animal species.
Ecuador is considered a megadiversity country, one of the few countries accounting
JWilsoD. E.O. The Diversity of Life. New York: W.W. Norton & Co. 1992 p. 244.
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for th~ highest percent of the world's biodiversity.2 It is recognized as the country
with the highest level of biodiversity per unit area in the world, containing 25 of the
30 life zones identified by Holdridge? The country is home to more than 280

identified mammal species, 1559 bird species, 380 reptile species, 509 fish species, 402
amphibian species, 66 species of butterflies, and over 15,000 species of angiosperms,
yielding a total of more than 20 thousand identified species and thousands more
unidentified.

In the Cuyabeno Wildlife Reserve alone, over about 500 species of

birds have been reported. 4 As for flora, the country has approximately 20,000 species
of vascular plants. s
Exactly why Ecuador is so biologically diverse, and how the biodiversity arose
in the first place is somewhat of an enigma. 6 Some believe that it is due to a complex
geological history with substantial volcanic activity and tectonic movements which
lead to a high diversity of soils and habitats. 7 Ecuador's proximity to the Nifio and
Hurnbolt seacurrents also creates a striking gradient of ecosystems, with deserts and
rainforests along the coast in the lowlands which rise to alpine paramo vegetation
near the ice caps of the highest peaks, and then drop down to the dense rainforests
and humid forests of the Amazon Basin to the east. In the Amazon area, the high
year round temperature and frequent rains also promote biodiversity.
Amazonian Ecuador, locally called the Oriente, is perpetually wet, humid, and
hot, with a mean annual temperature of 25°C. The dense rainforests and humid
forests are separated by fast flowing white water rivers and wide, brown and blackish
rivers like the Rio Napo. The total number of species in Ecuador's Amazon Basin is
1McNeely, Jeffrey el a!. Conserving the World's Bioloejcal Diversity. Philadelphia. PN: World Bank Publications,
1990. p.88
3 Caiiandas. L. EI M<W8 Bjoclimatico del Ecuador. Quito: EI Banco Central del Ecuador, 1983.
4 Alarc6n, Rocio et a1. ManeiQ de Recursos en el Bosque Tropical. p.29. my translation.
'Cenb)', A. H. "Aoristic Knowledge and Needs in Pacific Tropical America." Britonnia, 30, 1976.
(; Vandermeer, John H. Breakfast of Biodiversil)'. p 23.
7 BaJselv, H. and 5.S. Renner. "Diversity of East Ecuadorian Lowland Forests." in L.B. Holm Nielsen et AJ, cds.
Tropical Forests. London: Academic Press, 1989.
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estimated to be between 5 and 30 million, only 1.4 million of which are identified. s
More than 3000 species of flowering plants have been identified, about 40% of which
are trees. 9 However, knowledge of the floral biodiversity is very limited, and some
estimate that only about half of the plants in the Ecuadorian Amazon have been
identified. 10
The Amazon Basin as a whole makes up only 7% of the Earth's land surface,
but represents over half of Earth's life-forms. More than 35% of the world's tropical
forests are in the Amazon, and its rivers hold one fifth of the Earth's fresh water. ll
Ecuador has over 130,000 square kilometers that are part of the Amazon basin, or 50%
of the country's territory. The region is divided into five provinces: Sucumbios,
Napo, Pastaza, Morona-Santiago, and Zamora Chinchipe. The human population is
mainly lowland Quichua indigenous communities living rural lifestyles.
400,000 people inhabit this territory, almost half of whom are indigenous.
largest indigenous groups are the Quichua

(population

Nearly
The

60,0(0), the Shuar

(population 40,000), the Huaorani, (population 1,500), the Shiwiar (population 2,OOO},
and the Cofan (population 600).12 The non-indigenous inhabitants are mestizos, and
others employed with various oil, timber, and agriculture ,companies.

As an

example demonstrating how indigenous groups use biodiversity, a study done in a
Cofan community revealed that in one hectare, 90% of the 159 identified species
have a Cofan name, and 89% of them have some practical use for the communi.ty.

13

Amazonian Ecuador's large areas of high biodiversity are under great
pressure, mainly from oil mining and deforestation for agriculture, cattle ranching,
and timber. The three predominant land-uses in the region are slash and burn
8Commission ,on Development and Envirorl1nent for Amazonia. Amazonia Wjthout Myths. p.13.
9 Balselv. H. and 5.S. Renner. "Diversity of East Ecuadorian Lowland Forests." p. 293.
10 Alarcon. Rocio et a1. Mameio de Recursos en eJ Bosque Tro.picaJ. p.28. my translation.
11 Alarron. RQCio et at. Maneio de Recu[SQs en el BOSQue Tro,pical. p.25. my translation.
12 Alarc6n. Rocio et al. ManejQ de Recursos en eJ B~ue Tmpjcal. p. 26. my translation.
l3 Alarc6n, Rocio et al. Manejo de Recursos en eJ BosgUfl TrQRical. p. 31. my trans Iali on.
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agriculture (locally called "chacras"), coffee plantations, and cattle pastures.

The

protection of biodiversity in Ecuador's rainforests, like in all rainforest ecosystems, is
critical not only because of the economic potential of rainforest products, their
importance as a carbon sink, and their ecosystem and watershed functions, but also
because they are home to most of our living relatives. E.O. Wilson described the
conversion of Ecuador's lowland humid forests as "the silent hemorrhaging of
biological diversity... anonymous extinctions, not open wounds for all to see and
rush to staunch, but internal events, leakages from vital tissue out of sight. 14

Harmonizing Biodiversity Protection and Economic Development

Diversity is defined as "a measure of the number and types of components
within a system, whether it be a natural or social system."lS

McNeely et al. define

biodiversity as "an umbrella term for the degree of nature's variety...encompass(ing)
all species of plants, animals, and microorganisms and the ecosystems and ecological
processes to which they are part. "16 Wilson describes it as " our most valuable but
least appreciated resource" and even suggests dividing environmental problems into
two and only two categories. The first group would include activities that alter the
physical environment to a state uncongenial to life, like pollution, or the loss of the
ozone layer - trends which he claims can be reversed if we have the will. The second
category is the loss of biological diversity - a loss which can never be redeemed,
though its rate can be slowed. Wilson estimates that by the year 2022, 20% of today's
global biodiversity will be extinct, if the present rate of environmental destruction
continues. 17

'·WiJson, f.a. The Diversity of Life, p. 243.
I'Moran, Katy.. "€ l bnobiology and 'US Policy," in Plotkin. Mark aJld Lisa Famolare, eds. Sustainable Haryesl and
Marketing of Rain Fon:Sl Prodgcts. Washington, D.C: bland Press, i992" p 289.
l~cNeely, Jeffrey e~ al. Conserving the World's Biological Div-ersity. p. 17.
'7Wilson. E.O. The mvers'jty of Life,
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The traditional approach to biodiversity protection involved intemationally
financed conservation projects which closed off the richest land as parks and
reserves, in hopes that the people would live content and satisfied in the unreserved
land and respect the reserve limits. In less-industrialized countries, however, this
approach is impractical and has failed.

Its failure is partly due to population

pressures which lead to development around and infringement upon park borders.
Limited finandal and technical resources also cause ineffective management. Since
economic activities are usually nonexistent

w~thin

the reserves, their presence rarely

benefits the people who may have originally have had access to the land. Herman
Daly explains that in the past, environmental polides focused on how to protect all
species except humans, and now we realize the need to improve both ecosystems and
peoples lives. Is

Not only have internationally financed conservation projects

overlooked their negative affects On local welfare, but internationally financed
e'conomic development projects, which involve the construction of roads, and

mining operations have also led to major destruction of biodiversity.
Recently, people have realized the need to unite the ideas of conservation and
development. This is most often done by identifying win-win situations, where no
trade-off between the environment and the economy that needs to be made, or
where the trade-off is minimized.

Biological resources are at the base of every

economic endeavor, and although economic systems usually promote unsustainable
exploitation of these resources, economics can also be hamessed to protect them.
Tom Tietenberg explains that the power of the market can be used as a powerful ally
to achieve environmental

goals, by channe]ing economic growth into more

environmentally benign paths. "Not only can economic incentives reduce the
conflict between economic development and environmental protection, but they can
18Daly. Hennan. "111e Role of the Multilateral Lending Agency." wnomjc Development and Environmental Protection
in Latin America, ed. loseph Tulchin. Boulder: Lynne RienneI' Publishers. 1991. p.8.
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also make economic development the vehicle by which greater environmental
protection is achieved."19

Only solutions that enable loea] people to benefit, economicaUy or otherwise,
from the land in. envi.ronmentally non-destructive ways can rec·oncile the conflict
between biodiversity conservation and economic development. As Brian. Furze et al.
explain" "development is a conservation issue and conservation is a development
issue,. "20 Ecuadorians should be given the opportWility to make a transition from
using biologically rich lands for cattle..grazing and agriculture to using more
envi.ronmentally benign alt-ematives that still improve their weB-being,. The future
of Ecuador and other forested tropical regions depends upon whether available
employment destroys the environment or protects it, as a more sustainable form of
development.
A variety of innovative alternatives to deforestation exist and are currently
practiced by rural commURities in the Ecuadorian Amazon. Yet little is known about
exactly how sustainable these projects actually are.

Most of them. promote the

maintenance of biodiverse ecosystems, and can therefore be assumed as more
environmentally sustainable than more popular land uses in the area. The economic
sustainability of the projects, however, is less clear cut, and represents a serious gap
in the literature on sustainable development projects. Even further lading is a study
on what leads to the sustainability or unsustainability of these projects.

Wha t

elements of the project's design and maintenance cause it to be economically or
environmentaUy sustainable? The projects presented in this study comprise a very
small portion of the land-use strategies in the Ecuadorian Amazon, where logging,
cattle ranching, oil-drilling, and shifting cultivation dominate.

Although these

l~etenberg, Thomas. "1be Role of Econopllc Incentives Policy:" EconQmic~velQpment and Environmental
Protection in Latin. America, ed_Joseph Tulchin, Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publisbers•. 1991. p 18,
10 Furze" Brian. Terry De Lacy. and lim Bieckhead, Cullure. Conservation and Biodjversily: The Social Dimension of
Linkina Local Level DevelopmeDl and Conservation throuah Protected Areas. Chichester: John Wiley and Sons. 1996.
p 125,
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projects are still at a relatively early stage of development, more and more
communities are realizing their importance and potential and are initiating similar
sustainable development projects.
This study examines the sustainability of projects that achieve biodiversity

conservation through various economic incentive structures. Known as Integrated
Conservation and Development Projects, (ICDPs), or managed resource areas, they
intend to provide the sustained production of various biological resources and uses. 21
The number of ICDPs has grown dramatically over the past decade and has probably
become the most common tool of biodiversity conservation. The projects look for
ways to make environmentally sustainable uses profitable. They aim to improve the
well-being of people and the diversity and productivity of ecosystems in a way that
delivers sustainable economic benefits and maintains or restores natural ecosystems.
Several types of ICDPs include ecotourism

facilities, sustainable agriculture,

extractive reserves, biosphere reserves, multiple-use areas, bioprospecting, and
various other rural development initiatives along the bufferzones of parks and
reserves. The success of ICDPs varies greatly, but it is unrealistic to assume that they
necessariJy guarantee the well-being of the ecosystem and the protection of
biodiversity.

Three categories of ICDPs are studied in this project: I} sustainable agriculture,
2) ecotourism, and 3) bioprospecting. These are the activities which most involve
creating income and economic incentives for locals to conserve biodiversity. . All
three are seen by some as potential panaceas and by others as worthless, unfair,
economically impossible or envirornilentally harmful.

This project attempts to

reveal the campl'ex reality of these activities, some which have more potential than
others.
21

McNee'ly, Jeffrey et aI. 'Q_Dservjng the ~S!r)d's BjQ)Qgjcal Qjyersitv. p59.
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The general sustainability of each project is described, while paying particular
attention to four key factors which might influence the sustainability of the projects:
1) local participation and decision-making power, 2) the social and cultural holism of
the project, 3) the creation and distribution of local revenue, and 4) the source and
amount of funding.

The goal is to determine how these factors affect the

sustainability of the projects, and to briefly assess whether these activities represent
an environmentally, economically and socially viable alternative to the traditional
forms of development that they replaced. After each factor is discussed, the case
studies are presented with particular emphasis on how each of the each of the four
facto"rs influences the project's sustainability.
Defining Sustainable Development
In order to fully understand how these factors influence sustarnabiltity, it is

first important to understand what sustainabiIDity means to tru.s study. Sustainable
devetopment is an important concept in the discussion of conservation; however, it
has become a popularized, overused, criticized, and romanticized buzzword that is·
ambiguous and means different things to different people. BiUions of dollars have
been spent on international aid projects in pursuit of the concept of "sustainable
development." It is indisputable Ithat sustainable

developmen~

is a good thing. It is

hard to define however, and even harder to implement. There is no model to make
development sustainable, nor are there generally accepted criteria for sustainability.
A5 Nancy Yeldezian Dufau points out, "calls for sustainable development have
proliferated without consideration of its implications.

What does a model of

sustainable development look like? What does it imply for twentieth century social,
economic and political institutions?"22 The World Commission on Environment
and Development defines sustainable development as development which meets
Dufau, Nancy Yeldezian. "Development and Environment." Journal QUmeramencan Studies and World Mairs. vol
34: 2. summer 1992. P. 177.

Z2
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the needs of the present without sacrificing the ability of future generations to mee,t
their needs. 2J Few -would argue that we should not work toward that.

It is a

somewhat utopian concept of a better future quality of life that is both
environmentally sound and socially just - a truly immense and complex challenge.
Daly adds that sustainable development is "a process in which qualitative
development is maintained and prolonged while quantitative growth in the scale of
the economy becomes increasingly constrained by the capacity of the ecosystem to
perfonn essential functions over the long run, that is, to regenerate the raw material
input and to absorb waste outputs of the human economy."H Development that is
sustainable grows at a scale relative to the entire ecosystem, allowing the ecosystem
to function and renew itself year after year, and it develops along the lines of each

cu 1hue, not along a common, centralized line. 2S It attempts to integrate into
deveTopment the dimensions of environmental protection and consideration for the
future.
Because of the importance of long-term thinking, sustainable development is
particularly difficult to implement in countries where immediate subsistence is the
priority. Short-term needs, however, are a criterion that must be met first in order to
develop sustainably. Sustainable development therefore requires both short-term
and long-tenn strategies as well as confrontation of external pressures, demands, and
dependencies. The Commission on Development and Environment fror Amazonia
believes that sustamable development takes into account the needs of

ind~viduals

in

order for development to be more democratic and participatory.2l'

D

World Commission on Environment and Development. Our Common Furure. New York: Oxford University Press,

1981.
uDaly. Hennan. 'The Role of the Multilaterall.ending Agency", p.14.
~a1y. Herman, 'The R,ole of the Multilateral Lending Agency';. p.IS.
26 Commission on Development and Environment for Amazonia. Amazonia Without Myths, Washington, D.C.
Inter-American Development Bank. 1993. P. 57. 59'.
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In sustainable development, the focus on human development is stronger
than on economic growth, and it involves the expansion of skills, education, and
health, while providing an opportunity to make use of those skills.

It should not

aim to modernize or industrialize traditional communities and homogenize cultural

diversity like traditional development often does, Sustainable development requires
comp[ex str.ategies that take into account the whole web of interdependencies,
including an understanding and consideration of social, economic, cultural,
technological, environment,al, and political spheres.

Sustainable development variables and their me.asurement
Overall, very few sustainable development proposals or

pro~ects

in Ecuador

have been compr,ehensive and lasting. The prevalent form of Western economic
growth is usually not sustainable, which is why we cannot use. traditional economic
growth factors like GNP to measure sustainable development.

These growth

measurements do not take into account externalities. Instead of using traditional
criteria to measure development, this project examines less quantitative and more
qualitative and holistic indicators of sustainable development.

Sustainability is

measured by three criteria:
1) capacity building
2) environmental sustainability, and
3) economic su.stainability
It is impossible to isolate any of these criteria completely because changes m one
usually cause changes in the other systems. The sustainability of all three factors
together signify a sustainable project. In short, a sustainable project involves the use
of natural resources at a rate that the environment can maintain while providing
lasting economic benefits to locals.
14
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The first criterion for sustainable development,

capacity building, examines

how the community' is actually developing, in wen-being,

wisdom,

s,kills,

organization, or other ways. Have participants developed their education, skills, or
knowledge and put them to use since the project began? To determine this, the first
consideration is whether there was a training program for participants, and whether
there is any type of ongoing education. Participants were also asked what they know
about, or know how to do, that they did not know before the project began, and what
skills they use for the project that they did not use before it started. Also considered
is whether the people involved in the project are motivated and enthusiastic about

participating in the project. This was detennined by interviews when possible.
Overall, the capacity building criterion asks whether the community is creatively
and productively using its abilities to improve its knowledge, skills, organization,
morals, and general well-being.
The second criterion, environmental sustainability, attempts to examme
whether the activity or resource is being used at a rate that the environment can
sustain and reproduce over the long-term. Determining whether or not these
biodiversity conservation programs are successfully protecting biodiversity, and how
much the protection is worth would ideally require determining the amoUnt of
biodiversity being protected and assessing its value by converting it to economic
terms. A bioeconomic analysis is often done to find the present and future values
existent in any ecosystem.27

The value is often assigned according to

interactions, particularly economic uses of the specie or ecosystem.

human

Looking for

potential value in an ecosystem can be crucial in demonstrating that such areas can
bring a positive benefit to the local communities, but it often ignores cultural,
aesthetic, ethical, and scientific values.

Furthermore, the statement that an

ecosystem is worth a certain dollar amount is not only hard to believe, but it is not
n Wilson. E.G. The Diversity of Life. p 319.
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necessary for this study, since environmental sustainability can be m.easured without
it. Since the species in the relevant cases have pFobably not been inventoried, nor do
they come with a price tag, these tasks are exceedingly complex and not a goal of this
project. Therefore, no

environmenta~

impact statement or detailed ecological study

was done, but rather a description of the activity and how it seems to be affecting
several specific aspects of environmental quality is provided. This information was
gained from studies or reports that have been done about the proJects OF activities,
and by first-hand personal observation of the project sites coupled with general
ecological knowledge when possible. For ,those projects that were visited, the speed
and extent of resource exploitation, and the presence of monoculture cropping,
deforestation, OF other biodiversity depleting acbvities were examined.

Centro

Fatima, Capirona, and Janm Sacha were visited, while the studies of SUBIR,
Antisana, and the Ayahuasca Project depended more heavily on secondary sources
and perspectives. 28 Secondary environmental impacts were also investigated, such as
signs of soil erosion, pollution, displacement of wildlife and other ecological
problems. Whether the environmental impact caused by the project is significantly
less than would have occurred in absence of the project was also investigated.
Furthermore, participants' levels of environmental awareness and the presence of
environmental education were observed and used as an indicator of environmental
sustainability, based on the premise that an environmentally aware community is
more likely to prevent and solve environmental problems.
The third criterion, economic sustainability, examines whether the project is
based on sound economic principles and whether or not the economic benefits are
significant, dependable and lasting.

It looks at the product or service produced and

examines its current and potential demand, considering whether it is vulnerable to
fluctuations in world market prices and whether demand is likely to hold constant
2ll

The projects that were visited have more detailed descriptions and analyses than those \hat were DOl visited.
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through time. Secondly, it considers whether or not the project is financially self
sustaining, or whether it relies upon constant infusion of monetary resources. If the
funding was withdrawn or decreased, could the project last?
sustaining now, does it have the potential to be?

If it is not self

This variable examines whether

the project provides people with more money than alternative economic activities
that are less environmentally sOWld. This was determined by previous economic
studies done on the project or activity as well as interviews with managers and
participants. Whether or not

env~ronmenta]

externalities are being internalized is

also considered, which is usually obvious by the nature of the activity.

Negative

environmental externalities are environmental "side effects," or environmental
costs of an economic activity that aren't accounted for in the cost structure of the
activity.Z9 The final consideration is whether or not short-term economic needs of
the community are being met, since it is nearly impossible to plan for the future if
immediate needs are not being met. This is determined by examining whether the
community has "basic needs," such as enough food, clean water, shelter, and basic
health care.
To draw conclusions about which projects are sustainable and which are not,
the number of positive responses in each category are added together resulting in a
total score for each category.

This total score represents the capacity building,

environmental, or economic sustainability of the project. The highest score possible
for each category is 10, and the lowest is 0, where 10 represents the highest
sustainability and 0 is the least sustainable. Each category, as explained earlier, is
divided

into

certain

criteria.

For example,

to

determine

environmental

sustainability, there were four criteria: 1) whether resource use is sustainable, 2)
whether secondary environmental

problems are prevented, 3). the level of

For example, a possible enviromental externality of ecotounsm may be erosion. or wildlife disturbance. To
internalize lhese externalities. the cost of the tourism may be raised, to fund increased erosion control
wildlife
conservation.
:l9

and
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community environmental

awareness, and 4)whether the project involves an

environmental education ·program. Each of these criteria are given a score, either a
positive (+), negative (-) or a neutral (n). Although ideally, even these criteria would
be rated on a continuum or a more nuanced scale, the simplicity of the positive,
negative or neutral answer eliminates much of the subjectivity in assigning scores
on a more complicated scale. These responses are recorded in the result tables as
either positive, negative, or average/neutral (see example table in figure 1). The
factor receives a positive score if the project displayed a high level of environmental
awareness, had an environmental education program, etc.

Figure 1: Sample result table for environmental sustaina'bility of Project X
sustainable
resource use?

J

Local environrnen~
awareness

avoiding seconClary
environmental
prdblem5?

+

+

environmental
,education?
Total

1

-

+

7.5

I

The positive, negative, and neutral scores are then added up to arrive at the 0
10 score for each sustainaibility criteria. How much each positive
response counts for
.
depends on the number of factors used to determine the criteria score.
in the environmental

For example,

sustainability category, since there are four factors to

determine environmental sustainability, each factor cournts for 25% of a total of 10
possible points, or 2.5 points each. Each negative response receives no points, and
each neutral or average receives half of the points (or 1.25 in this case).30 Therefore, if
a project has three positive responses for environmental sustainability and one
negative response, it receives a score of 7.5, like in the sample table above (Figure 1).
JO The evaluation options are only negative, neUlTal, or positive, so only certain scores can be obtained, like 0, 11.25. or
2.5. in this case. There is no gradation between ~.25 and 2.5 because an exact measure of participation or holism is
(00 difficult (0 ass~.
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If it received one positive response (worth 2.5) two neutral responses (each worth

1.25), and one negative

(worth 0), then

the score would be a 5 because

2.5+1.25+1.25+0=5.

When each of the criteria has its overall sustainability score, those three scores
(one from capacity building, one from environmental sustainability, and one from
economic sustainability) are then averaged together to come up with the overall
sustainability score for the project.

Trade-offs between which factor is more

important than another do not have to be made, since most factors count equally.
Several individual factors, however, are considered necessary for a project 'to be
sustainable.

A project must be using natural resources in a sustainable waYI

providing more money or other benefits to the community than they had before, and
it must be meeting the immediate needs of the community.31

Any project which

fails to meet one of those criteria receives a score of 0 for the relevant category and is
considered unsustainable overall. Although the project is considered unsustainable
overalll during the cross-category comparisons that compare the sustainability of
sustainable agriculture, ecotourism and bioprospecting, the 0 scores are simply
averaged in with the other positively scoring factors to determine the total
sustainability score for each project.
Although quantifying sustainability with a score of 1 through 10 may seem
unnecessary and even shocking, the scores prove to be an important way to measure
the correlation between project sustainability and the factors that influence the
sustainability. Proving the correlation would be much more difficult without the
use of some tool of comparison, such as a numerical score.

A basic review of biodiversity in Ecuador, and Integrated Conservation and
Development Projects, has provided the background to understand sustainable
31

Necessary criteria for sustainability are marked with a

'It

in the sustainability charts.
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agriculture, ecotourism, and bioprospecting projects in the Ecuadorian Amazon. An
understanding of sustainability as measured by capacity building, environmental
sustianability, and economic sustainability, serves as preparation to confront the
more specific issue of what makes IDCPs sustainable.
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Chapter 2: Factors that Influence Proj ect Sustainability
If the necessary components of sustainability are defined as capacity building,

economic sustainability, and environmental

sustainability, it is important

to

examine what leads to each type of sustainability and the overall sustainability of the
project.32 The following four factors are examined to determine how they influence
project sustainability:
1) local participation and decision-making power,
2) the creation and distribution of local revenue,
3) social and cultural holism, and
4) the source and amount of externally generated funding.
These factors, among others, have often been suggested as possibly influencing
project sustainability. However, whether they do actually influence sustainability
and which factors have the strongest influence has not been known. Each factor is
examined in detail and applied to case studies to determine how - if at all • it
influences sustainability, and which factors have the strongest influence.
Participation, revenue and social and cultural holism are rated the same way
as the criteria for sustainability are rated: the number of positive responses in each
category are tabulated and added together to come up with a total score for each
category. Each positive response counts for a certain percentage out of a highest
possible score of 10, and the percentages are tabulated to determine the overall score
(0-10) for each factor.

The overall sustainabiJity ratings of the projects are then

compared to the scores for participation, revenue and holism to determine which
factors are most strongly correlated with sustainability.
Although the correlation between cenain variables and sustainability will be referred to, it is important to realize that
although there is a direct correlation. it is not necessarily statistically significant. since the number of case studies of
each category is only 2.

32
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Local Participation cmd Decision-Making Power
This project concentrates on local-level development, a type of development
that assumes that the decision-"makitng and project implementation inherent in the
process is best undertaken by local people. "At its best, development can provide a
way in which all people are recognized ror what they are: legitimate actors in social,
economic

and political processes which win impinge on the ways in which they

live."33 The success of local development projects depends largely on the relation
that is established with the community, and participation is the basis of that
relationship.

Local participation empowers people to make meaningful decisions

about their own lives rather ,than being passive recipients of others' actions and
decisions.J.4 Imposition of development on others without their consultation or
participation is undemocratic.

People should be allowed to detel'lT\ine their own

future by partidpating in decisions that will effect their lives.
All of the case studies in this project take place in indigenous communities.
Indigenous people have often been seen as obstacles to development.3s The
knowledge, culture, technologies, and social organization of indigenous groups,
however, should be celebrated and preserved, with forms of development that
integrate easily with their way of life. They are inherently as capable of participating
effectively in conservation and development projects as are non-native locals. It is
largely agreed that the participation of those who depend on, live on, and are
responsible for an environment increases the sustainability of conservation and
development projects.

36

When

locals emerge from the home to mobilize

collectively in a community development project, particularly when they can
lJFurze, Brian et aI. Culture. Conservation and Biodiversity. p 7.
34Fune. Brian, et al. Cuhure. Conservation and BiodiversiJY: p. 174.
n Commission on Development and Environment for Amazonia. Amazonia Without MYIhs. WashingtOn: Inter
American Development Bank. 1992. p.4.
36 UNEP. National Biodiversity Planning. Baltimore, MD: WRI Publications, 1985. p.lS.
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participate in the decision-making process, they often better understand the project's
objectives and importance. 37 The participants become can more dedicated to the
project's success, especially when their financial security is partly determined by the
success of the project.

Susan Casey argues that in general, citizens should be

involved in priority setting, monitoring, and inspection, as well as the use of citizen
complaint and enforcement mechanisms. 38
It is commonly held that programs designed by outsiders that ignore local

knowledge or culture or underestimate their abilities to solve problems have been
much less successful despite high levels of capital input. They often disrupt local
institutions, which frustrates locals and decreases their desire to cooperate. They can
change preexisting social structures which often leads to conflict and less productive
programs. John Browder argues that more attention should be paid to indigenous
knowledge, particularly since many indigenous practices show the way toward
techniques that may be able to overcome ecological and financial constraints. 39
Involving locals in only the initial implementation of a project may not be enough;
it may also be important to give them the power to suggest and create changes and to
include them in the design and follow-up, as well. The knowledge and beliefs of
locals should be respected and their ability to make decisions should not be
underestimated. On the other hand, Harold Brookfield and Christine Padoch feel
that the use of traditional knowledge "is somewhat in danger of being treated as a
new solution to all problems of development, ...it is more valuable to discuss ... using
farmers' knowledge in parallel with 'scientific' knowledge." 4D

J7

UNEP. Nalional Biodiversity Planning. p.25

~y-Lefkowitz. Susan. lOA Comparative Look at the Role of Citizens in Environmental Enforcement:' National

Environmental Enforcement Journal. June 1997. pp.29ff.
Browder. John. "'Alternative Rainforest Uses". Economic Develo.pment and Environmental Protection in Latin
America. ed. Joseph Tulchin. Boulder; Lynne Rienner Pubs. 1991. p52.
40 Broolcfielcl, Harold, and Christine Padoch. "Appreciating Agrodiversity."A Look at the Dynamism and Diversity of
Indigenous Farming Practices." Environment. Vol 35:5 June 1994, p. 39.

l'il
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It is certain, however, that the extensive use of local common knowledge and

open communication between the donors and the participants facilitates cooperation,
understanding, and achievement of the goals. As suggested in National Biodiversity
Plannin~/l

communication and negotiations may be integral to the biodiversity

planning process, and through participation, all involved

in

funding

and

implementing the project can share a common vision of meaningful change and a
common understanding of the purpose, problems and solutions.

42

One could also argue that local participation in the project complicates things,
and could create barriers to efficient and successful implementation.

Participation

could be particularly difficult when the design and implementation of the project
involves very complicated, highly scientific technologies. Although this could be
true and increase project sustainability in some cases, it is doubtful that it would
have an overall significantly positive effect on economic sustainability of most
projects, since few rural projects that are highly-scientific and technological have
been sustainable. Others have argued that local practices were developed in pre
capitalist and pre-market context, and indigenous knowledge cannot adapt to these
modern conditions. 43 We can not ignore the fact, that the local level does not
function flawlessly, and it should not be romanticized and perceived as a panacea.
Rocio Alarcon et. al. explain that leaving a project in the hands of the community
does not necessarily result in sustainability. If the community is not sufficiently
prepared, trained and organized, difficulties will probably result. 44 The fact that
something is aimed at the local level does not automatically result in the equitable
representations of all interests.

Communities do not harmoniously agree on all

.1 National Biodiversity Plannin~ is the result of a cooperative effort between the World Resource Institute, United

Nations Envlronmenla.! Programme, and the World Conservation Union to implement the 1992 Global Biodiversity

Strategy.
UNEP. National Biodiye(Sity Plannin~. p. 34.
Brookfield. Harold, and Christine Padoch. "Appreciating Agrodiversity." p. 39.
.u A1arc6n. Rocio et al. Maoejo de Recursos cn el BOSQue Tropical: LecciQnes Aprendidas. Quito: Embajada de los
Paises Bajos en el Ecuador, 1996, p 13-14. my translation.
42

4J
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courses of action} since they are hierarchical systems that face serious economic and
social realities. Particularly when community participation involves the generation
of income} it often turns into control of those community members with the most
power. As Furze asks} "If we only listen and pay attention to those who can speak for
(the entire community)} have we fulfilled our goal of local level development?"45
Conversely} for a project to involve community participation} it is certainly not
necessary that all community members participate.

Participation is usually more

successful if it starts by involving the community members most interested in the
project} and then more people become involved and their responsibilities gradually
increase over time.
Involving locals in project design and implementation can be particularly
difficult when locals prioritize income generation while the project donors} priority
is the conservation of global biodiversity.

Southgate and Clark emphasize that one

of the major pitfalls that projects face is that they often reflect wishful thinking about
local communities' regard for natural ecosysterns..~6 Not all communities are truly
interested in habitat protection.

When the local priority is not conservation} it is

unrealistic to hope that environmental

damage will not continue unless the

economic activity itself promotes conservation.
Since all communities differ in equality levels and social situations} we
cannot assume a romanticized vision of community_ No one knows better than the
community members themselves what their realities are} and they are best able to
guess how successful certain activities might be} and to help shape the activity to fit
within existing frameworks.

Furze explains the importance of having all JJparties

involved in the development process ... acknowledge each other's strengths and
limitations} goals and wants} and construct models of development around this
"5furze. Brian, el al.. Culture. Conservation and BiodiversitY. p.9.
46 Southgate, Douglas, and Howard Clark.. "Can Conservation Projects Save Biodiversity in South America?"
22:2, May 1993.

A..ml2i2.
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understanding which are meaningful to all. ,,-47 It is important to work with the
strengths of a community while being cognizant of its flaws, since communities are
the base for ICDPs.
To detennine the level of local participation of the projects in this study, five
factors are examined: 1) the percentage of local population involved, 2) the average
number of hours per week that participants are involved

in the project, 3)

community involvement in the project design and implementation, 4) the level of
communication between the participants, managers and donors, and 5), decision
making power of locals.

To acquire this data, it was necessary to make general

estimates based on available written information about the projects, and in some
cases, to infer the level of a certain variable.

This was only done if it was very

obvious (for example, if it was known that managers live at the project sites, it was
_assumed that communication was relatively high). More precise data including
percentages and numbers was gathered during the field-study component, and
interviews were conducted with managers and participants to more adequately
determine levels of communication and decision-making power.

The Creation and Distribution of Local Revenue

There is a general consensus that when local people benefit economically from
a project, the success and sustainability will be greater. The first guiding principle for
biodiversity planning outlined in National Biodiversity Planning is that biodiversity
programs should improve the economic opportunities and well-being of the
community.48

If people are being paid to contribute to a project, they have an

obvious economic incentive to work toward its success and sustainability.
4'7Purze, Brian et al. Cultun:. ConservatioQ and Biodiversity. p.ll.
~ National Biodiversity Planni02. pp23-25.
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One could also argue that economic revenue is not important to the success of
a program.

Other non-economic benefits to local people could also serve as

incentives to participate and support the project. For example, if the project provides
people with clean drinking water, health care, or improved

environmental

conditions, these benefits could be enough to promote sustainability. This project
attempts to determine whether the creation of income for the local community is
necessary for a project to be successful and sustainable.
Some question the entire foundation on which ICDPs are conceiv,ed, and thus
question the creation of local revenue. For example, as Posey asks, 'by

estab]~shing

mechanisms for just compensation of native peoples, are we not also

eSltabbsh~ng

mechanisms for the destruction of their societies through the subversion of
materialism and consumerism ?"49 Although this question raises valid concerns,
Posey acknowledges that these concerns are

~omantic

given current realities. Their

culture and environments are being destroyed by forces that will not go away
anytime soon. Considering these overwhelming forces of modem global reality,
indigenous groups must work to find alternatives that allow them to live in as
enVironmentally, economically, and socially sustainable a w.ay as possible, whether
they become part of the forces or not.
Six specific factors were examined

fOT

each case study to estimate the creation

and distribution of local income: 1) the percent of total revenue crea,ted by the project
that goes to the community-members vs. other groups, 2) the average amount of
money local participants make per week, 3) whether or not the project provides the
primary source of income for the participants (not necessarily fOF the entire
community), 4) whether there are non-monetary benefits in addition to, or in place
of revenue, and 5) whether the distribution of benefits within the community is
~osey. Darfell. "l~raditional Knowledge, ConserVation, and ~ RiOi Forest Harvest''' inPJolkin, Mark and Lisa
Famolare. eds. Sustainable HarveS1UdMarketiDi of Rain Forest Products." Washington. D.C: Island Press. 1992, p.
49.
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relatively equal. The distribution of benefits is determined by literature about the
commUnity, project, or activity, as well as by interviews and observation when
possible. Also important is deciding whether or not there is an socio-economic
stratification within the community that is obvious to an observer. In short, are the
projects providing significant and sustainable local revenue as an incentive to
conserve biodiversity?

Cultural and Sodal Holism

The conservation of biodiversity involves the complex interaction of many
systems and actors. It has a multilevel and multidimensional nature, and to be
environmentally successful and sustainable, it may be important for projects to
consider the structure of the many forces that mfluence and are influenced by the
project.

Since there is no recipe for a successful

ICDP~

community-specific

infonnation particularly concerning social and cultural systems is highly important.
When the social and cultural systems are respected, it often becomes easier and more
natural to appropriately integrate other systems

~

the economic, political, religious"

and ecological systems into the project. Particularly when levels of local participation
are high, it becomes crucial that the projects are· in touch with, and part of the loca[
reality, rather than working on their own with no real connection to the community.
Determining whether the projects are holistic in this way involves examining
whether they seem generally in harmony with the

socia~

and cultural structures and

systems of the community.
The goals of many past ICDPs have proven incompatible with the cultural and
social structures within a community. Despite much higher levels of capital input,
these programs have failed because in disrupting local institutions, they frustrate
local people and decrease their desire to cooperate. Their lack of foresight has also led
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to unintended consequences, when the donors neglect to realize the interdependence
of various social and cultural systems with economic or ecological systems.
Institutional strengthening and building can often lessen these problems, but equally
important is adjusting the goals and processes of the program to fit existing
community structures and acknowledging their interdependence.
To determine a project's cultural and social appropriateness, it is necessary to
examine whether the new activity is obviously changing values within the society.
For example, some types of projects often make people begin to prioritize income
generation when it previously was not the priority. Others can change the way that
people relate to each other.

For example, major changes in income distribution

might create class stratifications where they didn't already exist, which would be
considered a negative impact on

socia~

and cultural appropriateness. Social changes

can be positive or negative, although at times the effect is sometimes mixed, and
neither positive nor negative. For example, if the former economic activity was
dominated by men and the new activity empowers women to bring hom.e income
and makes them feel that they should have more control at: home as well, this can
cause problems in marital relationships.

Although the relationship problems are a

negative social impact, this change is considered positive overall, because the
empowerment of women in less industrialized countries leads to higher social
equity. Defined in this way, the correlation between project Stlstamability and sodal
and cultural holism is examined.
Another key factor in social and cultural holism is whether the project uses
appropriate local technologies, resources, and labor rather than applying potentially
inappropriate technologies

and materials and hiring outsiders to build the

infrastructure or perform other jobs that could be satisfactorily completed by locals.
Using native people and resources may make them feel that the project is really
theirs - part of their community, rather than imposed on them by external sources.
29
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The presence of buildings made of non-native .materials and styles, which may house
computers, machines, and other signs of the industrialized world not only .makes
locals feel discontented, but can also increase their dependence on external funding
which may not be perpetually available. Furthermore, if technologies and machines
ar~

introduced that locals do not fully understand and know how to repai:r, this can

generate more problems than solutions.
It may'seem hypocritical to some to speak of trying to preserve societ,a] systems

while simultaneously initiating a major transition within the community, but if the
initiated change is justified as an economic transition to a more sustainable society,
preserving culture and social systems becomes part of sustainability.
Five factors aI'e looked at to estimate cultural and social holism.

These

include: 1) whether or' not the project preserves sodal systems, 2) whether or not the
project promotes social equality, 3) whether or not any new technology or resources
used in the project seem appFopria,te (do locals understand the technology and know
how to use and maintain it, and is it keeping

w~th

their life-style?), 4) whether or not

the project is cu[turally appropriate (does it work to reinforce and preserve cultural
systems and traditions or expose the society to new influences that challenge might
transform culture like some ecotouris.m proj.ects), and
preserv,es value systems.

5) whether the project

Each of th.e above criteria are applied to the cases in this

s,tudy to determine the importance of social and cultural holism in a proj:ecfs
sustainability and success.

Soullce and amOlU\t of funding

There has recently been a realization that since the cause of biodiversity loss in
less-industrialized countries lies not totally within the countries themselves the
L

prevention and control of biodiversity loss requires the ·confrontation of social and
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economic injustices that are partly global in nature. Multilateral lending institutions
and non-governmental organizations have invested enormous resources for the
conservation of Ecuador's biodiversity.

Most of the highly industrialized countries

have relatively little biodiversity and are willing to pay foJ!' biodiversity protection,
while the biodiversity-rich countries are economically the poorest cmd cannot afford
to finance conservation. Those who happen to live near ecologically rich areas are
not solely responsible for the loss of biodiversity, since the economic systems that
promote biodiversity loss are frequently national or global in nature. The World
Bank suggests, that local, non-transbOlmdary environmental problems be dealt with
by national governments, and that global

envirorunenta~

issues be financed through

international support, since governments in Latin America lack the resources to deal
with those concerns. so It makes more sense for national governments to spend their
limited resources addressing domestic environmental issues while leaving the global
issues to those who are at the very root of many of the problems - the North.

It

makes even more sense considering that the global benefits of biodiversity protection
will be shared with the countries in the North.

It therefore seems important to

finance biodiversity protection in the South with funding from the North.
The ,application of such funding, however, is complicated, and the success
va.ries greatly. Contributions that are carefully 'channeled can be effective but it often
l

turns out that projects funded by local NGOs or private sources have been more
successful and sustainable than others that are heavily funded by well-endowed
multilateral organizations. large amounts of funding can provide the resources and
technology needed for projeds, fund infrastructure development, and provide the
long-term financial support that many projects need. Many heavily ftmded projects
are less successfu], 'but it is reasonable to assume that ,their failure is not directly due
~ The World Bank. Environment and [)evelQPment ,in Latin America and tbe Caribbean:

The Role of lb¢ World Bank.

Washington. D.C.: The World Bank. p.4S.
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to the large amount of funding.

~t

may be some other problem in the way the

projects were designed, unplemented or managed that led to decreased sus tainability.
The so[ution would certainly not be to decrease funding while keeping the design,
implementation and management of the projects the same as before.

This presents a

major dilemma for international development and conservation programs: how to
take advantage of the important capita[ flows from the multilateral programs -in a
way that promotes sustainabre cornmtrnity

development

and environmental

protection.
There

is a substantial amount

of literature regarding the

roles and

effectiveness of various donors. Large, multilateral assistance organi.z;ations such as
the World Bank, are frequently criticized for cultural inappropriateness and not
encouraging local participation, among other thingS.51 Despite much higher levels of
capital input, they often negatively influence cultural and social systems, which
makes cooperation more difficult and leads to less

product~ve

and sustainable

programs. Intervening in another societyis development, as Furze et al. explain, is a
process based on, and subject to, power relations between competing interests. 52 This
power can create communication problems and reinforce inequalities if the donor's
role is not well defined, agreed upon, and carefully maintained.

Vandana Shiva

explains that these donors often have the attitude that "the mind and the solutions
are in the North, while the matter and the problems are in the South...However, not
only is erosion of diversity as great a crisis in the North, it is also in the North that
the roots of the South's crisis of diversity lie."s3
There is a general consensus, as expressed in National Biodiversity Planning,
that "external agencies should be on 'tap', not on top,'154

that they should help the

51Daly, Herman. "The Role of the Multilateral Lending Agency". p13.
52"furze, Brian, et al. Cullure, Conseaarion and Bjodjversiry. p5.
S3 Shiva, Vandana. MQnocultures of the Mind. p. 83.
~UNEP. National Biodiversity Planning. p26.
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community or the country develop its own capacity to develop sustainably and
conserve natural resources. It is also widely held that lower level, continuous
support for a long time is better than a large amOlmt for a short time, because money
needs to be saved for effective management of the project after the implementation.
Continuous funding, however, can breed dependence rather than self-reliance.55
McNeely argues that most projects do not require heavy funding, but rather
effectively targeted funding aimed at very specific targets.

Thus, to attain the

magnitude desired by multilateral organizations, support for a significant number of
smalt community-level projects may be preferable to one large project. 56 Southgate
agrees, arguing that since the conditions for success and sustainability are primarily
in selected "niches", there are limited opportunities to promote environmentally

sound commercial activities in forested areas through large multilateral projects. He
favors the selective support of smaller projects with limited amounts of financing
and technical assistance.57 As Rocio Alarcon et. aL explain,

II

it seems that smaller

projects with lower levels of funding and limited staff are able to attain a more open
and close relationship with the locals, to better understand the issues and problems
the community faces, ... and to gradually create a local capacity to carry out the projects
on their own, which leads to long-term sustainability."s8 Whether working on many
smaller projects or one larger project, donors should commit themselves to 10ng
term campaigns and maintenance of their projects,. which has been a major weakness
for many donors. The World Bank, for example, admitted not maintaining projects
enough and tending to finance projects here and there rather than committing
themselves to long term programs. 59 Furthermore, it seems preferable for projects to
SSUNEP. National Biodiversity Planning. p.27
j6McNeely, Jeffrey et al. CQnservin~ the World's Biol~ical Diversity pl21.
S1Southgate. Douglas. Alternatives for Habitat Protection and Rural Income Generation, Washington, DC:
Inlerarnerican Development Bank, 1997. p.42
,1ll Alarcon. Rodo et aI. MaoejQ de Recursos en el BOSQue Tropical. p.2L my translation.
59 The World Bank. Environment and Development in Latin America and the Caribbean: The Role of the Wodd Bank.
Washington. D.C. The World Bank. p.45.
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have diversified sources of funds, so that they do not depend completely on one
source whose future plans or ability to continue funding may be unpredictable.
Projects examined include those funded and supported by large, multilateral
organizations, local and international NGOs, private sources, and proj,e·ots which
invo[ve cooperative bilateral funding or any combination of donors. Many of the
projects are implemented by local NGOs who are funded by multilateral assistil!HCe
agencies. This approach is growing in popu~arity because multilaterals see NGOs as a
vehicle of grassroots empowennent able to implement programs which the state
cannot. They appreciate the honesty, efficiency, lack of corruption, and process of
democratization that NGOs often promote. 60

Local NGOs are also more in touch

with local situations than are international organizations.

This study examines

which type of funding source works best under which circumstances, and questions
whether a project needs to be expensive and fully funded to be sustainable.
A major limit to using the source of funding as a potential indicator of
sustainability is that due to the diversity of projects often funded by one type of
donor, and their varied levels of success, it is difficult to predict the success of a
project solely by the funding source and amount, and dangerous to blame the failure
of a project on the type of donor. Similarly, it is difficult to ascertain whether a
project's success can be attributed to the source or the amount of funding. Since most
projects funded by multilateral assistance agencies are heavily funded and local NGO
projects usually have less funding, and variation is difficult to find, separating
whether it was the amount or the source that most significantly influenced the
success is nearly impossible.
Examining the various types of donors and what their strengths and
weaknesses are, however, helps determine under what local conditions might one
waebington. Anthony, and Graham Thiele. NOPs and th~ Slate in Latin America: Relhinkjng Roles in Sustainable
Agricullural Development New York: RoutJedge. 1993. p.55.
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type of donor! or combination of donors be best suited to achieve maXimum and
sustainable

biodiversity

protection.

Multilateral

assistance

organizations,

government agencies, the private sector! and NGOs can and should all play an
important role in conserving biodiversity and promoting sustainable economic
development. The following three factors are examined for this category: 1) the
source of funding (whether it is funded by a multilateral organization, local or
national NGOs, private sources or some combination thereof), 2) the amount of
funding, and 3) the amount of time that funding has lasted to date.
This category is rated somewhat differently than the other categories.

It is

high! low, or average for both the amount of funding and the length of funding.
However! for the source of funding, it is impossible to determine what the
"favorable" or "high" answer would be. For example! a project funded multilaterally
should not necessarily receive a higher score than one funded locally. Therefore! the
type of funding is simply be described and used to compare the projects to determine
whether or not there is a correlation between sustainability and the source of
funding.

Local participation and decision-making power, the amount and distribution
of local revenue, the sodal and cultural holism, and the amount and source of
funding are all factors which may have a Significant role to play in determining the
sustainabilty of integrated conservation and development projects.

In the next

chapters, the framework of theoretical understanding that has been laid is applied to
case studies of sustainable agriculture! ecotourism, and bioprospecting, to reveal
which projects are the most sustainable, and which factors most strongly influence
sustianability.
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Chapter 3: Sustainable Agriculture
This chapter examines the main issues surrounding sustainable agriculture in
the Ecuadorian Amazon, its strengths and weaknesses, its economic potential, and its
overall feasibility as a way to harmonize biodiversity protection with economic
development.

Two case studies are investigated, which demonstrate typical

characteristics of sustainable agriculture. The sustainability of the projects, and what
most strongly influences their sustainability will be discovered.

Defining Sustainable Agriculture

Managing and harvesting native flora and fauna in a sustainable manner
provides a way to internalize the external benefits of biological dilversity. Sustainable
agriculture does just this, using forest land for the semi-domestication and harvest of
a variety of useful native species. As long as the harvesting does not have long-term
negative effects on ecosystem structure and function, significantly decrease the
biodiversity, or prevent the long-tenn reproduction and regeneration of natural
populations,

it

is

considered

sustainable

agricu1mre. 61

The

predominant

monoculture agriculture is usually not sustainable because it homog,enizes the
biological base making it vulnerable to disease and change, and seriously degrades
the soil and its long-term productiVity.

The most common type of sustainable

agriculture in the Amazon basin is agroforestry, which is considered sustainable
when the degree of intervention is relatively low and the conservation of native
forest strUctur:e and function is high. It becomes unsustainable when non-native
61

Hall and Bawa, 1993
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species are introduced and the plots must be maintained against weed and pest
Infestations. This intensive agroforestry is rare in the Ecuadorian Amazon.
'The key concept to sustainable agriculture is "tile acceptance of a multiplicity
of useful species and a rejection of monocultures."62 This allows the ~evel of risk to
be diffused through biodiversification and a wide range of commodities to be
produced. Vandana Shiva explains that "sustainability and diversity are ecologically
linked because diversity offers the mulhpticity of interactions which can heal
ecological disturbance to any part of the system. Nonsustainability and uniformity
means that a disturbance to one part is translated into a disturbance to aU other
parts."63

Sustainable agriculture does, howeve.r, alter the distr~bution of species

toward a higher representation of the commercially viable species. It can lead to
unintended extinctions, alter trophic relationships, and decrease the ecosystem's
ability to recover from disrurbances.
Sustainable agriculture requires a sophisticated understanding about the
physiology, sociobiology, and ecology of the relevant plants or animals. For example,
the optimum sustainable yield, the forest's response to various disturbances and the
natural distribution and abundance of native species needs to be known.

It is

i!rnportant to constantly monitor the ecosystem and compare its health and
population leve]s over time. Since this knowledge is highly specialized, it should be
widely shared so that other farmer.s can use the knowledge to advance the field,
which would better promote the co.mmercialization of native species. As Vogel
exp~ains,

"the challenge for sustainable agriculture is to understand sufficiently we11

the husbandry and cultivation of these species in order to maximize the profitability
of such farms without degrading the regenerating forest.'064
62Vogel, Joseph Henry. The Su_ccessfuJ Use of EcoBomjdpstrumeDls
Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales, 1996. p. 23.
6JShiva, Vandana. Monocuhures of the Mind. p17.
64Vogel. The Successful Use of EconQrnic Instrumems. p3.

00

Foster Sustainable Use of BjodivecsilY. Quito:
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Sustainable agriculture is being successfully run by indigenous groups all over
the Amazon basin who face a restricted land-base, limited labor, low capital. a lack of
technical support, unpredictable and often distant markets, and competing economic
activities which are often more profitable.

Sustainable agriculture can protect

biodiversity, prevent erosion, safeguard water sources/ and rescue traditional
indigenous ecological knowledge.
species than other land-use practices.

Furthennore, it produces many more useful
One sustainable agroforestry plot can provide

dozens of food sources, (vegetables, fruits, meats, and even grains), medicines,
construction materials,

a,rts

and crafts items, and more. The low labor and capital

inputs of sustainable agriculture make farmers able to take advantage of other
economic opportunities while being ensured of subsistence when jobs are not
avaHable. bs

The Economics of Sustainable Agriculture
It seems that the greatest challenge that remains

to be overcome for

sustainable agriculture is its economic profitability compared to competing economic
activities. Unfortunately, some fonns of sustainable agriculture, like that of Centro
Fatima, appear to be limited to a weU-funded, high]y educated minority of the
population under specific conditions, rather than being applicable to the population
as a whole. Unless the goal is simply household or community use of the crops
rather than commercial production, or the farmers are funded

oJ!'-

content living on a

subsistence income as in the case of Centro Fatima, the financial returns

to

the

families are meager for many types of sustainable agriculture.
Despite the low financial returns of sustainable agriculture, the employment
opportunities can be great.

If the harvest is not focused on very specialized

AJcorn. Janis B. "Indigenous Agroforeslry Stnllegies Meeting Fanners' Needs:' in Anthony Anderson. cd.
Alternatives to DefoTeSlaljon: Steps toward Sustainable Use of the Amazon Rain ForesL New York: Columbia
University Press. 1990. p148.

M
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knowledge and experimental research, like at Centro Fatima, and is rather something
that most people can do, the employment opportunities can be enormous.

For

example, 68,000 Brazilian households gain inco.me from the collection of rubber,
most of which is wild. 66 However, there are few ,species that could provide such
significant employment without destroying the natural biodiversity and creating a
monoculture (and whether rubber collection is a form of sustainable agriculture is
debatable).
If the goal is commercial production, it is important that the farmers live near

or have easy access to markets, since most fruits and products produced are
perisbable or bulky, which makes them difficult to transpo.rt. It is also economically
important that the product being grown is not a product that is also grown in
modem monoculture systems, since the sustainable product could not compete with
the economies of scale of monocultures.

The profitability depends largely on the

demand. If the demand is strong and the distribution is

1imi~ed,

the potential to

benefit rwral households is strong by filling that nkhe67 • However, as in the case of
Centro Fatima, the demand for the animals was high, but the limited growth and
reproductive capacity of the ammats made profitability impossible.
Much of the profitability and success of sustainable agriculture projects
depends on the biology and ecology of the particular species and how quickly and
environmentally safely it can be harvested. The success also depends largely on local
circumstances., whether the people are more conservation driven than economically
driven, whether other activities are more lucrative, whether the employment levels
can be higb enough, and whether the project is generally compatible with local social
and economic systems.

~Soulhgate. Do\lglas. Allernatives for "ahila( Protection. p.19.

61Soulhgate, Douglas. AhemalivesJor HaMal Protection. polS.
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The following case studies demonstrate the benefits and difficulties inherent
in

trying to sustainably harvest native species.

Both projects are small-scale

community-based projects that take many of the same steps to ensure sustainability.
Their sustainability varies dramatically, however, and an examination of the factors
influencing sustainability reveals how.

The first is an example of a new,

experimental type of sustainable agriculture; the sustainable harvest of native fauna.

Case Study #1: Centro Fatima:
"Project for the Domestication, Management and Harvest of Seven Wild Mammal
Species and Three Bird Species of the Ecuadorian Amazon."

Project description

The Centro Fatima in the Ecuadorian Amazon is a small, experimental station
run by the Organization of Indigenous Peoples of Pastaza, (OPIP) and is dedicated to
the development of efficient, sustainable agriculture. The goals of OPlP are to "fight
for land rights of indigenous communities in the province, protect our indigenous
culture, language, and way of life, and to work together by unifying and organizing
all the indigenous communities of Pastaza....to develop sustainably with the use of
native resources,,68 Centro Fatima works in investigation, conservation, education
and the search for economic alternatives using native biological resources.

It aims to

develop its own fonn of sustainable development based on local knowledge and
resources of secondary tropical rainforest.69 The Centro serves as a local focal point of
community political action and education.

It holds frequent

seminars

for

community members and local farmers, workshops for ecology students and

68

Lodoiio. Tanya el al. "El Centro Fatima" in Alarc6n et al. MauejQ de Recursos en e) BOSQue Tropical. p. 65 my

translation.
t11

Lodono. Tanya el 81. "EI CeDrro Fatima" p. 65 my lranslation.
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biologists presenting their work, and has a curriculum involving field trips for
school all school children of Pastaza.
Fatima was opened in 1986 in collaboration with OPW, the Polytechnic School
of Chimborazo, and the Provindal Council of Pastaza. It is located on 28 hectares of
secondary tropical forest in the uplands of the western Amazon, on land that was
formerly used for cattle grazing but was naturally re-seeded from small patches of
primary growth. The focus of Fatima's efforts is an undertaking called the "Project
for the Domestication, Management and Harvest of seven wild mammal species and
three bird species of the Ecuadorian Amazon." The goal of the project is to use and
protect biodiversity by studying valuable endemic fauna species in order to cultivate
and commercialize them with the technology of sustainable polyculture, and to
disseminate knowledge and technology of sustainable agriculture to surrounding
communities, providing a sustainable economic alternative. 70
that "it is possible for indigenous communities

Their hypothesis is

to increase native

animal

populations for their own use without damaging the jungle ecosystem."71 Although
the Centro is not yet financially self-sustaining, it aims to generate enough
information regarding useful species so that it, along with other farms, can become
financially self-sustaining. 72
Centro Fatima studies the ecology of tapirs, capybaras, collared. peccaries/ pacas
(large rodents), black agoutis, Salvin's currassows/ guantas, guatuzas, paujils, and
mountain turkeys, and conducts systems analyses of the material-energy flows of the
station. 73 Thus far, the Centro has generated some important and useful biological
information, and some species seem potentially profitable.

In terms of financial

potential for sustainable agriculture, the most important information gained regards
Lodoiio. Tanya el a1. "£1 Centro Fatima" p. 65 my translation.
Lodoiio. Tanya et al. '·EI Centro Fatima" p. 84 my translation.
nVogel. The SUccessful Use of Economic Instruments p.27.
7'Enriques, Sandra and Lida Guarderas. Centro FAtima Brochure. Pastaza, Ecuador. Escuela de Biologfa, Universidad
Cenb1ll, 1994.
70

71
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the ecology and socio-biology of the tapir and the capybara. Tapirs are a large, pig-like
animal which graze on undergrowth, and do not uproot the plants they eat.

At

Centro Fatima, they have been observed to eat over 100 different plant species. An
adult is worth about $330 US in the local market. They require no inputs in terms of
bought food, medicine, or parasitides, and demand very little labor.

They are

sociable, docile, and easy to manage, and the young mature in about two years.
When suffering from parasites, they choose certain plant species.

The revenue

generated per year by tapir culture is approximately $100 per hectare. The value of
degraded pasture land is as low.as $160 per hectare, and the land used for tapir culture
can also be used to manage other species that co-exist with the tapir.7il The efficiency,
low labor input/ and

low environmental impact of tapir-culture, as well as the

delicious meat, makes the animal potentially very profitable.

However, the tapir

culture has thus far not been as profitable as expected, since the animals reproduce
and grow relatively slowly.
Capybaras, also ·called chiguires in many areas, are the largest rodent in the
world, like a rat the size of a Golden Retriever.

Although biologically they are

rodents, the pope has deemed them fish, since they reproduce and spend much of
their time in the water, and are therefore permissible to eat during Lent. The meat is
delicious, and contains much higher protein levels than pork or beef.

Capybaras

reproduce and grow significantly faster than tapirs. A study done on an experimental
capybara fann in Venezuela revealed that the average meat production

le.ve~

for

capybara is 63 kg. per hectare per year, compared to cattle, which produces only 14 kg.
of beef per hectare per year?S They sell for between $180 to $200 locally. Unlike the
tapir, capybaras have been previously raised in farms, particularly in the Venezuelan
Amazon.
;~Vogel. 1be
75

Successful Use of Economic InslfUJDeDlS p.27.

Lodoiio. Tanya el aJ. "El Centro Fatima" p. 92 my tran s'iati on.
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The amount of time spent researching and figuring out how to harvest
animals that have never been managed is immense.

The profitability therefore

depends on upon how much data can be produced and shared between farms. The
Centro has already begun to involve other indigenous communities in capybara
cul.ture, and has established a network of sustainable fauna harvesters with about ten
farms.

Unfortunately, however, the sharing of good data concerning tapirs and

capybara is almost non-existent, and the Centro has not had much luck with the sale
of these animals as of yet. The Centro has only sold one tapir (which was not sold for
meat, but to another farmer to start tapir culture h.irn.self), and about a dozen
capybara, some for meat, but most to other farmers. 76

Medardo Tapias, founder and

director of the Centro, admitted that to his disappointment, tapir culture does not
have much potential as an economic alternative that could be practiced profitably by
many, mainly because tapirs simply do not grow and reproduce fast enough.

He

feels that capybara, however, have much greater potential, and is confident that
Centro Fatima will be able to successfully demonstrate this. n

Danillo Reascos, a

graduate student who has been working at the farm for several years, feels that the
problem is not a lack of demand for tapir or capybara, but the fact that "there just
aren't enough animals to keep a healthy population here and sell them at the same
time, because they do not grow fast enough and they are good at escaping from the
reserve. It is also difficult to sell them because I do not want these animals to be
eaten - I know them too well."78
Since the money made from tapir and capybara culture obviously cannot
support the farm, the Centro has shifted its focus

s~ghtly

toward educational

ecotourism, and a large portion of its income comes from the entry fee charged to
7'MedardoTapias., founder of Centro Flitima. personal communication. January 29.1998. Pastaza, Ecuador. My
ltanslal.ion.
77Medardo Tapias, personal communication. January 29, 1998. Pastaza, Ecuador.my translation.
71I0'anillo Reascos, Centto Hlima employee. personal communication. January 28, 1998. Pastaza. Ecuador. My
trans'l'ation.
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visitors and from fees for the classes and workshops offered. The entrance fee is $2
for foreigners, $1 for Ecuadorians, and free for children.

The financial goal of the

project is to achieve self-sufficiency, and it seemed to me that they are far from
achieving that goal. Medardo Tapias explained that the Centro could not survive
without the heavy external financing it receives, and that the economic benefits from
the education project alone are not sufficient to keep the project going.

He also

explained that since the earlier days of the project, funding has increased significantly
rather than decreased, though funds are still too low to expand the project. He would
like to expand the project, buy more land and hire more workers. He does not plan
on ever exporting the animal products, even if it became profitable. The goal is to
benefit local indigenous communities and to protect the biodiversity of their forests,
a goal they feel would be incompatible with production for exportation. 79

Analysis of sustainability variables
The capacity building of Centro Fatima is very strong, resulting in a score of 10
(see table l,a).80

This is mainly because of the thorough ongoing community

education and the fact that it is developing a completely new form of animal
harvesting, which involves continuous creativity, hard work and experimental
learning. The participants explained that they have learned incredible amounts from
the project, as have many of the local people who have been involved in the
workshops and seminars.

The training program for the workers was intense and

ongoing, and they are putting their skills to use daily as are many of the participants
in the workshops who have begun raising native fauna. All of the participants and
managers said that they are very enthusiastic about working at the Centro and plan
to spend the rest of their lives there.
~edardo Tapias, personal communication. January 29, 1998. Pastaza., Ecuador.
so As a reminder, the score is 10 because each of the four criteria to determine general capacity-building were sc<>red
positively. Since there are four criteria, each is worth 25% of 10, or 2.5, so 2.5 multiplied by 4 is 10.
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The environmental sustainability of

th~

project is also very high.

The

resource use is completely sustainable, and the environmental impact is minimal,
since all the animals they are harvesting are native to the area and their populations
are still low enough so that other populations are not disturbed.

Local

environmental awareness is very high because of the environmenta[ education
program, and the managers and. several

~'ocal

visitors agreed that the level of

environmental awareness has significantly increased due Ito the outreach eHorts of
the project. 81

Medardo Tapias feels that the best thing that the Centro has done is

protecting the forest and letting it and all its inhabitants recuperate. 82 There is no
sophisticated ecological monitoring system, but employees know the approximate
population levels and ecosystem health and can compare this to what they
remember the forest to have been like forty years ago. An analysis of Centro Fatima
in Management

of Tropical Forest Resources: Lessons Learned

asserts -that the

Centro has prevented env1ironmental impacts such as loss of soil fertility, extinction
of species, or biodiversity loss in general.S3 The environmental impact of the trails
that run through the land are minimized with erosion control systems. Sr. Tapias
felt that the most negative impact that they have had was through their program of
rescue and reintroduction of wounded animals.

They helped a sick family' of

monkeys from another adjacent forest recuperate and then reintroduced them into
theM' own forest. The monkeys ended up eating almost ali the b·ird eggs of several
dozen species and seriously damaged the bird populations.

However, since this

impact is not directly related to the sus'tainable agriculture project, this impact does
not effect the Centro's positive score for avoiding secondary environmental impacts.

51 Medardo Tapias, Ruth Arias. DaniUo Reascos, and visilOrs from a publlic high-school of Pastaza.. Personal
communication. January 28. r998. Pastaza, Ecuador. my lr-anslatioD.
111 Medardo l'apias, personal communication. January 19, J998. Pastaza, EcUadOF. My translation,
83 Lodono, Tanya et aI. ntl CeDtrO Fatima" p. 91. my translation
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The overall environmental sustamability is very mgh, receiving a score of ]0 (see
table lb).
As for economic sustainability, the farm is not financially self-sustaining.

Although Medardo Tapias and Joseph Vogel, an environmental economist, feel that
the farm will someday become profitable, its complete dependence on external
financing and the fact that the managers are simply not economically driven and are
happy receiving aid leads to a doubt of the project's, potential for economic self
sufficiency or profitability. The economic potential of tapir meat is unknown, since it
Capybara, however, have been profitably

has never before been commercialized.

harvested, but only on a large and probably environmentally unsustainable scale. If
the populations of capybara were high enough to make harvesting profitable, their
impact

on

plant

populations

would

pr:obably negate

their

status

as

an

environmentaUy sustainable form of agriculture, which the Centto Fa.tima would
probably never do. Externalities would be internalized with the potential profit of
animal culture. Externalities are currently being internalized somewhat by the fees
charged for educational ecotours, although they are too low to make up for th.e
opportunity cost of the conservation. Sinc,e this is not direct1y part of the sust,ainable
agnculmre project, it does not

affect the

neutral

score

for

internalizing

environmental externalities. Immediate needs of the community are being met,
though not directly by the Centro.

Fatima was given a relatively lo'w score for

economic sustainability of 6 (see table Ie). All in all, the project is relatively
sustamable, receiving an overall sustainability score of 8.6.

J'able 1: Sustainabilit)! of Centro Fatima
a. capacity building
motivation and
Training
enthusiasm
program?

- ongoing
education?

II

Are people using

their skills?

Total
1

I

+

+

+

+

II

10
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b. Environmental sustainabiHty of Centro fatima
Locall environmentaJ

sustainable

avoiding secondary

resource use *

environmental problems?

awareness

+

+

+

I

environmental
I

Total

education?
10

+
I

~

c. Economic sustainability
I

Product!
service
i
I

tapir/

resistant Ito

self~

More$ or

lnternalize

Immediate

fluctuation?

sustaining?

benefits

extemalities?

needs

.

.

than

~-

,

-

Total

mel?*

before?*
n

+

-

capybara

+

n

6

-

... these criteria are considered necessary for sustainability

Analysis of factors influencing sustainability

Community P,articipation
The project was not designed to iIwolve extensive full-time local participation
at the project site, since the work is so specialized. There are currently four people
who work full time for the project, a husband and wife manager team and two
workers who feed and study the animals and lead educational tours. For these
people, the Centro is more than a full-time job; it is their wa,y of life. However, if
participation [evels were to include aU the farmers who have started their own
sustainable fauna farms as a result of the efforts of the Centro, and their workers, the
levd of full-time participation would increase to several dozen. Furthermore, if it
also included those people who regularly participate, teach and help organize the
workshops and various activities at the Centro, the number would mcrease further.
However, since less than half of the community participates full-time in the. project,
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it received a negative score for community participation.

Participation is limited

because of the lack of funding: the Centro relies largely on vo]unt,eer work,

~nd

would like to have a much higher level of participation. Medardo explained that he
would like to eventually have 10 employees, with one person to specialize in each of
the species they are studying. Currently one of their major limitations is that they
simply do not have enough people observing and studying the animals to obtain the
specialized

information

they

require

for

domestication

and

eventual

co.mmercializahon.
Community acceptance of the project was not immediate, as Medardo Tapias
explains "At 'first they thought our idea was crazy, but it has slowly gained acceptance
of everyone around here. It has taught them that there are economic alternatives for
indigenous people of Pastaza."84 With th.e attention it has received from outside,
Fatima has become much more accepted and local participation has increased.
Decisions are made mainly by the managers, Medardo Tapias and Ruth Arias, a
husband 'and wife team, who consult and value the opinions of the Organization of
hldigenous Peoples of Pastaza and their two full-time workers.

The project is

completely based on local. traditional knowledge, combined with general ecQlogy
Communica tion

knowledge and simple sustainable agriculture technologies.

between Centro Fatima and the community is relatively strong. The Centro was
given a score of 6 for level of local participation and decision-making power (see table
2).

dd~ eClSlOn-m
..
l' abI e 2. Locat p a,r ti·
cpa ti on an ...
I

I

a
a
g power 0 f C' en tr0 F'tim

r-

percent of

average

involvment in

community

# hours

design &

making

involved

per week

implementation?

power

84

communication

decisioFl-

Total

Medardo Tapias. personal communication. January 27, 1998. Centro Fatima, Pastaza, Ecuador. My translation,
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o

The creation and dis-tribution of local revenue

As for revenue, the Centro is not financially self-supporting; the family who

runs it lives mainly self-sufficiently, and the two employees certaIDly are not in it for
the money.

All of the money generated by the courses, visitors fees and sale of

animals therefore stays within the community. The project provides. the primary
source of income for the four full-time workers, but not for most of the other fa,rmers
participating on their own farms, so that category received a neutr.al score.

The

major non-monetary benefits for the community are the environmental education
provided by the Centro, the maintenance of environmental quality and biodiversity,
and the potential eco·nomic alternative for locals.

Although the distribution of

economic benefits fOF the community are low, the distribution of non-monetary
benefits is high, since anyone can attend the workshops or visit the farm and
everyone benefits from the protection of biodiversity. The Centro received a score of
5 for creation and distribution of loca~ revenue (see table 3).
Table 3·. Creation and Distribution
of Local Revenue at Centro Fatima
-% stays in
COIllltiluruty

I

average amount

primary

Non.

distribution

S/personl week

source?

I monetary

of economic

benefits?
I

+

-

n

+

I

benefits-

I

total

II

5

Social and Cultural Holism
As for the $ociaW and cultural holism of the project, the Centro obtained a very

high score of 9. As a project run by the Organization of Indigenous People of Pastaza
with no management from the outside, the project is socially appropriate.

It
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successfully preserves social systems by ,the its efforts to revalue indigenous
knowledge, and protect the forests and the way of life of indigenous communities.
'The social equality is average, since the Centro has no negative effects, but it does not
provide the opportunity for many people to participate.

There are no known

negative social changes or v.alue changes created by the project. This is largely due to
the fact that it has so few full-time participants and the project's effect on the
community is mainly through its educational outreach programs. The technology is
appropriate, with the use of simple, low-cost, traditional practices and the spread of
sustainable techniques to surrounding communities. The Centro obtained a score of
9 for social and cultural holism (see table 4).
Table 4. Social and Cultural Holism at Centro Fatima
preserves

culturnl

social

preservation

.

appropriate

social equality

value

technology

systems

+

preserves

systems

+

+

n

+

I

I Total

I

10

Source and Amount of Funding
Concerning the funding of the project, the annual amount of funding has not
been revealed, although the main sources are known. The Centro is funded by a
multitude of sources, induding the Polytechnic Institute, the United Nations
Environmental Programme, the GAIA Foundation from London, Petroecuador, the
Honorable Consejo Provincial de Pastaza, and various Ecuadorian and International
NGOs. The length of time the sources have contributed varies, but those who started
contributing have almost always continued contributing annuaBy.

Several have

been contributing significantly for 11 years since the project began. The owners are
very grateful for the donors and the project could not survive without them.
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Table 5. Source and Amount of Funding
.... at Centro Fatima
Amount of funding

length of fUnding

multiple source: international aid and

high initially,

heavy for a short time

conservation, national and local NGO's

Ithen average

Source of funding

"

.

then low for a long time

Vogel reels that Centro Fatima "should be seen as an antecedent to future
smaU farms predicated on the science of sustainable agriculture."s5 The information
gained at Centro Fatima has the potential to enhance sustainable agriculture
throughout the Amazon basin if the information is shared widely.

The Centro's

success was recognized nationally in 1994 when Sr. Tapias received the Blue Planet
Award, the Ecuadorian Prize for ecological merit given to just one person each year.86
Fatima has successfuUy helped people revalue and rescue indigenous knowledge
about native fauna and the domestication of wild animals, and protected a si:gnificant
portion of tropica[ rain forest.
The Centro is certainly contributing to what its leaders see as the four main
dev,elopment problems faced by Amazonian indigenous communities: lack of
education, cultural loss, health problems, and environmental degradation. They are
providing education to the entire region, restoring and revaluing indigenous
knowledge and cultural uses of fauna, trying to provide improved nutrition with the
protein of capybara and tapir, and they are finding environmentally sustainable
economic alternatives to deforestation and unsustainable agriculture. Tapias feels as
though the Centro has proved its hypothesis that it is possible for indigenous

MVogel. The Successful Use of Economic Instruments p. 24.
8'ryogeL The Successful Use of EcQnomic Instruments p. 24.
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communities to increase native animal populations for their own use without
damaging the jungle ecosystem.S 7
A further positive and important lesson that can be learned from the Centro is
the successful use of secondary forests as a land-use resource.

Much of the

Ecuadorian Amazon consists of secondary forests and degraded land that were
abandoned pasture or used for shifting agriculture. Too often these landscapes are
hopelessly abandoned when they need not be. The Centro allowed the torest cover to
restore itself naturally, proving that even in

highly a]tered ecosystems, forest

resources can continue to be used on a sustainable basis. Degraded forests in the
Amazon basin exhibit an amazing, and usually lffiderestimated ability to recover
from human disturbances when given the opportunity (unless they were i1ntensively
used for too long and have been seriously impaired).

As Anthony Anderson

explains "in a region of constantly beckoning frontiers, a key challenge is to engage
rural inhabitants in restoring the land in areas where the frontier has already
passed."sS

The use of these secondary forests can significantly reduce land-use

pressures on rem.adnmg primary rain forests.
Centro Fatima's extension services aimed at small-scale fanners is key to
promoting sustainable land use in the region. The extension efforts have bad a great
impact on raising environmental

awa,reness, and have gotten some farmers

involved in sustainable agriculture. It seems, however, that there are low limits to
the success of the agricu.lrore extension efforts, considering that the Centro itself has
not achieved production of tapir or capybara on a scale that is high enough to be'soid
Tapias, Medardo. Personal communication. January 27, 1998·. Pastazat, Ecuador. My Iransl'ation.
n Anderson, Antbony. "Defores~Lion ,in Amazonia: Dynamics. Causes, and Allematives". in Anthony Anderson, ed.
Allematjves tQ DeforesWion; Steps toward Sustaioable Use of the Amazon Rain Forest. New Yorle Col umbia
Univer:siry 'Press, 1990. p 17.
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or consumed regularly. This type of sustainable agriculture probably does not have
the potential of making more money than people could receive participating lin
economic activities like raising cattle or monoculture agriculture, and at the present
level does not seem like an economically viable altemativefof communihes
without significant external funding for such projects. Nonetheless, Centro Fatima is
a valu_able resource and a very positive contribution to the Amazon indigenous
community,

and is rescuing indigenous knowledge about how

to manage

Amazonian biodiversity.

Case Study #2: SUBIR

Project description

A second sustainable ,agriculture project is the SUBIR (Sustainable Uses for
Biological Resources) project, which worked with communities surrounding the
Cotacachi-eayapas Ecological Reserve (RECC) in Northern Ecuador. Between forty
and sixty percent of the reserve's plant species are found nowhere -else in the world,
and it is therefore one of the world's most important areas for biodiversity.

The

project was a CARE project (the Cooperative for American Re'lief Everywhere)
funded by USAID, working in coordination with the Wildlife Conservation Society,
The Nature Conservancy, ,the Ecuadorian Forestry, Natural Areas and Wildlife
Institute, aIild loca] NGOs. The goal was to conserve ibiodiversity and improve the
standard of living of the communities in the protected areas and their buffer zones
through the

sustainab~e use

of their natural resources, specifically involving various

forms of sustainable agriculture. The project focused on a comprehensive approach
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involving

agricultural

and

technical

training~

organizational

strengthening,

environmental education, and emphasized community decision-making.89
The RECC is classified as one of the world's ten hot spots in terms of biological
conservation priorities. 90 Before the project began, the community of Cuellaje, a
~mall,

mountainous agricultural community outside the reserve, suffered from

population pressure, poverty, ,and serious deforestation.

The goal of the SUBIR

project was to prove to these communities that "long-term biological conservation
can be combined effectively with self-sustaining community development.'191 The
project "is creating economic incentives for conserving biodiversity, facilitating this
process through local, national, and international partnerships...a multi-faceted,
multidisciplinary, and multi-sectoral approach.//92 The project involved local people,
mdigenous

organizations~ governmental

and non-governmental agencies, as well as

international and private sector groups working together to improve the economic
and social conditions of the communities, and. protect biodiversity. The SUBIR
project was divided the project into five components:
Organizational

Development,

Policy

2)

and

Legal

1) Institutional

Issues,

3)

and

Biodiversity

Investigation, 4) Sustainable Land Use, and 5) Commercialization and Marketing.
SUBlR started by providing workshops on sustainable agricultural practices,
crop diversification, and the commercialization of agricultural products.

The

organization helped the community intensify and diversify its agriculture and agro
forestry) and introduced fruit cultivation to deter deforestation and erosion.

Local

people started cultivating tree-tomato fru.it and raspberries to sell home-made jams.

A91ervis. Marfa Helena. "The Antisana Foundation." J:cuador: Environmental Issues. ed. Bill Romey. Maine: Colby
Custom Publishing. 1995. p1.
llII(:ARE International. SUBIR brochure. USAID, 1991, pL
91 CARE Internationall, SUBIR broohure. pI.
~ARE International, SUBIR brochure. pl.
1
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They also formed a company to help build and manage a small paper-making and
sisal pulp facility.93
Julia Taylor, a researcher who studied SUBlR in Cuellaje two years after its
implementation, reported that locals understand the importance of the project and
strongly support it, appreciating the benefits they have already derived from it. She
explains that the percentage of residents who use slash and burn agriculture dropped
from 50% to about 10%, and that locals started to understand the environmental
impacts of erosion, water pollution and the loss of biodiversity. Clearcutting was
replaced by selective harvesting and deforestation had been reduced. 94 She attributes
the success to the project's emphasis on training and education, to SUBIR's strong
relationship with local people and their level of interest and participation, and to the
presence of a strong community organization.

Local residents were consulted

initially to discuss their wants and needs and those who showed the most interest
became the project managers.

Dialogue between the local staff and the project's

regional and national managers was described as "open and horizontal."95 Lopez and
Utreras explain that around 23% of the families were reforesting, particularly with
fruit trees, which are more profitable than forest species.96 Taylor found the project
to be an exception to the typically unresponsive and manipulative international
development projects, and of SUBIR, she said "This is sustainability ."97
Implemented in 1991, SUBIR planned to stay in Cuellaje for ten years. In 1996,
however, after just six. years, the same project that had begun to transform a
community to sustainability took a tum for the worse. William Almquist researched
the community a year after the project ended, and found the community to be in
~isal fiber, or cayuba, is used to make rope and coffee sacs. from CARE Im.emationaI, SUBIR brochure, p.Z.
~aylor, Julia. SUBIR in Cuellaje: Analysis of an International Systainable Development Project in IDe CIQudforests of

Ecuador. Unpublished document. 1994. pp 13-15.
~aylor, Julia. SUBIR in Cyellaje. p 17.
96L<>pez, S. and Urreras. "Diagnostico Socio-Economico" EI ProyeclO SUBIR.. CARE Inti. 1992. P 44.
'17Taylor, Julia. SUBIR in Cuellaje. p. 23.
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worse shape than it was before SUBIR ever arrived with good intentions.

SUBIR

donated all the resources to construct the paper and sisal factory, but it was never
realized. The original community organization was replaced by a much less effective
one, and many of the community leaders began arguing with the project directors.
FISE-Ecuador, which was going to provide half of the matching funds, decided to
withdraw its funding because of the disagreements, claiming that the plant would
not be efficient and self-sustaining in the long term. The failure of the factory led to
fights in the community until several important community members told SUBIR
to leave. 98
When SUBIR left, it took back most of the resources it had provided the
community with - cars, motorcycles, video equipment, a computer and furniture,
and all of the publications and information about the project. The factory was
abandoned and the environmental education was "forgotten;'

so the community

went back to growing monoculture crops, sisal fiber and tree tomatoes, which are
cheap and vulnerable commodities. The use of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers
increased. Slash and burn started again, and hunting is even more prevalent than
before. It was estimated that 80% of farmers were doing slash and bum in 1996,
while during the project, only 10% of the farmers engaged in this activity.99

Analysis of sustainability variables
As for the sustainability of the project, the capacity building was high. There

was a strong training program for the participants,

ongoing weekly educational

workshops in which the participants learned a great deal and improved both their
knowledge and appreciation for their environment and their practical skills in
sustainable agriculture. They put their newly-learned skills and understanding to
WilHam . SUBIR 0 Baiar? La ParroQuia de Cuellaie VisitadQ de Nuevo, Cuellaje. 1996. Pp 4-7. my
translation.
~illiam Almquist. SUBIR 0 Bajar? p 21.

911 Almquist.
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use on a daily basis and Julia Taylor reported that the people seemed generally
content and satisfied. The SUBIR project received a score of 10 for capacity building
(see table 6a).

Resource use was generally sustainable, although it is possible that some
natural biodiversity was replaced by the planting of fruit trees.

The only known

secondary environmental problem was some water pollution from cleaning the sisal
fibers in the river, which community members did before the project as well, but not
to such a degree.

The Environmental

awareness was high because of the

environmental education, and it scored 8.8 for environmental sustainability (see
table 6b).
As for economic sustainability, the product's resistance to fluctuations in prices

is unknown. The project was not completely financially self-sustaining. People were
not making more money than before, however, which was one of the necessary
criteria for sustainability. This therefore led SUBIR to receive a 0 score for economic
sustainability, and to be declared WlSustainable overall (see fable 6c).

Table 6: Sustainabili!}' of SUBIR
a. capacity building of SUBIR
I

motivation &

Training

Ongoing

Are people using

enthusiasm

program?

education?

their skills?

Total.

+

+

+

+

lO

sustainable
I

resource use*

I

,.

avoiding secondary

Local environmental

environmentall problems?

awareness

I

environmentaIJ
education?

I

Totali
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+

L.....-_ _

-=--
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, 8.8

c. Economic sustainability of SUBIR
Product!

resistant to

self-

More $

Internalize

Immed.

servtce

fluctuation?

sustaining

or benefits

externalities

needs

?

than before*

?

-

+

sisal &

n?

-

·1·_

met?

+

*

Total
0

agriculture

,. Po.sitive responses in these criteria are considered necessary for sustainability, and
since one was negative, economic sustainability is O.

As was determined earlier, one of the necessary criteria for sustainability is

that the benefits to the community exceed what they would get by pursuing an
alternative. In this case, the overall benefits may have been high, but the monetary
benefits were low, and combined with the social instability, this led to the project's
demise. Even a project with wonderful objectives trying to take all the right steps was
a flop. An analysis of the factors influencing sustainability will show why.

Analysis of factors influencing sustainability

Local participation and decision-making power
The SUBIR project had very high rates of local participation, with nearly the
entire community participating in the project in some way, most as a full-time
activity.

Locals were involved

and strongly considered in the design and

implementation of the project, and communication between participants and
managers was on a daily basis.

The quality of communication, however, was

probably not completely open and understand.ing, due to the

misunderst~dings and
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strong disagreements. The decision-making power of the locals started out to be
high, but proved not high enough for them, as SUBIR did not want to give up
complete control of the project and withdrew at the end because of it.

Level of

decision-making power was rated neutrally, and the project received a score of 10 for
the level of local participation and decision-making power (see Table 7).
Table 7. Local Participation and decision-making power at SUBIR
percent of

average

involvment in

~ommunity

# hours

design &

involved

per week

implementation?

+

+

+

decisioncommunication

making
power

Total

+

10

+

Creation and Distribution of Local Revenue
As for the creation and distribution of local revenue, almost all of the money

stayed within the community, and it was their primary source of income.

The

average level of income per person was neither high nor low, though the non
monetary benefits were high, as was the distribution of benefits.

Table 8. Creation and Distribution of Local Revenue for SUBIR
% stays in

avo aIm.

pnmary

non-monetary

distribution of

comrn.

$/person/ week

source?

benefits?

economic benefits

+

n

+

+

+

total

9

Social and Cultural Holism
SUBIR received a low score of 4 for social and cultural holism (see table 9). The
project proved to have a negative impact on social systems, and no evident influence
cultural preservation or value systems one way or another. The technology was not
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appropriate as it was mostly high-tech equipment brought in from outside the
community, like the computers and sisal factory. Social equality was high as the
project provided the opportunity for almost everyone to participate and promoted
equal distribution of benefits. However, despite the project's efforts to preserve social
systems, the tensions that arose seriously disrupted the social order.

Table 9. Social and cultural holism at SUBIR
preserves

culturaJ

appropriate

soci all

preserves

social systems

preservation

technology

equality

value systems

+

n

-

n

-

Total

I

4

Source and Amount of Funding

Concerning the source and amount of funding for SUBIR, it was a bilateral
cooperative effort between CARE, USAID, the Wildlife Conservation Society, The
Nature Conservancy, the Ecuadorian Forestry, Natural Areas and Wildlife Institute,
and local NGOs. The amount of funding was high, but the length of the funding was
short, which was a main factor leading to the project's demise.

Table 10. Source and amount of funding for SUBIR
Source of funding

I

multiple sources

Amount of funding

length of funding

high

shon

(multilateral, NGOs, etc. )

SUBIR's failure was mainly triggered by personal conflicts that exploded. The
underlying issues were communication problems between community leaders and
SUBlR, the project's limited time in Cuellaje and primarily the lack of revenue
J
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created by the project. Although the community knew that SUBlR was doing good
things for them, each family did not feel a significant increase in income, because the
new crops were no more profitable than the previous

ones.

Despite the

environmental success of the transition, the people did not have more money than
before, so when the pressure of the donor was gone, they did not feel it was worth it
to continue the new practices. Although they knew that the new agriculture was
more sustainable, immediate income was the priority, as it us,u:aHy is in the case of
poverty. The project did not have a strong enough foundation to maintain itself
after the support was withdrawn. It is

impossib~e

to know, however, if even ten

years would have been enough to make the agriculture more economicaHy
sustainable. This case is a frustrating example of a seemingly wasted effort, good
intentions gone wrong partly because of the economic reality of sustainable
agriculture.

It argues the importance of economic benefits to [ocal peop[e, and

demonstrates how economic realities can overshadow other factors of sustainability.

The average sustainability of Centro Fatima and SUBIR are 8.8 and 6.25
respectively, but SUBIR is considered unsustainable overa}], since it received a zero
in the category of economic sustainability.. Both projects had high scores of 10 for

capacity building, and they both had relatively high scores for environmental
sustainability as weU, 10 for F.atima and 8.75 for SUBlR. The economic sustamabHity
was av,erage for Fatima, with a score of 7, and a score of 0 for SUBIR, because it failed
the

requ~rement

of creating more money or benefits for tne participants than they

had before. Of all the factors of sustainability, social and cultural holism had the
highest degree of correlation for these sustainable agriculture projects, which implies
that social and cultural holism is an important factor to ensure a sustainable
agriculture project's sustainability.

The level of local participation and decision

making power was not positively correlated to sustainability, since Centro Fatima
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had low participation and high sustainability and SUBIR had a high degree of
participation but low sustainability.

This relationship i.s actually inverse, whkh

implies that SUBIR may have failed partly because of its high level of participation.
Since the community's transition to the new actiVity was so dramatic and complete,
and the new activity was not profitable, when everyone participated so fuillly, the
project had no profitab[e or sustainable economic base. The inverse relationship
between $ustainability md participation in case of Centro fatima suggests that there
are certain conditions where community participation may not help the project
become more sustainable, particularly when the nature of the work is specialized and
the revenue gained is modest. The creatiOn and distribution of l'oeal revenue had a
significant correlation to sustamability, as both project received

a 7.4 for local

revenue, which was about one point away from their overall sustainabilJty scores.

Other Sustainable Agricultul'e' Lessons and Initiatives in Ecuador

A potential pitfall with sustainable agriculmre can arise when communal land
is being harvested. If proper regulations and incentives are not designed, and each

person has an economic incentive to over-harvest the land, it can. lead to Garret
Hardin's "tra,gedy of the commons,"lOO and become unsustainable. It is important
that the project remain environmentally sustainable by not decreasing the diversity
of the forest. Homogenization of production leads to a very narrow genetic base.

As

Vandana Shiva explains} "biodiversity cannot be conserved unless production itself
is based on a policy of preserving diversity." Iol Ecosystem changes must therefore be

carefully monitored, and there should not be a slow progression} or regression to
homogeneity. If this does become overly domesticated} then the demand for the wild
or sustainable. product often deaeases.
100

Hardin. G. "The Tragedy of the Commons", Science 168: 1968. 1243-1248.

IOIShiva., Vandana, Monocultures oflbe Mind. p.87.
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Many projects ibased on extracting
eventually

naturany~growing

species from the forest

rum into sustainable agriculture as the harvesters realize that further

profits can be made if they increase the species abundance by physically planting
more of the species. This transition from wild harvest extractivism to sustainable
,agriculture becomes enviroronentally logical if the demand for the species is so high
that continued wild extraction would seriously deplete the naturally oc,curring
species and have further ecosystem repercussions.

However, if the demand and the

hunger for profits exceeds the limits of sustainable agriculture, there is an economic
incentive to ere,ate a monocu]ture and eliminate biodiversity.

Thll.lS, a cone,em is

raised with the possibility of too much success and demand for these "na tural,
sustainably-produced" products, because the greater the demand, the less lIikely the
product will continue to be managed sustainably. Many worry that international
demand of rainforest products may actuaUy lead to the destruction of Amazonian
biodiversity, rather than encourage its preservation. t02
Major indigenous forms of forest management in the history of the Amazon
depended partly on practices of sustainable agriCli1!1ture, and supported high
population densities over long periods of time. These practices usually required a
profound knowledge of highly complex ecosystems, knowledge which is in great
danger of disappearance today.IO) Studying these past types of sustainable agriculture
and rescuing the ecological knowledge that accompanied it can therefore provide
important lessons for Amazonian sustainab[e agriculture today. As Alcorn explains,
indjgenous~nm

sustainable agricul,ture is anything but "primitive ,attempts to make

IO:Z Plolkin. Mark and l.isa Famolare. e4s., Sustainable Harves{ and Marketing of Rajnforest ProdUClS. Washinglon.
D.C.: Island Press. 1m.
I~ Anderson. Afilhony. "Deforestation in Amazonia: Dynamics. causes. and Alternatives". in Anlhony Afiderson. cd'.
Alternatives iO Deforestation: Steps toward Sustil.jnable Use of the Amazon Rain Foresl New York: Columbia
University Press. 1990. p. B.
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a living with crude tools. u104 It is a complex management system that requires a
sophisticated understanding of ecological prrocesses and native technologies. It is a
process best controlled by indigenous people themselves.
Another important type of sustainable agriculrore project is extention
programs, which provide different results and modes of production that are often
more easy for communities to transition to. One- interesting

sustainab~e

agriculture

extension program is the Coca and Tena Agroforestry Project. The project uses on
farm

demonstrations

to make

existing farming

systems

more

sustainable.

Implemented in 1984 by the Ecuadorian Ministry of Agriculture and the National
Forestry Directorate, with fmancial and technical support of the U.s. Agency for
International Development (USAID) the project promotes the use of 27 native tree
species and dozens of other plant species in mixed associations. The demonstrations
extend to about 30,000 local families, encouraging them to experiment and adopt
more sustainable practices. The demonstrations occur on the property of farmers
who express interest in receiving technical assistance to increase the diversity of their
existing production systems. lOS
The participants plant fruit trees, palms, small trees and shrubs, yucca, platano,
cotton, and com, in association with commercial timber trees.

The participating

farmers add to their plots improved grasses, legumes, plantains, or living fence
material and farmers of coffee plantations add certain tree species to their plots. The
most common improvements are commercial timber species planted in coffee plots
and grass, legumes, and fruit trees planted on pastures.

The demonstrations are

established by a project agronomist and the farmer. All demonstrations are gradually
1001 Alcorn. Janis B. "Indigenous Agroforestry Strategies Meeting Farmers' Needs." in Anthony Anderson, ed.
Alternatives to Dc;forestatjoD' StePS toward Sustainable Use of tbe Amazon Rain Forest New York: Columbia
University Press. 1990. p1 48.
IllS Peck. Robert. "Promoting Agroforesuy Practices Among Small Producers: "The Case of the Coca AgrofofeStry
Project in Amazonian Ecuador" in AndeFSon. An'tbony, eel. Alternatives ,to Deforestation: St,ps toward Sustainable Use
ohoo Amazon Rain forest. New York Columbia University Press. 1990. P. 167-170.
1
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enlarged as the farmers realize the merit of the species combination.

The field

members of the project are recruited from local agronomy schools. All recruits have
been raised on local farms or "communas", (communal lands belonging to the Napo
Quichuas) and all are familiar with the local

plants. and their management

problems. This type of large-scale extension project al10ws many more participants to
become involved in sustainable agriculture by relatively easy ways to improve their
existing plots.

Although the project itself does not generate income,

~t

allows

thousands of faFmers to augment their income in a sustainable fashion. 106
Another type of sustainable agriculture project does not involve

the

production of food products for local consumption, but rather the production of
sustainable rainforest goods to be sold on the international market.

The "Tagua

Initiative" in the Northern Esmeraldas region of Ecuador is one such project.

It

involves 52 member communities (15,000 inhabitants) harvesting a local palm tree
called tagua (Phytelephas aequatorialis), also known as vegetable ivory. The tagua
nuts are cut into slices to sell to US clothing manufacturers as buttons and are also
carved for the production of locally-crafted handicrafts. The tagua palm grows most
successfully when it is surrounded by a high level of biodiversity, like in associations
with cacao, the breadfruit tree, and the coconut.

The project was promoted by

Conservation International and CIDESA, a local NGO, as a way to increase the
standard of living

of the people of the

Rio-Santiago-Cayapas

Commune.

Conservation International is also working in the United States to promote and
expand the market for tagua products. There are a dozen collection centers and two
large warehouses, where the rest of the community who is not harvesting in the
grove, works. The project has thus far met with a great deal of success, but as Rodrigo
Hidalgo of CIDESA points out,. the profitability of the Tagua

106

Initiat~ve is

subject to the

Peck. Roben.. "Promoting Agroforeslry Practices." P. 169.
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changing demands of the international market, and profitability therefore cannot
guarantee sustainability.lo7
Communities involved in sustainable agriculture projects with products that
are marketed internationally are not in complete control of the project sustainability.
The industrialized countries on the demand side must guarantee the economic
sustainability of the projects by instilling an ecological consciousness among the
consumers to establish a sustained demand. lo8 To increase the role of sustainably
harvested rainforest products on the international market, local source comm uni ties
need consistency and continuity of production. Furthermore, a marketing system
that guarantees that a Significant portion of the benefits goes back. to the indigenous
community is necessary, because some sustainable agriculture projects have actually
led to the diversion of benefits away from the local indigenous communities they
were intended to benefit. For example, ,the development of the liquid wax of jojoba,

simmondisia

chinensis, promoted for providing revenue. to Apache Indigenous

communities, has provided very few benefits to the Apaches who have used jojoba
as a medicine and cosmetic for hundreds of years.

Now its production benefits

upper-class Californians, Arizonans, and Japanese, who have invested in plantations
to use them as tax write-offs. I09

Conclusion
The examples of Centro Fatima and SUBIR were not necessarily typical
examples of sustainable agriculture projects, simply because there reaUy is no average
sustainable agriculture project. The size of the projects, species planted, techniques
used, and demand for the project are very variable for sustainable agriculture, and
100 Hidalgo, Rodrigo. 'The Tagua Initiative in !Ecuador: A Community Approach to Tropical Rain Forest Conservation
and Developmem." in Plotkin, Mark and Lisa f'amCilare. eds. Sustainable Harvest and Marketing of Rajn Forest
Prodocts. Washington D.C.: Island Press. 1992. p. 272.
10& Hidalgo. Rodrigo. "'The Tagua Initiative." P 272.
IOf Nabho, Gary. "Native Plant Products from the Arid Neolropical Species: Assessing Benefits to Cultural.
Environmenlal. and Genetic Diversity," in Plotkin, Mark and Lisa Farnofare, eds. Sustainable Harvest and Marketine of
Rain Eores! Products. Washington D.C.: Is'\and Press. 1992, p. 138.
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the sustainability of each type may be completely different. It is therefore safer to
make conclusions from these case-studies about other small-scale, conservation
oriented sustainable agriculture projects that also focus on local food or animal
production.

True

sustainable

agriculture

that protects rather

than

destroys

biodiversity, is almost always better for the local people and the environment than
agriculture that would t'ilke place otherwise.

Sustainable agri_culture can be an

important aspect of an integrated conservation and development project, but it
should not be the only part. When the project does not create enough revenue for
the local people, it should be combitned with more profitable economic activities that
are also sustainable. Overall, sustainable agriculture can be an important solution for
many communities, should mainly be used as one part of an integrated conservation
and development project.
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Chapter 3: Community-Based Ecotourism
Defining Ecotourism
Possibly the most obvious and promising solution to combining biodiversity
conservation with local development is ecotourism, nature-based tourism that
allocates part of its revenue to conservation. Ecotounsm is a non-consumptive use of
natural reSOUIces and one of the solutions that can most easily integrate significant
biodiversity protection.

Douglas Southgate feels that

JJ

of all the economic

alternatives contemplated for threatened habitats in the developing world, none
appears to hold as much commercial promise as the business of accommodating
people who wish to experience those habitats firsthand."no Ecotourism captures the
values that people hold about natural resoUIces and educates about those resources
to enhance support for them. As Brian Fuerze explains, "it provides a vehicle for
translating the values that others hold for a natural area into benefits for those who
live in or near it. 1J1I1
Ecotourism

is

another

overused

ambiguous

word

like

sustainable

development. Many tourism facilities, because they focus on outdoor, educational
cultural or adventure travel have .adopted the label of ecotourism.

It is difficult to

know whether a facility is a legitimate ecotourism project or not. Ray Ashton defines
ecotourism as "any tourism development which is planned and carried out in an
environmentally, socially.and economically sustainable fashion. JJ112 The Adventure
Travel Society narrows the definition to

"environm~ntalny

responsible travel to

experience the natural areas and culture of a region while promoting conservation

110

Southgate. Douglas. Ahemilljves for Habjtal ProtectioD p. 7.

Fuerze. Brian. et aI. Culture Conservation and Bjodj,versityp. 146.
112 Asblon. Ray. "The Natural Alternative: 'P,)anning for Success in Latin American Ecotounsm Projects." Latin
Finance. vol 67. May 1995. P. 12.
III
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and economically contributing to local communities."

113

Rolf Wesche emphasizes

the importance of not focusing on extrinsic values such as luxurious high-class
facilities, but rather on intrinsic values, like the experience provided by first hand
contact with a natural area or an indigenous community.l14 Success of ecotourism
should therefore be measured by how much the tourists learn and appredate their
surroundings rather than by the physical comforts or achievements such as
summiting a mountain.
environment, the

~ocal

Ideally, ecotourism should simultaneously benefit the

peop[e and the tourists.

Ecotourism does have its costs, of course.

It can be destructive of natural

resources and cultural traditions particularly when it is more profit-driven than
conservation-driven. The success of ecotourism, both in the short-term and longterm, depends on a healthy naturaJ environment.
maintained

OF

If the natural habitats are not

are overdeveloped for tourist facilities, this can cause various

environmental effects. There are environmental effects as well; tourists often create
erosion and solid waste problems which threaten the quality of the natural areas they
came to visit. Tensie Whelan says that ecotourism can exceed two types of carrying
capacities: ecological and aestheti-c. The ecological carrying capadty is reached when
the tourism starts to degrad.e the ecosystem and affect the wildlife, and the aesthetic
carrying capacity is reached when tourists encounter so many other .tourists, or see
their effects (litter, lack of wildlife, erosion), that their enjoyment of the site
decreases. u5 The rapid increase of the numbers of tourists in particularly fragile areas
of Ecuador has seriously exceeded the carrying capacity. Furthermore, Southgate
points out that the roads and other improvements that are often needed for projects

IIlAdvemure Travel Sociery. Newsletter, Winter edition. Englewood, Colorado. 1994. quoted in Furze, Brian, Terry De
Lacy, and Jim Bieckhead. Culture. Conservation and Biodiversity; The Social Dimension of I jnkjn& Local Level
Developrnem and ConservatioD lhrough Protected Areas. Chichester: John Wiley and Sons. 1996. p 149
114 Wesche, Rolf. 1be Ecotourisl's Guide to the Ecuadorian Amazon. Quito: CETUR. 1995. p. II.
II ~ Whelan, Tensie. ed. Nature Tourism: Managing for the Envjronment Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 1991. p.II.
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to be successful also enhance the profitability of more depletive lines of work!
making the area more accessible and attractive to logging companies, for .example. 116
One solution to this is targeting fewer people who can pay more, thus
emphasizing quality rather than quantity.

Although it can solve part of the

environmental dilemma, it is certainly elitist, and would lead to only the wealthy
having the opportunity to experience other environments. The wealthy would thus
have a higher access to environmental education through ecotourism, whHe average
citizens might become less environmentaBy aware because they could no longer
afford such opportunities. 11 7
The other main problem created by ecotourism projects (and probably the most
unintended one) is that of cultu.ral homogenization. Ecotourism projects involving
the communities of traditional or indigenous groups who have not been exposed to
Western life-styles are particularly susceptible to cultural tTansfonnations. Exposure
to wealthy tourists can make local peop[e aspilre to a similal' material possessions.
When tourists want to participate or see various cultural riituals as forms of
entertainment, this can devalue and change the meaning of these traditions.

In

order to avoid this cultural transfonnation, it is helpful to undertake an extensive
investigation and plan of the effects that the facility and its visitors will have on the
local culture and natural environment is done.

Ashton stresses the need to

understand the socioeconomic fiber of the community that may be affected by
tourism development which in turn affects the way in which the project can
develop .118
When people who are accustomed to working for themselves, their families
and communities are then made to serve tourists} it can lead to what Dahlan calls

116 Southgate. Douglas. hltwtatives for HabitiLProtecmion, P.1.
lI'Whelan. Tensie. Natwe Taurign, p. 13.
118 Ashton. Ray, 'The Natural A:Itetnative," p. 16,
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"the commodification of culture"

119

When a community becomes controlled by

business, the decisions get made based on ,efficiency rather than on social equity. The
revenue created by ecotourism is often poorly distributed. This revenue distribution
often disturbs income distribution as well; when some local people become very filch,
or _children might even make more tha'Il parents in some cases. 120 It is easier for
some tourists to refuse the sales tactks of an older person than a cut.e young child
who the tourists may pity. Prices of goods may rise for tourists to the point where
locals can not afford them.

To prevent cultural transformations, tourists can be

educated on culturally accept.able behavior, locals can demand different food or
entrance prices for tourists and locals, and the size of tourist groups or the frequency
of visits can be limited. Furthermore, community members can be prevented from
doing only menial work, and tourist accommodations can be designed so that
tourists stay in lodging similar, and not more extravagant than local homes.
Participation in ecotourism projects can also lead the good intentions of local
participation to have unintended

results.

K

Brandon compares the truly

"'participatory approach" to the "beneficiary approach", which happens when

~ocal

people receive some of the economic benefits of ecotourism but are not central to the
decision-making and development process. They work as guards, guides, cooks and
sales people, and share the economic benefits, but their lack of decision-making
power ultimately

~eads

to the project's failure.

This would probably be more of a

problem in large commercial fa cil.'ities, since it is easier for everyone to participate
more meaningfuUy if the project is smaller.

119
12{)

Fuerze, Brian, et a1. Culture, Conservation and Biodiversi\y p. [6L
Fuerze, Brian, et ai, Cu~rore. Gonseryaljon and Bjodjversj,lY p. 162
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The Economics of Ecotourism
Unlike sustainable agriculture, the profitability of ecotourism is almost always
great. Tourism is the second largest industry in the world, and is predicted by the
World Tourism Organization to become the world's largest industry by the year
2000. 121 Tourism brings over $200 million annually in foreign exchange to Ecuador,
most of which is from ecotourism. 122 Since ecotourism can be so profitable, projects
are occurring in non-genuine forms (that do not fit the definition of ecotourism)
wherever there is demand, rather than being used as a tool for conservation or
sust.ainable rural development. Furthermore, since the infrastructure is much less
expensive than that of luxury tourism, rural communities can begin projects with
relatively low capital assets.

However, income generated by these projects often

largely bypasses the communities participating in the ecotourism.

In other cases,

where the project started as a true rural conservation and development initiative,
demand has proven insufficient.
In determining the economic potential of a site, is important to consider the

opportunity costs of ecotourism development, asking what other potential uses of
this land would be given up if it was used for ecotourism. The opportunity costs of
ecotourism are often environmentally unsustainable activities that are profitable in
the shori term, such as logging, oil exploration, or cattle ranching. The benefits of
ecotourism are either of a private nature or a social nature. Social and ecological
values include watershed protection, erosion

control,

nutrient

cycling, soil

formation, aesthetic and spiritual values, human consumptive values, and most
relevant to this project, biodiversity protection.

123

It is important to look at the

World Tounsm Organization (WTO). Policy and Activities for Tourism and the Environment Madrid: wro, 1989.
Whelan, Tensje. Nature l'ourism: Managine for the Environment, Washington, D.C.: [sland Press. 1991. p.5.
I~ Shennan. Paula and JoOn Dixoll. "The Economics of Nature Tourism: Detennining if it Pays" in Whelan. Tensie,
ed. Nature Tourism: ManaiiD£ for tbe Environment. p 92-93
121

122
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ecosystem, its values and what it can handle, and design the project based upon those
ecological considerations, the local interest in the project, and probable demand.
Ecotourism projects are often owned by profit-seeking non-locals or local
elites, which can lead to the UIilequal distribution of economic benefits which does
not facilitate local level sustainable development. Furze et at point out that those
who bear the costs of reduced access to resources, for example, often do not collect the
benefits. 1H Many of the resources that ecotourism takes advantage of (including
forests, beaches, trails, scenic vistas, etc.) were public goods before

th~

tourism project

existed, and restricted use of these may cause resentment among locals. The free-rider
problem' characterizes those public goods - it is difficult to exclude people from the
use or to mak.e them pay

~or

the benefits they get. Ecotourism can change property

and resoW'ce tights and more adequately capture the positive externalities of natural
areas.

However, since tourist fees are usually lower that what tourists would be

willmg to pay, the full value of the natural area is not often captured by the tourism.
To capture that excess value the fees for foreigners can be mcreased. For example, the
fee fOIr foreigners to visit the Galapagos National Park has risen from $40 to $80,
generating about $3 million annually for Ecuador, 1~% of which goes to improving
park management. The fee for Ecuadorians is only $6. m
Instead of examining any of the dozens of the more common profit-driven
private, ecotourism enterprises that abound in the Ecuadorian Amazon, this study
closely examines two community-based, conservation-oriented projects that are
trying to achieve the above goals of true ecotourism.

Both projects focus on the

sharing of indigenous culture, and both are run mainly by the communities
themselves. The first is a community-initiative, controlled from the inside, while

1ZAFurze, Brian ,el at Culture. Conseryati9D and Biodiversity. p.ISS-.
12$ Fuerze. Brian et aI. Culture. COnseryatjoD_and_fHodiversitv. 160.
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the other was i,niHated by an international conservation group. Their sustainability
varies, and an examination of both projects reveals why.

Case Study :# 3: Capirona

Situated in the deep va]ley of the Rio Pano in the middle of the rainforests of
the Ecuadorian Amazon is Capirona, a small Quicbua community of twenty-fi.ve
families.

The community has initiated and managed one of the most socially,

culturally and environmentally appropriate and responsible ecotourism projects in
the Amazon Basin. The Capil"ona ecotourism project was designed and directed by
the community alone, "with the goal of achieving economic self-sufficiency,
protecting our environment,
determination."126

and promoting the indigenous goals of

self

The visitors who leave Capirona describe it as "an ,amazing

experience with one of the most beautiful, kind, welcoming, and intelligent
communities in the world.',127

They are not portraying a romantic or idealistic

vision of Capirona.
The ecotourism

program consists of two major

appreciation and ecology, and the cultural program.

programs:

rainforest

Tourists participate in

interpretive hikes through the rainforest, river trips in dug-out canoes and
traditional rafts, demonstrations on traditional. medicine, foIk.1are, and music,
making llandicrafts, ceramics and toois, working with the viUagers on community
agricultural plots, and participating in community work projects.

Upon leaving,

each group is invited to participate in a traditional Quichua "despedida", or farewell
ceremony, which includes Quichua music and dance: Aside from strict ecotourism,
Capkona has, become the site of dozens of educational seminars, workshops and

126
127

Mission SLalement from Capirona Brocbure. Tena: FOIN. 1995.
David Johnston, Capirona lourisL Personal communication. Capirona. Ecuador. January 26, 1998.
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conferences on indigenous ecotourism and several tropical biology studies. Some of
these seminars have had the objective of monitoring and continuously evaluating
the social, cultural and environmental effects of the project on the community.

Project description

In the late 19805, the people of Capirona decided that they were tired of the
hard and unrewarding life that growing and exporting com gave them.

Their

poverty and isolated location nearly 100 miles from the nearest town made them
come together to design an easier way of life.

They held a series of community

meetings where they analyzed their needs and desires and decided that ecotourism
might be the best way to meet those needs. They built one cabin, did not advertise,
and were swamped with demand.

Realizing that the tourism might have

unforeseen impacts on the culture and environment of Capirona, several members
of the community started a non-profit organization aimed at preventing cultural and
environmental change from ecotourism and sharing Capuona's project with other
interested communities to diffuse the heavy demand. The Indigenous Network of
the Alta Napo for Intercultural Living .and Ecotourism, or RINCANClE, was then
formed as a network of indigenous. Quichua communities interested in following
Capirona's model by using ecotourism as a way to achieve their indigenous goals.
RINCNACIE also aims to educate people about the issues and conflicts and they face,
and of the solutions sought by the Quichua people. u8

RINCANCIE

gave

the

communities much-needed organization, structure, and direction in ecotourism.
RINCANCIE places tourists in appropriate communities, limits the number of
tourists in each community, establishes and enforces guidelines for the tourists to
follow, and conducts an obligatory educational entry seminar for each group of
tourists to prepare them for their experience.
11lI

RINCANCIE Brocbure. FOIN: Tena., Ecuador. 1996.
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The code of conduct and norms for the tourists that RINCANCIE and
Capirona developed was aimed at minimizing cultural, social and environmental
impacts. Its effect has been positive and significant. Tourists are asked Ito follow the
following list of guidelines, rules and norms:
- Enter the forest accompanied by a guide only, (both for safety and
environrnental r·easons).
- Bathe in the river with biodegradable soap only.
• Be respectful of the different concept of spaoe and time that we have.

- Do not give gifts to conununity members, only donations to the entire
community are acoepted.
- Do not give individual tips.
• The gar\bage policy is "if you carry iit in, you carry it out'''
- Do not collect any living material or part of our environment.
• Do not mistreat or

kin any veg~tation, insects or animals.

- Avoid intimate contact with community members which could disturb
ethical traditions.
• Avoid public displays of affection.
-Wear simple practical clothes that win protect you from vegetation
and sun that you do not mind damaging.
-Never go the bathroom in or near a body of water.

129

These norms were developed after Capirona experienced several instances of
degrading, inappropriate, or annoying behavior from the tourists. Sinc·e the creation
of these norms and the educational training session for tourists began, the villagers
found the tourists to be much more respectful and conscientious.
The most st:rilting aspect of the Capirona to most visitors is the amazing sense
of a tight, cooperative community. The president, Miguel Mamallacta explains that,
129

RINCANaE Guidelines, Rules and Norms of Indigenous Ecotourism. FOIN: Tena, Ecuador. 1992.
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"it is very peaceful and easy here because we all work and do everything together.
There is a great cooperative union that brings us together for work and play and to
talk about how things are going in the community.

We run our community

together, and no one is in charge, not even me, because we all are in charge
together." They truly seem like one big family, cooperating and sharing everything.
They pass drinks and food around so that one mango might pass among the mouths
of 10 children. Almost every woman between the ages of 14 and 40 has a baby on her
shoulder, and one baby was being breastfed and cared for by three women. Although
the families do have different houses, rarely do any families work in their own fields
or build or repair their own house.
individual, family, or communal

Almost all the work to be done - whether
work, is shared by all with "m ingas", or

community work projects. Most mornings when no tourists are present, everyone
meets at someone's agricultural prot to plant seeds together, or at a trail head to clear
trails together, or at someone's hOUSe ,to repair a leaky roof. While they work, they
joke around and drink until they can work no more, which leads to the most evident
flaw of the community.
Alcoholism was the omy serious problem observed at Capirona. My interview
with the president had to be rescheduled th!ree times because each afternoon when
we returned from the mingas, he was too drunk. The amount of drinking,. according
to tile community members, has not increased smce the beginning of the ecotourism
project. Though they do have more money to buy alcohol, the alcohol they drink is
caned "chicha" and they make it themselves from fermented yucca tha,t they grow.
Drinking makes their work seem like play, but it becomes a problem when people
drink too much, and do not do their share of work. When someone realizes he or
she did not do their share of work, they make up for it later.
The way that the communilty income and finances are dealt with proves the
equality and communal nature of Capirona villagers.

Instead of being paid
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individual salaries, they unanimously decided to invest the majority of the money
made from the ecotourism directly into the community itself, toward improving the
ecotourism fadlities, buying seeds or medicine if someone is sick. Individuals are
not responsible for buying their own medicine, since the community grows and
gathers many of their own medicines which can be taken freely, and sickness of one
member is seen as the concern and responsibility of the entire community.

The

remaining money is distributed to the community members for personal needs,
though it is a very small amount of money (average is about $5 a week).
Furthermore, the president of the community is not the permanent president, but
the position changes hands every year, and every community member has the
opporhmity to be the president if the individual so desires and the community
agrees. The president is unpaid during the presidential year, though the rewards in
respect make up for the lack of income.
To avoid the monotony of a single profession, the community members do
different jobs every day, and the variety keeps them excited about working. One day,
a woman might cook for the tourists, and the next day she might do a cultural
demonstration, lead a bird-watching trip in the dug-out canoes, or work on the crops.
After the success of Capirona, RINCANCIE solicited thirty other indigenous
communities in the area to participate in similar projects. Unfortunately, none of
them were as successful as Capirona. In some cases, the ecotourism caused social
problems when the community members wanted to get individual income rather
than communal income, which led to some people becoming much wealthier than
others. RINCANCIE decided that many of the communities were not well suited for
ecotourism for various reasons, and have since cut back to 10 communities,
emphasizing quality rather than quantity.
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Analysis of sustainability variables

The capacity building of Capirona was very high, receiving a perfect score of 10
(see table lla). Everyone interviewed was enthusiastic about ,the ecotourism, and the
motivation of the community as a whole and of the leaders was evident through
their desire to continually find w,ays to improve the project. The training program is
excellent and the education of both the participants and the tourists is ongoing,
Villagers are using their newly acquired skills on a daily basis.
The environmental sustainability of the Capirona ecotourism pmject is
equallly high, also receiving a score of 10 (see table llb). The resource use is very
sustainable, and there were efforts being made to prevent any potential secondary
impacts such as boards to walk on in the trails to minimize- erosion and aquacuh:ure
tanks to allow fish populations to recover.

The is no direct and ,sustained natural

resource extraction, other than the occasional use of wild plants for medicines and
other purposes. The local environmental awareness is very high, as it is an mtegral
part of the Quichuan culture, that has been strengthened by the environmental
education they have received from ]atun Sacha, RINCANCIE, and the seminars they
hold. As Miguel Mamallacta explains, "we think about how our actions impact our
environment more now... before, we had to do things that hurt our forest so that we
could survive. Now we have plenty to eat, and our priorities have shifted,

50

that

we can afford to protect our ecosystem. Before, we used to use dynamite for fishing,
but now we don't even need. to fish from the river at all, since we raise our own
fish. ,,!30
The economic sustainability of the project was very high as well. Its only non
positive score comes from the fact that tourism is a luxury that is not particularly
resistant to fluctuations in world market prices. However, the fact that Capirona has
so many other economic alternatives to depend upon makes the community less
1)0

Miguel Mamallacta., personal communication. Capirona., Ecuador. January 27, 1998. my translation.
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vulnerable to such pnee changes, so Capirona received a neutral score for this
category. The project is completely self-sustaining, as Capirona is no longer receiving
any direct funding. Community-members are making much more money than they
were harvesting corn, and the immediate needs of the community are being met.
Externalitites are internalized since the opportunity eost of conservation is made up
for by the tourist fees. The overall score for economic sustainability was 9 (see table
He). Capirona/s overall score for sustainability was a very high 9.6.

Table 11: Sustainability of Capirona Ecotourism
a. capacity building
Motivation &

Training

Ongoing

Are people using

enthusiasm

program?

education?

their skills?

Total

+

+

+

+

IO

b. Environmental sustainability
sustainable

avoiding secondary

LocaI environmental

environmental

resource use*

environmental problems?

awareness

education?

Total

+

+

+

+

10

c. Economic sustainability of Capirona Ecotourism
Product!

resistant

Self-

More $

Internalize

hnmed

servIce

to

sustaining?

or benefits

externalities?

needs

ecotourism

n

rnet?*

than before*

fluctuation?

+

+

Total

+

+

9
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Analysis of factors influencing the sustainability of Capirona

Local Participation
Capirona had a very high level of local participation and control, scoring a 9
(see table 11). The participation rate is 100% of the community (excluding only
babies), with even children participating in the cultural activities for the tourists.
The average number of hours people work on the ecotourism depends on the week,
(some weeks, they may work every day while other weeks they may receive no
tourists). The average, however, was quite low, since the total number of days with
tourists at Capirona was 120 in the entire year (1997-98).131 After counting up the days
and telling the people, they said seriously: " Wow! Look at us workaholics! We
should take a break!" They received about 700 tourists during the year in all. Their
level of involvement in the design and implementation was maximum, since they
designed and implemented the project on their own. The decision-making power is
also completely egalitarian and local, and the communication within the community
and to RINCANCIE is very open and frequent.
Table 11. Local Participation at Capirona
percent of

average

involvmenl in

community

#hours

design &

making

involved

per week

implementation?

power

+

n

+

communication

+

decision-

+

Total

9

Creation and distribution of local revenue
The income distribution at Capirona is very equal, since instead of getting paid
individual salaries, the majority of the money made from the ecotourism is invested
directly into the community itself, and goes toward improving the ecotourism

131

Capirona's record of visitors, unpublished documenL 1997-1998.
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facilities and buying communal things. The remammg money is divided equally
among community members who expressed that they were content with their sal.ary
and the income distribution of the communityl and several said that it was "more
than enough".

The president and the director do not receive any income during

their time "in office/' which shows that Capirona has a reversed financial structure
when compared to most projects or businesses. Of the fees tourists pay, 90% of it goes
straight back to Capirona, while 10% supports the administration and functioning of
RINCANCIE, and the advertisement of Capirona, making the project possible. 132 The
score for creation and distribution of local revenue was a perfect 10 (see table 12).
Table 12. Creation and Distribution of Local Revenue at Capirona

-

% of$,that

average amount of $ per

pnmary

Non

distribution

stays in

person per week

source?

monetary

of economic

benefits?

benefits

II

+

+

I

community
.....

,.

+

total
I

10

Amount and source of funding

Capirona and RINCANCIE have received funding from local indigenous
organizations

and

several

intemationa.l

development

organizations.

The

indigenous organizations are FaIN, the Federation of Indigenous Organizations and
CONFENAlE, the Coordinating Foundation for Indigenous Organizations of the
Ecuadorian Amazon.

The international groups are the Swiss Foundation for

Interamerican Developmentl the Canadian Development Foundation, and Ayuda en
Acci6n, a Spanish NGO.

The level of funding is currently very low, as the

communities have already gained self-sufficiency. When RINCANCIE was starting
the program, the organization received a total amount

132

of US $30,000 for

Tarquino Tapuy, director of RlNCANCIE. personal communication. Tena, Ecuador. January 15. 1998.
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administration, infrastructure, and training, and US $8,600 for technology and
service transfer from aU of the contributors. 133

Source of funding
local

f Fund·

dAm

Table 13. S

I

NGO'~,

some national

-'-'

ArnOUD[

-

c .

of funding

l'ength of funding

high initially.

heavy for a short time

lhen low

then low for a long time

Social and cultural holism

Capirona is also very culturally and socially holistic, receiving a score of 10 in
this category (see table 14). The social systems are preserved by the continuation of
communal work and the emphasis on protecting Capirona from any social
transformations.

The social equity is high because of the egalitarian systems

discussed earlier, and all the technology used is appropriate and local, with the
exception of several new items which greatly enhance the safety and practicality of
the project (i.e. a radio for contact with Tena, a motor on a dug-out ,canoe, binoculars
for wHdlife observation, an oven for food preparation, and an electric generator to
light the stage for the cultural presentations at night). As Cesar Andy explains, "Our
living conditions have improved so much with this project.

At first, too many

tourists came ,and we had no time for agriculture and relaxing. Then -we realized that
we should have fewer tourists and more econom.ic alternatives, to diversify our
economic activities. These things let us live more comfortably, but we are careful not
to buy things fuat we do not need."

IJ3

Tarquino Tapuy, direclor of RINCANClE, personal communication. Tens. Ecuador, January 18. 1998.
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Table 14. Social and Cultural Holism at Ca'pirona
preserves
social systems

+

,

I

socfal

appropriate

preserves cultural

preserves

equality

technology

systems

value systems

+

+

+

I

Total
I

+

10

As Miguel Mamallacta ,explains, "We want the same culture that our

grandparents left us, only adjusted to the present. Now, more than ever, we realize
the importance of preserving our culture - and how preserving our culture is
imperative to the survival of our forests, and ourselves. Sharing our culture with
others and working with RlNCANCIE has helped us realize this."

There is a

program of careful and frequent monitoring of soder cultural impacts of ecotourism
at Capirona, conducted by yearly conferences attended by members of the
community, RINCANCIE, and other indigenous and conservation organizations.
These conferences have led to several important concerns being raised.
When the program first began, community members were worried that
important cultural traditions, such as the farewell celebration which they share with
each group of tourists, might become "meaningless copies" of the real thing. These
traditions have

not become routine,

however,

partly because the

farewell

celebrations weI\e performed almost as often before tourism, when other visitors
came to the community, or when a community member left for another village.
Some of the tourists have complained of the lack of "authenticity" of some

aspects of Capirona, particularly tourists

with

misinformed,

rornanHdzed

expect.ations of naked Indians living with no influence from the modern world.
When they instead see people with commodities such as radio, ovens, and an electric
generator, they do not see how much these things benefit the community.
Indigenous communities are not frozen in time and they are using what they decide
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they need for their developm.ent, controUing their own destiny, and that is real
cultural authenticity.

SeU~determination

and sufficiency in a changing world is

more important than living up to false perceptions of authenticity and the people at
Capirona know this. There have heen differences between what the community sees
as beneficial to their development and what they need to remaitn an attractive tourist
destination.

However, the educational program before the tourists enter the

community helps them readjust their expectations to better understand the needs
and struggles of indigenous communities.

It is also important to consider whether the local market near Tena might be
already saturated with socially and environmentally
Although the tourism has shown no sign yet of

responsible ecotourism.

decreasin~

it is possible that this

may happen in the future t as everyone who wants Ito and has the means to visit an
indigenous community doing e,cotourism in the Eouadorian Amazon has· a]ready
done it.
Another concern was how the tourism would affect the children and young
adults; whether the exposure to tourists would mak.e

~hen

want another lifestyle, or

whether they would develop an overly service-oriented attitude to the tourists. It is
obvious that this is not happening yet. As Samuel Vargas, ,the 17 year old, most
highly educated member of the community told me "What I want to do with my life
is be a guide here. I'm on my fifth year of apprenticeship with a guide. I might go to
university next year to study sustainable agronomy 'Or botany, but I know that I will
come back to spend my life at Capirona as a guide. I could not leave my home. My
sister Clemencia fell in love with a man from another community and moved to his
community to marry, but she is one of the only ones who has leff'134 The average
child is educated from age 7 to age 12 or 13 at Cacpirona. Most of the children are
J}4 Samuel Vargas, Capirona community member. personal communication. Capirona, Ecuador. lanUllI)' 26, 1998.
my translation.
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literate, Speaking both Spanish and English, though many of the adults are stil]
learning Spanish and neither read nor write.

Many feel that Capirona is a unique example of successful indigenous
ecotourism in Amazonia l35 and the reasons for its success are many, including good
communication, cooperation, equality, respect, education, and the variety of
economic alternatives that is actively pursued.
The open, frequent communication and participation of all community
members is integral to the structure of the community. The fairness of everything is
astounding, as everyone's voice is equally important and the p'.ay system is so
egalitarian. The community holds monthly meetings of all community members to
discuss the progress, and any effects, issues or problems related to the ecotourism
project or general functioning of the community. 'This open communication is key
in preventing problems and reminding ourselves of the purpose of the project if
need be. These meetings raise conflicts, impacts we hadn't thought of, and we work
out a solution to everything together, before it becomes serious."136
realize the importance of everyone feeling like he or she

~as

The leaders

some control over the

project and believe that cultural elements should not be compromised to make

things more comfortable or interesting for the tourists.

"The interests of the

community as a whole are always the most important and never go above the
interests of the tourists."137
Others feel that the key to success is in the project's focus on education of the
tourists and villagers. Education of the community members concentrates on how to
best fulfill the needs of tourists without sacrificing any part of their culture. It also
115 Tarquino Tapuy, RINCANCIE president. personal communication. Tena, Ecuador. January 24. 1998. my
translation.
136 Cesar Andy, Capirona director. personal communication. Capirona. Ecuador. January 21, 1998. my rranslation.
u, Tarquino Tapuy, RINCANCIE president personal communication. Capirona. Ecuador. January 19. 1998. my
transl ation.
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helps community members learn Spanish,l3B and learn more about the ecology and
environmental issues of the region. The guides are trained in ecology at the Jatun
Sacha Biological Station. The education of the tourists consists of an educational
entry seminar at the RlNCANCIE office which involves the discussion of cultural
norms, problems and pressures facing indigenous people, and how the tourist can
make the most out of his or her experience. Furthermore, the entire stay at Capirona
is meant. to be educational.

Another possible reason the program functions so smoothly is because of the
selection process of the tourists. Not any tourist willing to pay can aUltomatically
visit Capirona or other RINCANCiIE commu.nities. The tourist must actually .apply,
and participate in the afternoon preparation class before visiting the community.
The selection of toutists is ibased upon their interest in the environment and culture
of the community, their physical condition (due to the strenuous journey into the
community which involves a long canoe ride and a three hour hike over mountain
cloud forests), and

their

estimated

level

of cultural

understanding

which

RINCANCIE determines by their education, profession, or an interview.
Cesar Andy, the program director, feels that "the reason we have been nwre
successful than the other communities is because we didn't want to switch 100%· to
making

OUE

hves revolve around ecotourism. We also have many other economic

alternatives that we pursue on a daily basis."n9 For example, in response to the
decreasing fish stocks in the river, the communilty built four aquaculture tanks, in

which they raise fish for their own consumption and that of the tourists. They also
spend much, if not most, of their time on their "chacras," or agricultural plots. They
grow dozens of foods - fruits, com, grains, lots of vegetabres, chickens and eggs,
U8 A1lhough more community members are learning Spanish to inleraCl with me tourists, when tourists are nOl
Eresenl, only Quechua is spoken.
.l9 Cesar Andy, director of Capirona ecolourism. personal communication. Capirona, Ecuador, January 24, 1998. my
translation.
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making food purchasing from the outside almost unnecessary.

These activities

significantly reduce their dependence on exterior markets. They also have a small
store where they sell handicrafts made at Capirona, like ceramics, baskets, woven
bags, jewelry, and local clothing as well as other products they make, l!ike natural
biodegradable soap, medicinal plants, organic dyes, and nuts. Many of these items
could be sold outside of Capirona as well to further supplement their income if it was
needed.

Al!1 of these factors were important in leading to a successful project, but it
seems that the most obvious strengths of the community are the cooperative,
welcoming, egalitarian nature of the community, and the care, foresight, and
deliberateness with which the project was planned and managed. Every step and
change is fully discussed and well thought-out with consideration of many
perspectives. As Miguel Mamallacta explains, "we carefully chose a method that we
hoped would aUow us to develop sustainably" and it reaUy has. "140

The Capironas of ecotourism are few and far between. Xavier Sylva del Pozo
explains that the people of Capuona do not want to make their community into an
anthropological museum, they just want to gain equality and the ability to protect
their land and culture. The factors leading to success are very specific and not found
in many other communities.

It has proved difficult to replicate the success of the

Capirona program even in other similar communities in the area within the same
network of RINCANCIE. Cesar Andy, the ecotourism director, explains ,that
"ecotourism is not just a source of income for us, it is a way to achieve our Qukhua
objectives of cu]tural and environmental pJleservation and self-sufficiency.141

U

140 Miguel Mamallacta, presidenl of Capirona. personal communication. Capirona. Ecuador. January 27. 1998. my
translation.
141 Cesar Andy. Personal communication. Capirona, Ecuador. January 25. 1998. my lranslation.
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Case Study #4: Antisana

P-roject description

The Antisana Foundation is an Ecuadorian NGO working to ensure the
sustainable management of the Antisana Ecological Reserve through community
involvement. The Antisana reserve is a 325,000 acre reserve, and the principle
watershed for Quito.

The ecosystem is the only home of many threatened and

endangered species and one of the most important undisturbed natural transects
from the Amazon rain forests to the Andes. 142 The reserve is suffering significant
threats of biodiversity loss from deforestation, the burning of grasslands, soil erosion,
the extraction of medicinal plants, hunting, the exploitation of mineral resources,
and land invasions within the reserve.
An ecotourism project has recently been implemented at the reserve,
initiated by The Nature Conservancy.

The Antisana ecotourism project aims at

improving the standard of living of the local mestizo and Quichua indigenous
communities by putting their skills to work on ecotourism activities aimed at
biodiversity conservation.

A significant percent of the profits are invested In

heightened protection of the Antisana Reserve lands and in environmental
education efforts aimed both at the tourists and the local guides. The project has
trained

a~most

all of the locals as guides, interpreters, ecologists and cooks among

other things. The Nature Conservancy provided technical assistance 'and the tools
and resources necessary for the communities to construct cabins for guests to stay in.
The cabins and the rest: of the facilities were constructed by the community-members
themselves with all local materials.

IQ

The Nature Conservancy. "Overview of the Conservancy's Ecuador Programs" (bnp:l/www.lnc,orgl) September 26.

1997.
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An integral part of the ecotourism project is the cultural program. A special

effort is being made to recover and re-instill vanishing native customs and traditions
through ecotourism. 143

Local customs and traditions are shared with the guests

through folklore, participation in making traditional arts and useful crafts, and a
welcoming ceremony with dance and song, somewhat similar to the cultural
program at Capirona.

Aside from the ecotourism project, the foundation is also

sponsoring frequent seminars and conferences on vanous environmental issues
mostly related to reserve management and ecotourism. l44

Analysis of the sustainability variables for Antisana
The capacity building of the Antisana project is very high, scoring a 10 (see
table ISa). There was a training program for the participants, who attend ongoing
seminars and workshops.

The participants are using the skills gained from the

training, such as ecological knowledge, personal relations with guests, building and
maintaining trails, and teaching visitors about the natural and cultural history of the
region.
The resource use is very sustainable, as well, scoring a 7.5 (see table ISh). The
resource use is indirect, as there is no extraction of raw materials or agriculture going
on. It is unknown whether there are any secondary environmental problems related
to the project. Local environmental awareness is growing with the attendance at
environmental seminars and workshops.
Economically, the .project appears to be slightly less sustainable, receiving a
score of 7 (see table ISc). As explained earlier, tourism is not very resistant to price
fluctuations, and the community relies almost solely on ecotourism.

For many

communities, ecotourism has proven not to be a steady or dependable source of
Jervis. Marfa Helena. 'The Antisana Foundation." Ecuador; Environmental Issues. p4.
Unfortunately, not as much information is available on Antisana because this project was not visited as pan of the
field srudy.
1.0

I""
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income.

The project is relatively financially self-sustai!I1..ing (although it is still

receiving some funding), the people have more money than they did before the
project, and their immediate needs are being met,

Ecotourism

inherently

internalizes externalities, since the costs of conservation are internalized by the fees
that tourists pay.

The overall score for Antisana's sustainability is a 9.

Table 15. Analysis of sustainability of Antisana ecotourism
a.. capacity building
Motivation &

Training

Ongoing

Are people using

enthusiasm

program?

education?

their skills?

I

4

+

+

+

I

,.

Total
10

b. Environmental sustainability
,
sustainable

avoiding secondary

resource use*

+

Local environmental

environmenta:l

awareness

education?

enVITonmentar problems~
n?

+

II

+

Total
10

c. Economic sustainability
Productl
service

£eSlslaDt
to

fluctuation?
eco
tourism

-

More $
or benefits

Self
sust.a.ining
?

than
before*

n

II

+

ate,

Internalize
eXltemalities?
I

+

needs
being met?

*

+

Total
7
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Analysis of the factors influencing sustainabitity for Antisana

Local participation and decision-making power
Concerning loca] participation, almost the entire community is involved in
this project, and the time commitment fluctuates depending on the tourist season.
The project was designed by locals, in conjunction with. the Antisana foundation and
The Nature Conservancy. The initial idea and impetus for the project carne hom
The Nature Conservancy, however.
An tis ana

Foundation

and

less

There is daily open communication with the
frequent

communication

with

The

Nature

Conservancy. The level of actual decision-making on the pari of local people is
unknown; but since some community me'mbers manage the reserve, it is assumed
that at least some of them have significant decision-making power. The NGOs are in
close contact and daily communication .with Ithe community, and relations are
friendly. Antisana received a score of 9 for [ocal participation and decision-making
power (see table 16).
Tab]e 16. Local Participation at Antisana
percent of

average # of

involvment

communi.ry

hours per

in. design &

making

involved

week

implementation?

-power

+~

n

__ I

+

communication

decision-

+

+

Total

II 9

Creation and distribution of local revenue
All of the revenue created goes directly to the community.

The average

income is unknown, although it is certainly more than was made before. The
community was mainly a subsistence community, and ecotourism will hopefully
increase their

well-bein~ although

education than on profit-making.

the project is focused more on conservation and
It is the primary source of income, and non
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monetary benefits are involved as wen (educaHon). The benefits thus far have been
distributed relatively, with aU activities being open to participation of any
commWl!~ty
w~thin

member. us, AU of the revenue created by the project

wm

either stay

the hands of locals or be used for park management or the acquisition of

more land to conserve. Antisana's score for the creation and distribution of local
revenue was 10 (see table 17).

Table 17. CIeation and Distribution of Local Revenue at Antisana
.

I

% stays.in

average amou_nt $

community

IpersonJ week

I

primary

non-monetary

distribution of

source?

benefits?

economic
ibenefits

+

~I

+?

+

II

+

'+

total

II 10

Social and cultural holism

The level of cultural preservation at Antisana is thus far high, wifb the
renewed traditions shared with the tourists.

There is potential howev,er, for

Significant socio-cultural impacts with such frequent exposure to Wes1tem culture (as
there is in the case of Capirona). There is also the poSSibility of a change in value
systems with the introduction of a profitable economic activity to a former
subsistence society. There is no formal system of monitoring or preventing social and
cultural transition, though the project was designed to avoid this possibility. The
social equality is neutrat because although everyone has an equal opportunity to
participate, _some of the remai..nIDg class hierarchies between the mestizos and the
indigenous people remam, .and it is unclear whether ecotourism will lessen or

l~ Jervis.

Maria Helena, "The Antisana Foundation." Ecuador: Environmental Issues. p6.
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increase those inequalities. 146 The score for social and cultural holism is 8 (see table
18).

Table 18. Social and Cultural Holism at Antisana

preserves

social

appropriate

preserves

preserves

social systems

equality

technology

cultural systems

value systems

Total

+

n

+

+

n

8

I

Source and amount of funding
The funding for the project is average, with the NGOs supplying the physical
resources and training for the community to implement the project.
funding will

hopefu~Jy

This method of

breed self-reN.ance rather than dependence on continuous

financial ,flows. The donors came up with the idea for ,ecotourism, but they seem to
be more on "tap" than on "top".
Table 19. Source and amount of funding at AntIsana

Source of funding

Amount of funding

length of funding

international conservation group.

average

unknown

local NGO's

but will decrease

It seems that as long as the project stays small and remains more conservation

oriented than profit-driven, and the locals maintain their sense of culture and
community, this project has the potential to be successful and sus1tainable.
relative lack of experience of this project (it is about four years

o~d)

The

is typical of most

ecotowism projects funded internationally in the Ecuadorian Amazon, and makes it

146

Many of these answers were obtained through personal communication with Sylvia Schmidt, a fonner researcher at

Anti~afia..
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more difficult to analyze the variables of sustamabi.lity. So far, it is a successful and
sustainable example of indigenous ecotounsm, as is Capirona.

Condusion
The examples of Capirona and Antisana

~fe

unfortunately not typical

examples of indigenous ecotourism in the Ecuadorian Amazon.

Most ecotourism

projects are much less careful about protecting the indigenous culture than tnese
projects are. There are many operations based out of Tena, MisahuaHi, and Coca, (the
three largest towns in the Ecuadorian Amazon) that iIlvolve "indigenous tours" run
by non-indigenous mestizos or foreigners that bring tourists on canoe ItripS which
stop at indigenous communities. These frequendy involve gawking at the natives,
the community members awkwardly looking back at the tourists, and the guide
exp1aining various cultural traditions.

When

programs do involve

tourists

spending time with indigenous people, this frequently leads to serious social and
cllhural problems within the community as explained earlier. Furthermore, many
larger scale ecotourism projects in the area have promoted environment.al
degradation because their impr'ovement in infrastructure, with better ro.ads, for
example, can make it easier for the locals to engage in environmentally harmful
activities as well, such. as logging. 147
The average $ustainability of Capirona and Antisana are both very high; 9.6
and 9 respectively. Both projects had high scores of 10 for capacity building, and
environmenta,} sustainability, and were slightly lower for economic sustainabBity
(Capirona scored a 9 while Antisana scored a 7). Both received scores of 10 for the
creation and distribution of loca[ revenue.

Both received 9 ror the level of local

participation. Therefore, both local participation and local revenue were very highly
147Southgale. Douglas, and Howard Clark. ""Can Conservation Projects Save Biodiversity in Soulh America?" Amb.i2,
22:2, May 1993. P. 165..
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correlated with sustaitnability.

This implies that local participation and decision

making power as weU ,as the creation and distribution of local revenue Me important
factors in ensuring the sustainability of a small,

comm.unity~based

ecotourism

project. Social and cuLtural holism was also strongly correlated with sust.ainabiHty,
since Capirona received a 10 and Antisana scored an 8 for holism. The only factor of
sustainability that did not seem strongly correlated with sustainability was the source
of funding.

The main funding source for Antisana was a large; international

conservation organization, who also initiated the proj,ect, while the Capirona proj:ect
was funded by local indigenous NGOs, and became self-sufficient quickly.

Both

projects did, however, have a strong local organization working for them.

It

therefore seems that a community- based ecotourism project can be sustainable
whether funded mai.nJ:y by a local organization or a large international conservation
group, as long as tnelle is a strong local organization that has some power. The other
factor to consider is that Capirona has been managing itself successfully for over 10
years, while the Capirona project is only four years old, so its sustainabiUty scores are
more preliminary tihan those for Capirona.
Ecotourisrn projects should remain
community and ecosystem health.

relatively

sman,

and

focused

0

n

Local people should have decision-making

power, but it should not necessarily be unlimited, because of the danger of several
individuals crea,ting a money-making facility that doesn't distribute benefits evenly.
As Marc Dourojeanni explains, "Participation should not be simply a mechanism to
allow people to do what they desire, but to do what is needed for the long-term
welfare of the majority... 148 A good ecotourism project should be a [ow-impact,.
educational sustainable, non-consumptive, culturally appropriate and enlightened

jeanni. Marc. Public Sector Roles and Economic Policies Affectin2 Biodiversity Conservation in Latin

14l00uro

America and tbe Caribbean. Washington. D.C. The Interamerican Development Bank. 1997. pl.
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form of tourism.

Understandably, and partly due to tourism's profitability, this

IS

rarely achieved.
True ecotourism that fits the definition of socially, environmentally, and
culturally appropriate and educational, is almost always better for the local people
and the environment than mass commercial tourism, and many of the less
sustainable and less genuine ecotourism operations are also better than mass
tourism. Ecotourism can be an important aspect of an integrated conservation and
development project, but it should not be the only part. If it is, the danger of the
focus turning toward profit generation and away from conservation and sustainable
community development is great.

As demonstrated by the sustainability of

Capirona, ecotourism projects are most successful when they are part of an integrated
strategy of sustainable development.
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~onsible

Chapter 4:
Bioprospecting or Reprehensible Biopira,cy?

figure from cover of COICA's Neustra Amazonia. July 1996.
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Defining Bioprospeding
In recent years, curecS for cancer, AIDS, and other diseases may have been

irreparably lost because too much biological raw material and indigenous

know~edge

has. been irreversibly destroyed. Many believe that bioprospecting wiJll prove the
ultimate salvation to biodiversity; as an tmportant way for tropical ,communities to
supplement their income and develop sustainably, and a way to save lives with
pot.ential cures to widespread diseases. 149 Biopmspecting attempts to discover the
amazing untapped potential of tropical forest species for yielding useful drugs by
extracting and screening biological samples and using part of the revenue gained ror
conservation. Under certain ideal but slightly unrealistic circumstances, it could be a
suc.cessM and sustainable solution that harmonizes economic development with
biodiversity conservation and proves to policy-makers the value of biodiversity.
Unfortunately, however, bioprospecting has aimost always been more like biopiracy:
the unjust exploitation of biological diversity and indigenous knowledge for the
benefit of large international corporations with meager or no compensation to the
source community and no investment in conservation. It is diffiadt to ensure that
much if any of the revenue from bioprospecting goes to supporting conservation.
Bioprospecting is the exploration, extraction, and screening of biological
diversity for commercially valuable genetic resources to be used as chemical
products, pesticides, food, and, most commonly, medicines.
involve

the

disciplines

of botany, pharmacology,

Bioprospecting should

anthropology,

chemistry,

economics, ecology, and sometimes agriculture. However, in some projects, one or
more of the integral disciplines are largely overlooked and biopiracy can result. There
are two types of bioprospecti.ng; the first is the coUeenon, screening, and testing of
random samples.

The second is ethnobotanical prospecting, which involves

pharmaceutical companies using leads from indigenous people who use the plants
149

Vogel. Joseph Henry. The Successful Use of Economjc InsQ'yrnents. 1P.34.
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as medicines, and essentially buying (or taking) their knowledge. Once a successful
specie is identified, it is either chemically synthesized or harvested in the native area.
Ethnobotanical bioprospecting is much more successful overall than random
sampling and can save pharmaceuticals significant amounts of money. The success
rate of random tests is one marketable product found in 10,000 tested species, where'as
with ethnobotanical prospecting, the success rate has been as high as one of every two
products tested. ISO Considering these statistics, it seems that drug companies wou]d
focus exclusively on ethnobotanical prospecting; however, they rarely do.
ethnobotanical

bioprospecting,

the

concern

with

compensating

W iJ th

indigenous

communities for their ,knowledge arises, a pro'blem that unfortunately has not been
adequately addressed by pharmaceutical companies or intem'ational law. Vandana
Shiva feels that with both ethnobotanical prospecting and random sampling, drug
firms rob the Third World's medicinal plants and have benefited from the free
collection of b iod i versity. 151
There is also competition amongst tropical countries to supply samples, and
Joseph Vogel explains that a price war is emerging among supplying countries as
each offers its biological diversity at lower and lower prices. Royalties to the country
or community in some cases have been. reported as low as 0.2%.152 In the case of
biodiversity, competition is unfair and inefficient, because it drives the price of
biological samples down and deprives countries from being reimbursed for the
opporhmity costs of conservation. It also generates low short-term revenues because
many of the chemicals of interest to biotechnology firms cannot be efficiently
gathered due to scattered distribution. Unlike the case of sustainable agriculture,
where the knowledge should be shared free of charge, and the government should
150 "Bioprospecting. Biopiracy and Indigenous Peoples" RAFt (Rural Advancement Foundation International)
Communique. NovlDec 1994. (http://www/rafi.calcommmuniquel19944.html)March 13. 1998.
UI Shiva. Vandana. MODocultures of the Mind. p. 81.
l.ll Vogel. Joseph Henry. lbe Successful Use of Econornic Instruments. p3.
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even subsidize the spreading of such knowledge, in the case of bioprospect:i!Ilg,
sharing the knowledge at iow prices would be harmful to the ultimate objectives of
biodiversity protection and community development.
Douglas Southgate feels that fOllest dwellers are unlikely
income

from

any medicinal

products that might

Ito

derive substantial

be obtained

from

their

ecosystems. m One example is the well-known case of the rosy periwinkle found in
the forests of Madagascar, which was found to treat leukemia and Hodgkin's Disease.
It gI10ws

m one of the world"s hot spots, but the

revenue from the use of the rosy periwinkle.

local population received almost no
Other common drugs, such as birth

control pills, pain killers, and cancer chemotherapy agents are all equivalents of
former plant medicines used by traditional societies.

The Economics of Bioprospecting
The economic profitability of biopr.ospecting explains why tropical biodiversity
is known as the South's "green gold".lS4 In 1990, the global sale of pharmaceutical

produc,ts amounted to $130 billion a year, $32 billion of which is from products based
on traditional medicine from tropical countries. Of the 32 bilnon, only 551 million of
profit went to developing countries, though

hard~y

any of it went directly to the

indigenous sources of the knowledg,e and biodiversity .155

The Commission on

Development and Environment for Amazonia reports a higher number, claiming
that the three medicinal plants traditionally used by indigenous groups throughout
the world represent $43 billion a year, a small portion of th,e world's pharmaceutical
trade. They report that none of the money comes back to the in.digenous people who

Southgate, Douglas. Alternatives for Habitat ProJeCtion. p.36.
RAFl. '13ioprospecliing, Biopiracy and1tndigenous Peoples" RAA (Rural Advancement Foundation lnemationaJ).
NovlDec' 1'994. (hnpJlwww/rafi.calcommmuniquell9944.htmJ) March 29, 1998.
m "Indigenous People's Knowl'edge: Pharmaceu~i'cals and their Business." Nuestra Amazonia., July 1996, IP7.
153

1S4
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supplied the knowledge,IS6 This demonstrates both the volume of world trade

Hi)

pharmaceuticals and the extent of biopiracy.
The value of "undiscovered"

plant~based phannaceuticals

in the tropical forest

is much la.rger than the value of known plant medicines, and is conservatively

estimated to be $147 billion. 157 In the mid 80's, pharmaceutical industry analysts
warned that every medicinal plant species lost in the tropical forests could lose drug
firms possible sales of more than $200 million. ISS In the United States, a quarter of a,lI
prescriptions dispensed are substances extracted from plants, and over 40% are
orga.nism derived. 159 Bioprospecting thus undoubtedly leads to economic growth for
the world, however, its environmental and sodal desirability .in relation to the
source communities is contestable.
Several studies have been done to determine the economic value of tropical
forests for pharmaceutical uses.

D. Pearce and S. Puroshothaman found that the

annual biodiversi.ty protection value of tropical forests for genetic raw material with
pharmaceutical potential is between $0.10 and $21 per hectare, which represents the
cost of the loss of those potential genetic resources to deforestation. 1w Reid et a1.
estimated the net present value of an untested species to be between $53 and
$46,000. 161 Simpson, Sedho, and Reid found that the highest marginal value of
habitat for bioprospecting is in western Ecuador, at $21 per hectare. Unfortunately,
this price is only about a tenth of what the region's farmers are willing to pay for

I.s6Commission on Development and Environment for Amazonia. Amazonia WithQu~ Myths. Washington, O,C.:
Inter-American Devdopmenl Bank. 1993. p. 82.
ISJ "Biopiracy Update: A GlobaJ P.andemic·· RAfl (Rural Advancement Foundation Inemationall) Communique, Sept/Oct
1995 (hupJlwww/rafi.caIcommmunique/19955,html) March 19, 1998,
ISS "Medicinal Plants Lost?" Scrip-Wor;ldPbarmaceuticaJ News. October 19"86. p 22.
159 Wilson. E.G. The Diversity of Life. p.287_
l6Opearce. D. and S. Puroshothaman. "The Economic Value of Plant-Based Phannaceuticals", in T. Swanson (00.)
~AteJlectual Proj)eny RiihlS and Biodiversity Conservation. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995. quoted in
Douglas Southgate. Alternatives for Habitat Protection and Rural IQkQJI)e Gc;neratjQn. Washington D.C: InteratJilerican
Development Bank. 1997. p. 38,
16lReid, W, et at "A New Lease on Life" in Reid e~ at eds, Biodiversity ProSpectiDK: UsjnK Genetic Resoum;s for
SusWnabJe Developmenl Baltimore: World Resources Institute Publications. 1993,
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cleared

~and.162

According to Jeffrey McNeely,

the income

generated from

bioprospecting is alone not a significant source of funding for conservation. 163
Southgate feels that the returns are almost certain!1y too small to justify the
investment in property institutions required to establish efficient markets for genetic
informati.on. 164 Michael Balick and Robert Mendelsen exp~ain that if knowledge
about tropical herbal medicines becomes more widespread and their collection
increases, prices for certain natural medicines would fall. On the other hand, if more
consumers become aware of the potential of herbal medicines or if the cost of
commercially produced medicines becomes too great, demand would increase,
driving prices of natural drugs up.

Further habitat destruction would increase the

scarcity of biodiversity, also driving up prices. Balick and Mendelsen predict that the
value of tropical forests for the harvest of nontimber forest products will mcrease
relative to other land uses over time as these forests become more scarce.
Southgate, however, feels that the value of medicines derived from plants
today seems to be diminishing 165 which might be partly due to the fact that it is often
more efficient and effective to simply synthesize the compound in the lab which can
be concentrated, and even strengthened, decreasing the need for the actual plant. In
particularly diverse forests, for example, useful organisms are often widely dispersed,
which means that most work time spent will be looking for something as opposed to
extracting it, so synthesizing it would be more efficient.
Although the economic profitability of bioprospecting proves biodiv,ersity as
"the South's green gold", the South has not profited much from its exploitation. The
162Simpson, D. and R. Sedjo. "Payi~g for the Conservation of Endangered Ecosystems: A Comparison of Direct and
Indirect Approaches" Environment and Development &:onomics 1:2, pp. 241-257 quoted in Douglas. Soothgate.
Ahematives for Habitat Protection aDd Rural ~s;ome Generation. Washington D.C.: Interamerican Development Bank,
1997. p. 38.
16'M'cNeely. Jeffrey. "Achieving Financial Sustainability in Biodiveristy Conservation Programs." Washington. D.C.:
Interameric_an Dev-e1opmelilt Bank. 11995. p.8,
I~outhgate, Douglas. Al,tematives for HabitjlJ Protection. p. 2.
165 Southgate, Douglas. AJ.\ematjves for Habitat ProtectioD. p. 37.
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mines are being stripped by companies from the North, largely because of the lack of
international regulations on bioprospecting.

International Regulations on Bioprospecting

Bioprospecting involves many more legal issues than does ecotourism or
sustainable agriculture, and its sustainability depends directly upon the structm"e and
function of the international and local laws concerning bioprospecting, intellectual
property rights, and national sovereignty. It is thus imperative to review the current
laws ,that protect, or don't protect, countries from biopirates.
Bioprospectmg is not a new idea; plant collectors have been coFlecting and
brmging back to the North since colonial times. In earlier times, however, no money
was exchcmged, and the source countries had no legal rights.

UnfortunatelY1 the

rights of source communities today are not w'ha,t they should be. As Darrel Posey
hypothesizes, "if something is not done now, mining of the riches of indigenous
knowledge will become the latest- and ultimate· neocolonial form of exploitation
native

peoples."166

The

lack of uniform

intemational

standards

to

o~

treat

bioprospectmg discoveries, patents, royalties, and enforcement is allowing and even
encouraging biopiracy.
There have been a number of internationa] conferences and treat,Les affirming
the intellectual property rights of indigenous peoples in' relation to bioprospecting,
however, their ability to protect communities from irresponsible behavior of
pharmaceutical companies is Wi\clear.

The 1992 Charter of the Indigenous-Tribal

Peoples of Tropical Forests declared the willingness of indigenous peoples to share
their knowledge wit'h humanity "provided we determiine where and how it is used".
The World Conference of Indigenous Peoples on Territory, Environment and
l66posey, Darrel. "Traditional Kfiowledge. Conservation, and 7he Rain Forest Harves"" in Plotkin. Mark and Lisa
Famolare, eds.. Sustainable Harvest and Marketin~ of Rainforest Products. Washington, D.C: Island Press. 1992.
p.49.
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Development called for the cmn.inalization of "the usurping of traditional medicines
and knowledge from indigenous peoples."

Article 24 of the Declaration on the

Rights of Indigenous Peoples drafted at the conferences of the United Nations
International Year for the World's Indigenous Peoples, entitled indigenous peoples
to "the full ownership, control and protection of their cultural and intellec.tual
property."

The South Pacific Regional Consultation on Indigenous Peoples'

Knowledge and Intellectual Property Rights (1995) reaffirmed that "imperialism is
perpetuated through intellectual property rights systems," and even declared a
"mor.atoriutn

on bioprospecting in the Pacific."167 The First Symposium on

Ethnobotany and Economic Botany was held in Quito in 1992, and dealt with the
bioprospecting issues and native uses of medicinal plants. Each of these conferenc.es
and agreements is a step in the right

di~ection,

and they have successfuUy raised

awareness and strengthened the anti-piracy movement.

Whether -they have

significantly reduced biopiracy, however, is unfortunately doubtful.
The most powerful international legislation. on bioprospecting is the United
Nations Conven.tion on Biological Diversity (CBD). Until recently, access to biological
diversity for bioprospecting was free and legally protected Wlder the doctrine known
as the "common heritage of mankind." In 1993, over 160 countries rejected the
"common heritage of mankind" and ratified the Convention on Biological Diversity.
The USA, however, was not one of these countries. 168 The United States is one of the
few countries in the world that has not officially recognized the intellectual property
rights of indigenous peoples and urges many countries to ally and agree to protect the
patent of their industrial products. 169

l67Blaleney. Michael. "Bio-Prospecting." p. 301.
Joseph Henry Vogel An Economic Analysis of lhe Convention on Biologicaii Diversity: The Rationale for a Canel.
Unpublished document. IP. I.
169 "BioPifates Log", (hnp:/Iwww.cscanada.orgl-cscltextlpirat:iog.l}t:rn#anchor240881) March 28. 1998.
163
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The Convention, which entered into force in 1993, seeks to convert
bioprospecting into an environmentally sustainable and equitable use of biodiversity;
however, it offers no comprehensive multilateral mechanisms to make it happenYo
The Convention advocates bilateral bioprospecting agreements that give little control
to the source country or community.

The bilateral contracts create competition

between source countries to see who will supply their biodiversity at a lower cost. It
supports and protects the intellectual property of industrial corporations of the North
without providing a way to justly recognize and reward the contributions of the
source communities.

As explained by the Rural Advancement

Foundation

International, lithe terms and conditions under which indigenous peoples might
benefit financially are usually controlled by Northern corporations that are free to .
claim intellectual property on indigenous knowledge and biodiversity. Indigenous
communities find these systems culturally and ethically alien, as well as politically
and economically maccessible.',171 Furthermore, the Convention provides no means
for source countries or communities to effectively monitor or enforce commercial
bioprospecting agreements. The effect of the Convention has not been to suppress
biopiracy, but some believe that it has actually promoted it. RAFT claims that since
the entrance into force of the Convention, a wave of biopiracy has enveloped the
South, propelled in large part by the CBD's promotion of bilateralism. I72
Article 8J of the CBD recognizes the ownership of local communities of their
traditional environmental knowledge}73 but Southgate points out that the same
treaty also states thalt national governments have sovereign rights over things such
as germplasm and their derivatives. '74
1'10

The question of who owns biodiversity,

RAFI. "Bioprospecting, Biopiracy and Indigenous Peoples" RAFI (Rural Advancement Foundation Inemational).

NovlDec 1994. (hnp:l/wwwlrafi.calcommmuniqueJl9944.hrml) March 29. f998.
I7lRAFl. "Bioprospecting. BiopiTacy and Indigenous Peoples". March 29. 1998.

InRAFI. Biopiracy Update: 'The Inequitable Sharing of Benefits" RAFt communique September/October 1997.
(htlp:/Iwwwlrafi.caIconunmuniquell9977.htrnl) Man:h 29. 1998.
l731be Convention on Biological Diversily. 1992.••••
mDouglas Southgate. "A.ltetJIaUVeS for Habitat Prolection," p 41.
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national governments or local communities, has been a major source of conflkt in
bioprospecting. There is usually too great an emphasis on nationa] government
control and very little emphasis on control by those who are the most

d~ect

stewards

of the biodiversity. It is obvious that the legal distinction between whose rights to
the forests' resources prevail (nanona,1 governments or ]ocaJ communities) would
benefit by being clarified with some kind of mtem.ational

a~eement.

National

governments usually want to be able to prevent local communities selling the
resources or knowledge at too Iowa cost, and local communities want to be able to
control rights to their biodiversity. The argument could also be made that the land
belongs to local communities and they should be free to do with it what they please.

The following case. studies provide contrasting ex;unples of bioprospecting.
The first is one of the only morally oriented phannaceutical companies" making a
noble effort to protect indigenous rights and biodiversity by an innovabve system of
compensation to source communities.

The other is on the opposite end of the

spectrum; a profit-driven pharmaceutical company that epitomizes biopiracy by
patenting and commercializing a drug that is sacred to the hundreds of Amazonian
indigenous groups who use it.
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Case Study #5: Shaman Pharmaceuticals and Sangre de Drago

Project description

Shaman pharmaceuticals is often cited as an atypical representative of US
pharmaceutical industries bioprospecting in the tropics.

Dedicated to "ethical

pharmaceutical production/ 175 Shaman integrates bioprospecting with Ibiodiversity
conservation, and shares benefits with traditional comm1!ltIl.ities to form a direct
interaction between enthnobotany and Western medicine. Shaman combines the
sciences of ethnobotany, isolation chemistry, pharmacology, anthropology and the
environmental sciences to create a more efficient, equitable and environmentally
responsible drug discovery process. 176 The company represents the first commercial
US effort to work exclusively with tropical higher plants for the development of
pharmaceuticals, and the first and only with a more equitable approach to
bioprospecting. Shaman is a multimiUion dollar business effort that could ideally
make a fortune, save lives, and improve the lives of tropical source communities
while protecting their environment.
To

address equity issues, Shaman

created a nonprofit

conservation

organization called the Healing Forest Conservancy. The Conservancy provides a
structure for indigenous people to participate in the hioprospecting. process, share the
resource management responsibilities, and receive immediate and ]ong-term
benefits: 71 The directors of Shaman's field research meet with indig,enous [eaders,
scientists and physidans in host countries, non-governmental organizations, -and
local governments to find interested communi,ties and

Sham~ns

(indigenous doctors

and spiritual leaders) with whom they negotiate agreements. The researcher works
m King, Stephen R. "Pharmaceubcal Discovery. Ethnobotany. Tropical Forests. and Reciprocity: Integrating
Indigenous Knowledge. Conservation and Sustainable Development"Plotkin. Mark and Lisa Famo1are. eds. Sustainable
Harvest and MadcetiD& of Rainforest Products. Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 1992.
I16King. Stephen R. "Pharmaceutical Discovery."
117 MOflU\!. KIlty. director of The Healing Forest Conservancy_ Personal Communkation. Novermber 18. 11998.
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with the Shaman, explaining various diseases so that the indigenous Shaman can
point out which plants he uses to treat each maiady.
The benefits provided to source communities fall into three categories: short
term, medium-term, and long-term. Short-term benefits include supplies, services,
and direct fUnds; medium-term

benefits i.nvolve

the creation of sustainable

agriculture supply industries within the communities, and long-term benefits

a~e

received when the producfs reach the market. These long-term benefits are in the
f.orm of projects that are proposed by the community themselves, and usually consist
of health care services, water purifying systems, or legal expertise for land
conservation battles. 178 Thomas Carlson, director of ethnobiomedical field research
for Shaman, says that "when Shaman starts generating profits, a percentage wiU be
distributed among the indigenous people."l79 For every product marketed, Shaman
has commi.tted to return a portion of the profits to all the communities they have
worked with, not only with the supplier of the marketed product. About 20% of the
total field budget finances these projects. Unfortuna,tely, none of these projects ha ve
thus far been initiated, since no medii.cation has yet been marketed in the ten years of
Shaman Pharmaceutical's business.

The commercialization of severa} products is

pending however, and the average time it takes a pharmaceutical company to find,
develop and commercialize a new drug is typically twelve to fifteen years!80
It is generally held that only about one in 10,,000 chemicals derived from mass
random screening of

p~ants

results in a potentially profitable drug.

Shaman' 5

method has led to a 50% success rate; half of ,the .800 plants Shaman has tested have
come out to be potentially profitable. 18I The method Shaman uses to screen plants is

"Shaman Pharmaceuticals". (http://Shaman.com) November 16. 1997.
l19Howard Rheingold. "New Medicines from AocienJ Bonles: Shaman Pharmaceuticals", ~hnp:l/www.well.coll'lluser
IhlrltomolTow/shaman.html) March 12. 1998.
IMMoran. Kat)'. Compensating foresl-dwelling communities fot dtiUg discovery: lhe work of the Healing Forest
conservancy." Unasylva Vo147 1996. p,42
m Moran, Kate. Compensating forest-dwelling commu'ni'ties for drug discovery." p. 42.
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that if they find three distinct indigenous communities using a plant, they screen it.
This "filter" of indigenous knowledge makes Shaman's method about 5,000 hmes
more effective than random testing. 182
Eight compounds are being prioritized for clinical studies. Thus far, Shaman
has patented three medicines which are now in clinical development, one that treats
herpes, another that treats a children's respiratory disease, and a third is for the
treatment of AIDS di'arrhea. '83 They are .all in Phase II or ill clinical trials. The ,first
two compounds are derived from the Sangre de Drago (dragon blood) tree which has
been used by native healers throughout Amazonia for millennia.
Shaman also works on sustainable harvesting methods for the p]ant products
it is interested in marketing, This provides a way for the pairticipating indigenous
communities to gain a longer-lasting more dependable sour:ce of income.

Shaman

and its indigenous community partners are 'now trying to sustain'ably harvest Sangre
de Drago at the Jatwl Sacha Biologica] Station in Misahualli, Ecuador. Jatun Sacha is
one of the- several pilot proj'ects that Shaman's Healing Forest Conservancy has
undertaken to investigate equitable compensation and sustainable prod,uction.
Janm. Sacha (which means big forest in Quichua) is a non-profit center for
biologica~

md environmental inves,tigation and education, run by locals and foreign

volunteers (see Chapter 6 for a more complete description of Jatun Sacha).
Unfortunately, representatives at Jahm Sacha have been disappointed working with
Shaman Pharmaceuticals, and reported that the large amount of volunteer work
they have invested in. the sustainable harvesting project has not as of yet paid Off. l84
During person.al interviews with the people at Jatun Sacha, it seemed that most of
them

had given

up hope

of benefiting

from

their

deal

with

Shaman

1&:2 "Bioprospecting, Biopintcy and Indigenous Peoples" RAFI (Rural Advancemenl Foundation Inernational)
Com..JJlullique. NovlDec 1994. (http;lIwww/rafi.calcommmuniquell9944.html) March 13, 1998.
IU "Shaman Pharmaceuticals bas been moving on, big". (hnp:/lbiz.yahoo.comlbwJ'97/101301shnrn.htmJ)
1S4 Nixon Revelo. Angel Alvarado and David Niell. Personal communication. latun Sacha, Biological station. Ecuador.
January 1998.
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Pharmaceuticals. They continue the project partly because the majority of the work
and investments have already been made, and because of local interest in lea.rning
how to harvest Sangre de Drago sustainably for sale in Ecuadorian markets.
The Sangre de Drago tree grows in lowiand Ecuador and produces a sap which
has been. used by many indigenous groups to treat various maladies. The.re are seven
species of the Sangre de Drago tree, each

w~th

its own medicinal properties. It is used

by Ecuadorian indigenous groups and mestizos as an astringent, antiseptic, bug
repellent, anti-inflammatory,

anti-itch aem.e, .and as a cure tor dysentery,

rheum.atism, hemorrhoids, herpes, and ulcers caused by stress, alcoholism, and
hepatitis. 185 The tree is also used for handicrafts, food, and wood. The sap is drained
by various techniques mentioned later and then sold in markets, on the street, and in
pharmacies in Ecuador. The present value of a single pianting and harvesting cycle of
the tree is about $250 per hectare, which exceeds the opportu_nity cost of land in the
region. 186

Analysis of the Sustainability of Shaman's Sangre de Drago Project
Shaman

Pharmaceuticals is significantly

bioprospecting companies.

more

sustainable

than

most

The project's sustainability is examined in the same

manner the other projects have been regarded: with relation to. the Ecuadorian
community

inv,olved

Gatun

Sacha),

not

the

sustainability. of

Shaman

Pharmaceuticals· as a corporation.
Thecapadty building for the Sangre de Drago project with Jatun Sacha was
relatively high, though not necessarily because of its involvement with the Shaman
project.

The community members seem to be enthusiastic and motiva'ted to

18·5 l{evelQ, Nixon. v'aIor Econ6mico. Usos y Modos. de- Exuaccj6n de Latex de Sanp-e de DragQ. Croton s12l2. en el Alto
Naw. Ec!:18dor. Ibatra, Ecuador: Universidad Tecruca del None, 1,994. p,155-6.
1M Southgate, Douglas. Alternatives (or Habjw Protection and R.ura]lncome Generation. Washington. DC:
Interamerican Development Bank, 1997. pp. 36-37.
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vohmteer their time to any of Jatun Sacha's activities, including the Sangre de Drago
Project. Those who participate in. the Sangre de Drago ha,rvesting did go through a
training program. There is ongoing education at Jatun Sacha, but since the program
runs independently of their affiliation with Shaman and does not cover the Sangre
de Drago project, that category was rated n.eutrally. The people are using their skills,
but again." the locals participate in all of the Jatun Sacha programs and do not gain
many new skiUs from tile Sangre de Drago project.

However, if the projed was

considered in absence of the other projects at Jatun Sacha, people would be gaining
skills from working with the Sangre de Drago, so that category was rated positively.
The overall score for Shaman's work at Jaton Sacha was 8.5 for capacity building(see
table 20a). The ,capacity building score would probably be higher if Sangre de Drago
was eventually successfully commercialized by Shaman, in which case community
participation, education, and training would increase.
The environmental sustainability of the Sangre de Drago project is very high,
since the tree is relatively ,easy

~o

harvest in a sustainable manner. The harvesting is

sustainable since, i.nstead of using the method of cutting down the tree to extract sap,
Janm Sacha uses the traditional Quichua method of taking small sa-mples that do not
kill the tree. This method involves making a thin incision into the tree, inserting a
leaf into the incision, and leaving a bottle underneath the leaf allowing the sap to
drip down the leaf into the bottle. Furthermore, the tree's natural regeneration is
rapid, and it can be harvested throughout the year. Local environmental awareness
is high because of the environmental education program of Jatun Sacha,. however,

since it is unrelated to Shaman's project, the score for those categories is neutral
Shaman's overall score for environmental sustainability was 7.5 (see table 20b).

In examining the economic sustainability of this project, it is important to
medicine is relatively resistant to fluctuations in world market prices. The company
is self-sustaining, though the nonexistent profits of the company are not significantly
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helping the community to sustain itself. They do, however, get some more money
and benefits than they were before the project began.

Immediate needs of the

community are being met, though again, it is not due to Ithe Sangre de Drago project.
The score- for economic sustainability was 7 (see table 20c). The overall score for
sustainabiIity (theave.rage of capacity building, environmental

and economic

sustainability) was 7.6, which is quite high. It is important to realize, however, this
sustainability score is for the Sangre de Drago project at Jatun Sacha alone, which
depends completely on the sustainability of Shaman Pharmaceuticals itself, which
was not analyzed.

If Shaman remains withOllt profits for too

~ong,

it might be

impossible to continue the Sangre de Drago research, and the unsustainabiUty of the
company i,tsel!f would cause the project to ibecome unsusltainable.

The overall

sustainability of the Sangre de Drago Proj,ect was a 7.6.

Table 20: Sustainability of Shaman's SanKre de DraKo Project
a. Capacity building
Traming

Ongoing
education?
n

program?
+

Motivation &
enthusiasm

I

Are people using

Total

their skills?
+

8.5

+

b . Environmental sustainabili!y
.
sustainable
resource use*
+

Local enVU"onmental
awareness

avoiding secondary
environmenta] probs?
+

environmental
education?
n

n

II

Product!
service
I

resistant to

I fluc~ation

SelfIII sustaining
I

medica
[ions

+

?
n

1Total

I

7.5

More $ or
benefits than
before *

Internalize
externalities?

Immed
needs
met? *

Total

+

n

n

7

I

Analysis of the factors influencing sustainability for Shaman
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Local' participation and decision-making power
Local participa,tion with Shaman is potentially high if Sangre de Drago is
commercialized. At the present time, however, there are about a dozen local people
who work with Jatun Sacha, but not specifically on the Sangre de Drago project.
Another several dozen foreign volunteers work at Jatun Sacha and sometimes help
with the Sangre de Drago project. The perspective of local communities in general
was strongly considered in the design of the project, since indigenous organizations
were ,consulted regarding the best method of compensation. Communication
be~een

researchers, managers, and communities is very high. The project received

a 5 for participation (see table 21).
T a bie 21 " L ocal Parti·
clpa tion andd eClSlon-mak"l ng_power
%

average #

community

hours/

involved

week

-

I

n

involvment in deSigIIl I communication

I

decisionmalting

& implementation?

power
n

+

n

Total
j

5

Creation and distri'bution of local revenue
Shaman has the potential to create a significant amount of non-monetary
be,nefits for the community if Sangre de Drago is commercialized.

Most of the

money made by the commercialization would not remam within the community,
however, since much would be kept as profits, and a large portion would be
distributed to other communities that Shaman has worked with.

The Sangre de

Drago project is not the primary source of revenue for anyone in the community.
The benefits are distributed very equally, since they are a public good, and non
monetary benefits could be very high. The community ends up with more benefits
than they had before the project, even i!f the medicine is not commercialized, since
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some benefits have already been gamed (such as goods and services related to the
agricultur:e project and education on sustainable harvesting). Shaman received a 4
for creation and distribution of revenue (see table 22).
Table 22. Creation and Distribution of Loca! Re.venue for Shaman
% stays in

avo amt.

pnmary

Non

distribution

comm.

$/personl

source?

monetary

of economic benefits

-

-

week

I
I

benefits?
,

-

-

total

+

4

-t

Social and cultural holism

Shaman's influence on social, cultural and value systems is probably
neglectable, since the community involvement is so minimal and the project is so
similar to other projects at Jatun Sacha. The social equity is high, since everyone has
an equal opportunity to participate.

The technology used at the local level is

appropriate, since native Quichua techniques are used.

The proj,ect is relatively

holistic socially and culturally, scoring a 6 (see table 23).
Table 23. Social and Cultural Holism of Shaman's Sangre d_e Drago Project
preserves

social

appropriate

prese-rves

preserves value

social systems

equality

technology

,cultural systems

systems

ill

+

+

n

y

+

Tow

6

Amount and source of funding

The source of hmding is private, from Shaman Pharmaceuticals, and the
benefits come from Shaman's NGO, the Healing. Forest Conservancy. The current
amount of funding is

long~term

and low but if the drug were commercialized, it
J

would be much higher (see table 24).
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Table 24. Funding of- Shaman's Sangre de Drago Proj,ect
Source of funding

I

pri,vale pbarmaceutical and NGO

Amount of funding

I

length of funding

low. but potentially high

I

long

I

(Heali_ng Forest Conservancy)

A serious mistake that Shaman made was m choosing to employ a company
called DTM to help them exploit Sangre de Drago before the project at Jatun Sacha.

D'iFM is well-known for not respecting indigenous organizations. The compan,y has
been denounced by the Indigenous organizations of Ecuador {or facilitating the
destruction of archaeological sites by hiring US archaeologists to collect aU the
a:rchaeological evidence over a few days from sites that are "in the way" of
development schemes such as oil wells. The sites are then bulldozed. Furthermore,
instead of sustamably tapping the tree, DTM believes in the faster method of cutting
down the tree for its sap. Informants claim that DTM's director was caught trying to
smuggle 30 gallons of Sangre de Drago latex out of the country. After protests from
several indigenous organization and conservation groups, Shaman decided after a
short time to no longer work through DTM.

187

Unfortunately, its reputation had

already been scarred, as demonstrated by an article entitled "Bioprospecting, Biopiracy
and

lndigenous

Peoples,"

which

put

Shaman

Pharmaceuticals

m

their

"Bioprospector's Hall of Shame."188 This mistake does not effect the sustainability of
the Jatun Sacha project directly, since it happened before the project at Jatun Sacha
began.
Despite this mistake, Shaman Pharmaceuticals represents a meaningful step in
the responsible direction for bioprospecting pharmaceutical companies. Shaman is
117

"Sangre de Drago." In Pharmaceuticals jn Ecuador (hnp:/lbiov09.uthscsaeduJnalnetJacchivelnI/91 bJ0249.html) March

30. 199&.
"Bioprospecting, Biopiracy and Indigenous Peoples" RAFI (Rura] Advancement Foundation lneroational). NovlDec
1994. (httpllwww/rafi.calcommmunique/l9944.html) March 29, 1998.
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ethically,

socially,

environmentally

and

culturally

superior

to

most

US

pharmaceutical firms. The fact that it has nQ,t yet commercialized any drug, howeve:r
and has Rot produced significant benefits for the participabng communities, cannot
be ignored. Since its success rate is

reputed~y

thousands of tim.es higher than most

pharmaceuticals, it is surprising and bothersome that they still have not made a
profit, though Shaman has still not been around for the average 12-14 years that

~t

takes to commercialize a new drug. The true sustainaibility of the Shaman Sangre de
Drago project, or any of Shaman's projects, cannot be kn.own until a profit is made
and ilhecommurrity compensation projects are initiated.
It is important to examine the very few successful bioprospecting projects
among the hundreds of other companies who blatantly commit biopiracy. Shaman
represents a pharmaceutical effort that does not abuse existing international
regulations, and economic conditions to make a profit.

If those international

regulations and stand.ards could better protect tropical communities, biopiracy would
not have to exist and Amazonia would have one less way to be robbed of their
biodiversity and traditional knowledge.

Case Study #6: The Internatio.nal Plant Medical Corporation
and the Patenting and Commercialization 0'£ Ayahuasca
118
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The Shaman walked around me slowly in the cornp]ete darkness, the on]y
light coming sporadically from the inhalation of air through the Shaman's joint
containing a sacred tobacco, and from the occasional brilliant illumination from heat
lightning. I was living with a Quichua community in the Ecuadorian Amazon when
the Shaman invited me to participate in a healing ceremony to cure me of my
asUuna. When I arrived at the scene, my curiosity and excitement increased while

my skepticism was forgotten. He had sanctified the ceremonial area with smoke and
fragrances and passed me a small cup of a deep brown lIiquid called ayahuasca that
was necessary to contact the healing spirits. Its strong taste of tar .and urine made me
vomit almost immediately, shortly after which my senses seemed to aU be magnified
a thousand times. The thick smell of the jungle at night, the sound of rain on the
hut's thatched roof, the Shaman's soft melodious chanting, the blackness of the
night, the warm humidity on my skin, and the taste of a potent ginger root that the
Shaman gave me to relieve the wretched taste in my mouth were all so intense.
Although my senses and awareness of my surroundings were never dulled, I started
to drift into a dream wodd where I was seeing both the past and the future. Fa·miliiar
faces from home distorted with animal bodies flew past me. The Shaman spit, and
rubbed juices from several other plants and vines on my head, blew on my face,
called and chanted to spirits, and shook fragrant dried leaves aU around me while I
was in my dream world, though aware and quite enjoying the Shaman's actions.
Later, he prepared a quart of liquid medicine he boiled from the Sangre de Drago tree
for me to drink on a daily basis for a week to treat my asthma. Ever since that night, I
have not once needed to take any asthma medications, which I had depended upon
every day for the past 12 years. Though I do not understand H, I am. convinced of the
powers of ayahuasca and Shamanic medicine.
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Background on Ayahuasca
Ayahuasca is seen as the most powerful and sacred. holistic medicine
throughout Amazonia, where it has been used for millennia. It is believed that the
first cultures that were established in the Amazon BCisin (3000 years BC or earlier)
were already familiar with the hallucinogenic effects of the medicine. 189 Ayahuasca
healing is considered a holistic pU!Ige of body, mind, and spirit, and is a prominent
,and accepted shamanic practice for almost all of the over four hundred indigenous
communities throughout the Amazon Basin. Ayahuasca is used by Shamans and
their patients ito contact the spirits necessary for healing and it cures a wide range of
physical, menta], and

spiritua~ illnesses.

The name "Ay.ahuasca" is from the Quichua words "aya", which means
"spirit", and "huasca," meaning "vine", so that with the vine, people can enter the
wodd- of spirits. The hallucinogen is made by combining and boiling the woody vine
ayahuasca (Banisteriopsis caapi) and the leaves of Chacruna, another tropical vine,
creating a thick dark tea of powerful haUucinogenic alkaloids. Taken by both the
Shaman and the participant, the drink allegedly allows the Shaman to summon
healing spirits to aid the participant in his or her pursuit of personal
allows both to look into the future.

wel1~being, and

The experience creates incredible visions,

frighterung, beautiful, strange, and even

li~e

changing for some.

The indig,enous

groups have different customs and beliefs about ayahuasca, but its use as a sacred
spiritual healer is universal. The Shuar in Ecuador, for example, drink it from the
beak of a dead bird, and it allows them to come close to their main god, Arutam, who
severely punishes anyone who spills even a drop of the sacred plant. 19O

Project history and description

18'9
190

"Heaven or Hell: On Ayahuasca and Wafers." Nuesrra Amazonia, July 1996. p.5.
"Heaven of Hell: OD Ayahuasca and Wafers." Nuesrra Amazonia. July 1996. p.5.
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One recent case of indigenous plant resources being used for commercial
purposes by pharmaceutical companies is the case of Ayahuasca in the Ecuadorian
Amazon. To understand this case/ it is important to examine its history. In 1986,
Loren Miller, director of International Piant Medicine Corporation (IPMC), visited
the Ecuadorian Amazon and stayed with a Secoya community who was ignorant of
his phannaceutical background. Like myself, Miller was invited to participate in an
ayahuasca ceremony, but instead of consuming the hallucinogen, he packaged it and
returned to the IPMC labs :in the United States. He later went to the Office of Brands
and Patents and successfully applied to be recognized as the inventor of a new type of
ayahuasca plant that he "discovered" in a small Ecuadorian jungle.

The patent

(#5751) gives him exclusive rights to produce and trade the products of the sacred
plant. He assigned the plant healing powers as an antiseptic, antibacterial, healer of
Parkinson's disease, and also patented it as an ornamental plant. He gave his new
"invention" the name "Da

VLne."191

Initially there was fearful talk of indigenous peop}e no longer being able to use
ayahuasca for traditional purposes. However, since the patent is actually for the
creation of a chemical equivalent of the plant in the laboratory, the wild plant is still
available to the indigenous communities. The effects of the patent are serious, the
most widespread effect being a moral shock, fear of widespread inappropriate use of
ayahuasca, and the lack of acknowledgment and distribution of the benefits to the
indigenous communities.

Alejandro Argumedo, the international coordinator of

the Indigenous People's Biodiversity Network, says that the patenting Llhas a very
profound impact on the internal processes of communities./Jl92

Others fear that if

the process continues, "soon ayabuasca shall be part of the culture of drugs in tbe
United States and DEA officials will pursue Shamans and bum up any plant that
191"Biopirates Log" (http://www.cscanada.orgl-csc/textlpiratlog.htm*anchor240887) March 15, 1998.
192 "BiopUates Log" March 15, 1998.
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. looks Uke ayahuasca... Next thing we'll know is that small doses for individual use as
a means of avoiding reality are being sold in some low suburb in Miami or New
York. Then Ayahuasca win stop being a bridge for communion with the divine and
shall change into a possibility of stepping down the stairway to heIL"l\!)
In 1996, ten years after the patent, Ecuadorian Indigenous Organizations
became aware of what had taken place, and began a national and worldwide
campaign spearheaded by the indigenous NGO, the Coordinating Bod.y of Indigenous
Organizations of the Amazon Basin, "COICA", ,and one of its sub-groups, la
Confederaci6n

de

Nacionalidades

Indigenas

de

la

Amazonia

Ecuatoriana

"CONFENIAE." Both organizations work for the protection of indigenous rights and
biodiversity.

In an article announcing the a,yahuasca patent, Valerio Grefa asks

"what would happen if an Arna.zon Indian tried to patent a wafer and the wine that
is used in catholic ritual, or the kosher purification for the food that Jewish believers

have?

Why are the elements of our sacred rituals not respected as those of the

Catholics and Jews are?"1'94 Some feel tha,t this analogy is a bilt too strong}95 but there
is an important parallel, particularly if the religious origin of ayahuasca is

considered. 196
The successful patenting of ayahuasca obviously did not satisfy Miller, since he
and a group of cameramen returned to Ecuador in 1995 and tried with military
support to enter the community oJ the Tagari people, a group of sixty indigenous
people who had never had any contact with, and continued to resist contact with
Western culture.

The men were prevented from entering by a large campaign

1'1).'Heav.en of HeU: On Ayahuasca and Wafers" Nue-slra_Amazonia, July 1996. p. 5.
19o1Grefa, Valetio. "Indigenous Peoples of lhe Amazon Rejeel the Stealing and fuvatizalion of lheiJr Knowledge."
Nue-stra Amazonia. July 199,6.
'~"Heaven or Hell; On Ayahuasca and Wafers." p. 5.
196 The Tukanu people believe that after the Sun fenilized the Earth. the original' people were created from the semen -of
the sun. 1ne first woman appeared and had a child called Yage (lhe :locaI name for ayahuasca), which meant a person
baving many visions. Because of the child's 'remarkable visIons and healing power, the ¥ ag~ c,hild was dismembered and
everyone present ate a part of his body. Consuming ayahuasca.is lhus similar to eating Ithe wafers which represent the
body ofCbrist from "Heaven or Hell: On Ayahuasca amd Wafers." p. 5.
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spearheaded by COICA, CONFENAIE, other indigenous organizations, conservation
groups, and CNN , to whom Loren wanted to sell the footage.

COICA has since

declared Loren an enemy of indigenous peoples in the nine countries of the Amazon
Basin and his entrance to the Amazon and that of any of his affiliates is prohibited.
COICA, in a letter recently sent to Bill Clinton, has asked the US government to
review the granting of this patent, hoping to annul it. Miller has meanwhile built
another laboratory to process ayahuasca and other medicinal plants that he
"invented" and is currently using ayahuasca to develop psychiatric drugs.

Analysis of the Sustainability of the IPMC's Ayahuasca Project
Although the moral problems of the ayahuasca project are obvious, it is
nonetheless important to consider its sustairiability for this project. Its sustainability
is again examined with relation to the Ecuadorian communities involved, not the
sustainability of the International Plant Medicine Corporation itseli. The capacity
building of the source community is nonexistent, (receiving a score of 0) since there
is no education, training program, use of skills or improvement of well-being from

the IPMC's project (see table 25a).
The environmental sustainability for the source communities is not affected
by the project, since after the initial sample, all creation of ayahuasca has been done
in the labs in the United States. It is not directly damaging the environment or

decreasing biodiversity, but it is not actively making an environmentally sustainable
use of it either. The environmental sustainability would probably decrease if IPMC
were to begin taking the vine directly from the rainforest. However, if they initiated
a project of sustainable cultivation, this could benefit the locals and improve the
project's sustainability. It is nearly impossible to sustainably harvest a vine such as
ayahuasca, since it necessitates a healthy, lush rainforest with large trees to grow on.
The environmental sustainability score was 6 (see table 25b).
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As for economic sustamability of the project, the products are medicinal,

probably quite Fesistant to price fluctuations as most medicines are. The company is
financially self sustainable, but the source communities are not recewmg mor,e
money or benefits from the project than they were before Miller set foot in
Amazonia. Since that is a necessary criterion for sustainabHity, it is already obvious
that the proje.ct is unsustainable overall.

Furthermore, it does not directly

internalize externalities, and the immediate needs of the communities are not met
by the commercialization of ayahuasca.

The ayahuasca therefore receives a total

score of 0 for economic sustainability (see table 25c). The overall sustainabHity score
was a very low 1.6.

Table 25: Sustainabilit,y of the Ayahuasca Project
a. Capacity building
Motivation &:
enthu.siasm

Training program?

Ongoing education?

Are people using
their skills?

Total

-

-

-

-

0

environmental
education?
n

Total

.

b. Environmental sustainability
sustainable
resolli"Ce use*
n

avoiding secondary
environmental prdbs.?
i

I

Locall environmental
awareness
n

I

6

I
c. Economic sustainability
.

service

resistant to
fluotuation?

Selfsustaining?

medica-

.+

+

Productf

tions

L

More $ or
benefits than
before *

-

~

I Internalize

eJl,temalities ?

I

,

I

-

Immed.
needs
met? *

Tola:!

0

:

Analysis of factors influencing sustainability

Local participation and decision-makin,g power
The local participation and decision-making power was zew, smce none of the
community was involved in the project intentionally, and there is no positive or
direct relationship between IPMC and the indigenous groups (see table 26).
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Table 26. Local Participation and decision-making power
I

decision-

percent of

average #

involvment

community

hours! week

in design &

making

implementation?

power

involved
~

conunURication

-

-

~

I

ToW

-

0

I

Creation and distribution of local revenue
The creation and distribution of local revenue was equally non-existent,
resulting in a score of zero (see table 27).
Table 27. Creation aDd Distribution of Local Revenue
% stays

m

average amount
$/personl week

pnmary
source?

Non
monetary
benefits?

distribution of
economic benefits

-

-

-

-

COmIn.

I

-

I

Total

0

Sodal and cultural holism

There is no social or cultural holism in the Ayahuasca project.

It damages

social, cultural, and vafue systems by degrading an important spirrirual tradition (see
table 28).
Table 28. Social and Cultural Holism
preserves
social systems

social
equality

approprial
e
technology

-

-

-

preserves
cultural systems

preserves value
systems

Total



-

0

1

Source and amount of funding
The funding for the ayahuasca project is all from the private pharmaceutical
firm, International Plant Medical Corporation.

None of the long-term funding

reaches the source -communities (see table 29).
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Table 29. Source, Amount, and Length of Funding
-

Source of funding

Amount of funding

private

high, but none

phanrnaceutical

reaches communities

II

length of funding
long

With a sustainability score of 1.6 out of 10 and zeros for each factor of
sustainabilityt it is obvious that the Ayahuasca project does not benefit the source
communities in the least. It is important, however, to realize that IntemaHonal

It is

Plant Medicine Corporation itself is economically, at least, quite sustainable.

shocking, and hard to believe that, in reference to the patenting of ayahua.sca, a US
representative is alleged to have said something like "the Indians have the same
access to the patent process as anybody else: if they think their plants are so
illlportant, why don't they patent them?,,197
The patenting' and

commerciali~ation of

ayahuasca is the commodification of

something sacred. The patenting of livLng organisms or indigenous knowledge is
unnecessary

and should

not be tolerated.

Indigenous

know~edge

is

an

intergenerational possession that belongs to mdig,enous people collectively, and, like
Hving things, should not be considered an "invention", or the property of anyone
but the indigenous people themselves. 'The WMC's ayahuasca project provides a
disturbing, but Wlfortunately common example of biopiracy in the Ecuadorian
Amazon.
Other Bioprospecting Arrangements and Solutions in Ecuador
Another company accused of biopiracy in Ecuador is Maxus Petroleum of
Dallas, Texas.

The company extracts Ecuador's tropical

p~ants

in addition to

IV7 ·'In re patenting Ecuadorian Plants" (hnpJlwww.anatomy.su.oz.auJdanny/antbropology/anlhro-larchiveljuly..hlInl)
March 30, 1998.
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petroleum. Maxus has built a 120 krn. road through the rainforest for oil expl'orat.iofl,
and contracted with the Missouri Botanical Garden to collect and catalogue plants
that it encounters on the land. The road traverses both the Yasuni National Park,
one of the most biologically diverse places in South America, and the Waorani
Ethnic Reserve. They have gathered thousands of species of plants, dozens of which
are new to the scientific world, but have reinvested nothing in conservation and
recompensated the natives in no way.198
Many people feel that most of the accusations of biopiracy have been
exaggerated. An article entitled /lIn Fe-patenting Ecuadorian Plants" expresses that
there have been several recent cases where people have ac,cused
geneticists, biologis'ts, and... anthropologists,

a~l

from the US of

stealing' somebody's precious genetic heritage to the utter and
permanent damage of the 'victims'. That's an easy way to whip
up anti-US sentiment, since all you have to do is combme
arcane biology without giving readers a chance to understand
the issues with a threat to the rights of downtrodden 'natives'
facing brutal imperiaHsm.199
It is perhaps more likely that this is the reader who does not fully understand the

issues. It is difficult to ignore the negative moral issues of bioprospecting. but it is
also Lmportant to consider both moral sides of the argument; the other being the
urgent need to discover cures to widespread diseases. Aside from this positive life
saving role that bioprospecting pharmaceuticals play, they also could potentially play
a significant role in biodiversity conservation. The fact tha,t the companies have a
stake in the existence of biodiversity gives them an incentive to push for its
protection, though unfortunately no company has done this significantly, if at all.

19S
199-·

"BioprospectiAg. Biopiracy and Indigenous Peoples" March 29. )998.
W re·patenting Ecuadorian Plants" (hnp;lJwww.anatomy.su.oz.auldanny/anthropology/anlhro) March 3, 1998.
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There is an inherent mor.al problem in the selling of genes, since they belong
to no one but the org'anism. But if exploiting and selling them will ultimately lead to
their preservation, it is advantageous to define the rights related to genetic diversity.
Joseph Vogel believes that privatization seems the most obvious tool to controlling
access on indigenous biodiversity in Ecuador and Latin America. He proposes
extending intellectual property rights of source communities to include genetic
materials, with 15% royalties and realizes that an enormous database would need to
be developed, with botanical and zoological inventories and a detailed global
mapping of the distribution of biodiversity resources. 1'his would be a costly task, and
major legal and institutional structures would be needed for this to happen. It could,
however, lead to a successfu~ cartel of tropicaf governments' biodiversity.20o Others
feel that intellectual property rights are inappropriate for indigeno-us peoples, the
most common sources of

trad~tional

ethnobotanicaL knowledge. Michael Blakeney,

for example, argues that "indigenous peoples do not view their heritage in terms of
property at all... but in 'terms of community and individual responsibility."201 The
rationale of intellectual property rights can be inappropriate to _the cultural, spiritual
and aesthetic values of mdigenous peoples, notwithstanding the enormous costs of
enforcing intellectual property rights.
Vogel's possible solution to biopiracy in Amazonia is startmg to become
reality, with a proj,ect entitled '-The Transformation of Traditional Knowledge into
Trade Secrets." The project attempts to establish a cartel on indigenous knowledge
throughout Ecuador and then expand the program to neighboring countries. The
project idea was started in 1995 ,as a collaborative effort by the InterAmerican
Devel~pment

Bank Program on Environmental Capacity Building, CARE-Ecuador,

and the Ecuadorian NGO, EroCiencia. In 1997, it entered a pilot phase in the regions
200 Vogel. Joseph Henry. The SUccessful-Use of Economic InSlIUwents. p. 38.
2OlBlakeney, Micbael. "Bio-Prospecting and the Proteetion of Traditional Medical Knowledge of Indigenous Peoples: An

Australian Perspective." 1997.
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of the Costa, Sierra, and Oriente (Amazon). The project invo[ves catarogmg
tr.aditional ethnobotany knowledge in confidential databases.

Each community

would ha.ve its own file in the database and wouJId be unable to access files of any
other community. Regional NGOs and universities will maintain the database and
compare the knowledge of various groups to find out what information is common
traditional knowledge. The information would then be filtered through an on-Hne
database that already exists to determine what is already in the public domain. The
knowledge could then be negotiated as a trade secret in a Material Transfer
Agreement (MTA) with industrial users or intermediaries.

The benefits from the

MT As would be split between the government and the communities that provided
the knowledge. The share of the communities would then be used to finance public
projects in each community,

and the

government's

share would

go into

conservation.202 The sustainability of the project will depend upon the amount of
involvement of the participants, whether or not products were to be harvested, and
the quality of benefits that the communities would receive.

Local participation

would be limited due to the short time involvement of the communities, Economic
benefits could be significant, however, and could not be distributed more evenly,
since the rewards go to the community as a whole. The effect on the social and
cultural systems would probably be minimal or neutral.

It could, however,

successfully create a cartel over indigenous knowledge in Ecuador, increase the
royalties, and get rid of the problem of competition. This one project could combat
biopirates throughout Amazonia.
Another solution that works around the lack of international

stand~ds

to

regulate bioprospecting to ensure that a portion of the benefits is r·etumed both. to
local communities and their environments is the use of contracts between the
pharmaceutical company and the source community.

Sarah Laird argues that

~ogel. Joseph Henry. The Successful Use of Ecooornjc Instruments. p.38
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contracts can produce new leads for drug discovery, provide incentives for
conservation, increase the use of traditional knowledge in drug discovery, ensure the
equitable distribution of benefits to all affected parties, and promote complete
national inventories of biodiversity.zOJ The role of international institutions and
law, however, is increasing, and the idea of a treaty on international property rights
and significant royalties to tropical communities and countries is not impossible.
A further solution to biopiracy that became obvious during field study in
Ecuador was to avoid it all together and instead get communities involved in the
creation and maintenance of medicinal plant gardens. The creation of these gardens
not only responds to health problems of the community but can also become a
significant source of income when the medicines are sold in loca[ natural herbal
medicine pharmacies, stores, and nationally-run

phannaceutica~.

Growing

medicines that are already existent and well-known avoids the issues of patents,
copyrights, sovereigntyr and even compensation.

These businesses are locally

controlled, often communally Fun, and benefit the entire community.

One such

garden. in Capirona, a Quichua community on the Rio Pafi.o, is maintained by the
entire community and whenever anyone gets ill, they are all free to take as much as
they need. The community sends the extra medicines they grew to a natural health
store in 'fena, the nearest city. In exchange for the medicinal p[ant extracts, the
pharmacy sends bad< medicines to Capirona that the community cannot grow
themselves.

H the needs and priorities of Ecuadorian indigenous groups are examined, it
becomes obvious that they do not need to become dependent on. an international
corporation that might take more than they give back. Furthermore, the drugs that
bioprospectors discover rarely benefit the indigenous communities, as they ar-e
Laird, Sarah A. "Contraots for Biodiversity Protection," in W0f11d Resources Institute, Biodiversity ~tjD~;
Using Genetjc.ResQurces for Sustainable Development. Washington, D.C.: World Resources lnsutute, 1'993.
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mainly targeted for people in the North who can pay for the drugs. The priority of
indigenous communities is not the discovery of new drug.s, but gaining access to
simple drugs to deal with the health problems they face daily: ch.ildren's diarrhea,
malnutrition, and malaria. The remedies for these illnesses already exist, but it is a
question of distribution, prevention, and education. It is estimated that 50% of Latin
Americans have very little

o~

no access to medications.

Most indigenous people

never see a pharmacy, depending on the forest as their pharmacy.

Projects tha,t

distribute seeds of various medicinal plants to communities to help them start

thei~

own medicinal plant gardens can often supplement the forest enough to improve
the health of the commWlity members-

Conclusions and Recommendations
The average sustainability of Shaman and Ayahuasca were both relatively,
low, with Shaman's overall sustamability a 7.6 and Ayanuasca's a 2. Shaman scored
higher than Ayahuasca for every factor of sustamability, but compared to projects in
other categories, Shaman's scores were still low. The Ayahuasca scored 0 for every
factor of sustamability, which suggests that every factor is related to its low
sustainability. Shaman scored a 5 for local participation, a 4 for local revenue, and a 6
for social and cultural holism. Holism is the factor that was more strongly correlated
to sustainability (or lack thereof) in both bioprospecti.ng projects. The other factors
were strongly positively cOITerated with sustainability as well,

though

the

sustainability scores for each project are higher than anyone of the scores for the
factors of sustainability.

The source of funding was private US phannaceutical

companies in both cases, but the amount of ftmding for each project seemed
inversely correlated with sustainabUity. Although the relationship is probably not
causal, it certainly shows that heigh amounts of funding are not necessary for project
sustainability.
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Bioprospecting is obviously not the ultimate salvation for biodiversity and
indigenous knowledge.

Under the current conditions, bioprospecting simply

reinforces the role of less industrializ:ed Southern nations as suppliers of cheap raw
maJterials to support the growth of Northern corporate wealth. Not only is the North
the beneficiary of the wealth, but it will pr:obably remain the center of the high-tech
~aboratary

screening and testing while the raw material collection will stay in the

South.
It .is obvious that a comprehensive multilateral framework for cooperation
between developing countries themselves and Northern Pharmaceutical companies
should be developed, and the promotion of bilateral agreements should be stopped.
As Gener de la Cruz of ,dle NGO CONSERVE says, "Without the protection of the

multilateral community, there is no such thing as bioprospecting - only biopiracy.,,204
It ,seems tna,t the only way tropical countries could derive significant benefits from
bioprospecting is by cooperating among themselves, like through the creatJion of a
cartel. Furthermore., the patenting of living products and indigenous knowledge is
unnecessary and should be stopped. Indigenous organizations such as COICA can
raise awareness of the issues and empower indigenous people to prevent acts of
biopiracy.
Instead of initiating intense bioprospecting efforts to ensure that a cure for
AIDS does not disappear with the last shaman who knew about it or the last plant
that contained it, the problems that lead directly to the endangerment of biological
and cultural diversity should be confronted. Until those problems are confronted
and a comprehensive multilateral framework that protects source countries is
implemented, bioprospecting will probably create more problems than it solves. As
Katy Moran of the Healing Forest Conservancy explains, "biocultural diversity is
valuable because it retains options and possible solutions to crises not yet envisioned,
204"Coalition Against Biopiracy Formed," (hltp:ltwww/cscanada.orgl-esc/textlCAB.htmJ) March 11, 1998.
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and answers to questions not yet asked."205 It appears, however, that the crises and
questions

are already all

overwhelming.

to evident.

The protection

Unfortunately,

of biodiversity

and

the

solutions

indigenous

seem

knowledge

necessitates the protection - not the exploitation- of indigenous peoples, their
environments, and their culture. The enormous imbalance between the legal and
financial power of multinational corporations and indigenous communities in
tropical countries needs to be lessened to prevent the silent stealing of knowledge
and genetics.

~onu1, Kaly. MBioculrural diy,ersity conservation through the Healing Forest Conservancy." in T. Greayes, ed.
IDlellectuaJ! eroperty RiehlS for [ndjaenQus Peoples: A SQurcebook. Oklahoma City: Society for Applied

Anthropology. 1996.
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Chapter 6: Comparisonse Combinations, and Conclusions
Comparisons: How the factors influence sustainability
The diversity of economic, social, cultural and politica!l conditions at the local
and national levels make it very difficult to successfully copy the economic
incentives and tools used in one project to another.

It is therefore imperative to
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conduct thorough case-by-case studies of local conditions to determine how
economic tools and incentives used can be best applied to facilitate the sustainable
conservation of biodiversity. Not always is a project with local participation and
decision-making power, well-distributed revenue, and social or cultural holism
guaranteed to be sustainable.
Generalizations can be made, however, since the level of local participation,
the amount and distribution of local revenue and the social and cultural holism of
the project were all significantly correlated with sustainability in each case. The three
most sustainable projects, (Capirona, Antisana, and Centro Fatima, respectively),
averaged a score of 9.1 for overall S1!1stainability. The three least sustainable projects
(Ayahuasca, SUBIR and Shaman, respectively), averaged only 5.1 for overall
sustainability, though Ayahuasca and SUBlR were 'considered unsustainable overall
because they did not satisfy the requisite criteria for sustainab Hi ty. In the following
discussion of the variables, the least sustainable projects are compared to the most
sustainable projects to determine the correlation between the various factors and the
project sustainability.
Not only are the factors examined in relation to the individual projects, but
they are also compared by category.

This demonstrates whether the ecotourism

projects have been shown to involve more local participation, than sustainable
agriculture or bioprospecting, for example. It is important to keep in mind that the
conclusions implied by the case studies here are not necessarily representative of
sustainable agriculture, ecotourism, or bioprospecting in general. Most of the cases
were selected because they represent efforts to successfully combine biodiversity
conservation with economic development, and should therefore be recognized as
some of the best projects in the Ecuadorian Amazon. The Ayahuasca project is the
only case study chosen that was not designed to be a locally sustainable and beneficial
project, and was included partly because of the lack of successful sustainable
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bioprospecting projects and partly because it is representative of more typical
bioprospecting. Shaman was the most sustainable project known and the only one
making serious attempts at local sustainability in Ecuador.
The fact that the Ayahuasca project alone did not even attempt local
sustainability leads Ito questions of equality in comparing the scores of the different
categories. It is obvious now that this study should have focused either on aU
pl\ojects that were sincere attempts at .sustainability, or should have included in each
category one project ,attempting sustainability and another typical project of each type.
This would have prevented the bias against bioprospecting that has become
problematic in cross-category comparisons. However, since this was not done, when
calculating' the categorical scores for bioprospecting, the Shaman project is weighted
stronger than the Ayahuasca project. It is important that the ayahuasca project .is not
cOII\P[etely neglected from

the scoring because its lack of sustainability

characteristic of most bioprospecting projects.
bioprospecting scores,

is

In the calculation of the average

the Shaman score is counted twice as heavily as the

Ayahuasca score to help make up for the fact that the Ayahuasca project was the only
project chosen that does not even attempt local sustainability.
Before examining the factors relating to sustainability, it is first helpful to
compare the criteria of sustamability (i.e.

capadty building, environmental and

economic sustainability) to investig.ate how those relate to the factors influencing
sustainability.

As lor

capacity building, all four p110jects in the categories of

ecotourism and sustainable agriculture received lOs for capacity building, while the
bioprospecting projects averaged 5.6, demonstrating obviously that bioprospecting
has not contributed significantly to the capacity building of source communities.
The environmental sustainability of the bioprospecting projects was also much lower
than any other project, while ecotourism and sustainable agriculture had very high
environmental sustainability scores of 9.4 and 10. As for economic sustainability,
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sustainable agriculture was the lowest with an average econoffilc sustainability of
only 3.

Bioprospecting was almost as low, scoring only a 4.6 for economk

sustainability of the project at the source communities.

Ecotourism was by far the

most economically sustainable, with an average environmental sustainability of 9.3.

The level of local participation and decision-making power

It was hypothesized. that the level of local participation and decision-making
power is important to sustainability because locals have the ability to make a project
blend successfully with local conditions since they are the most knowled.g'eable of the
local reality and have the most at stake.

Participation empowers people to take

control of decisions that effect their lives and their land.

In this study, ecotourism had the highest level of local participation, averaging
a 9, slightly higher than sustainable agriculture, which averaged an 8. Bioprospectmg
was the lowest, averaging only 3.3, with Shaman scoring a 5 .and Ayahuasca a 0). The
three most sustainable projects overall, Capirona, Antisana and Centro Fatima,
(averag,e 9.] sustainabiHty) averaged 8.3 for participation,

and the

average

participation for the less sustainable projects (average 5.1 sustainability) was only 5
(see table 14). In the case of Capirona, one of the most sustainable ,and participatory
projects, 100% of the community participated and the community-members had
complete control of the project.

The results indicate a relahvely strong correlation

between sustainability and local participation.
Pa.rticipation seemed to have varying levels of importance in

d~fferent

project

types, since the correlation between level of local participation was high in both
ecotourisID and bioprospecting, but the relationship was mverse in both cases of
sustainable agriculture. Fatima had a low level of participation despite its high
sustainability, while SUBIR had the highest possible level of participation and was
very unsustainable. This implies that SUBIR may have failed. partly because of its
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high [evel of participation. Since the community's transition to the new activity was
so dramatic and complete, and the new activity was not profitable, when everyone
participated so fuHy, the project had no profitable or sustainable economic base. The
inverse relationship between sustainabmty and participation in case of Centro
fatima suggests that there are certain conditions where community participation
may not help the project become more sustainable, particularly when the nature of
the work is specialized and the revenue gained is modest.
Therefore, high participation is not always needed for a project to be
sustainable, and high participation does not guarantee sustainability. This does not
mean ,that local participation is not an important factor of sustainability, but rather
that each project has different needs for participation, and more participation is not
always better for every type of project.
limited,

~ike

The type of participation needed is often

the skilled labor needed for some sustamable agriculture projects. The

overall correlation between sustainabiHty and participation, however, is quite strong,
and it can be conduded that a ,relatively high level of community participation and
control of the project does help ecotourism and bioprospecting projects become
sustainab~e.

The creation and distribution of local revenu.e
The creation of local revenue was seen as important for sustainabiHty because
when people are being paid to participate in a project, they have a strong economic
incentive to work toward its sustainability. If the distribution of economic benefits is
relatively equal, the project is more likely to maintain the objectives of the
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community as a whole rather than being controlled by several

profit~seeking

people

who do not necessarily represent the desires of the community as a whole.
In this study, ecotourism displayed the highest score for the creation and

distribution of local revenue, with both projects scoring 10. Sustainable agriculture
~as

the next highest, averaging a 7, and bioprospecting was again the lowest,

averaging only a 2.6 for local revenue (Shaman scored only a 4). The creation and
distribution of local revenue was also strongly correlated with sustainability, and
proved the ultimate deciding factor for projects including SUBIR. The fact that locals
had no more money with the project than they had before it led to frustration and
social conflicts that led to SUBIR's ultimate failure. In the more sustainable projects,
the local revenue was much higher and better distributed than it was at SUBIR.
The average revenue score for the three most sustainable projects was 8.3,
while the average for the three less sustainable projects was 4.3. It appears that the
creation of revenue is not always, but usually necessary for sustainability.

The

overall correlation is high, but there is some variance. In some cases, non-monetary
benefits are enough, particularly when the project does not provide the main source
of income, but mainly supplements income. This was the case for Shaman, which
was the fourth most sustainable project, and provides no monetary benefits. With
the case of 5UBIR, however, there were many non-monetary benefits, but the project
was W1Sustainable. This might be because 5UBIR was supposed to be providing the
main source of income, while for Shaman, the project revenue was only meant to be
supplementary. In general, it seems that projects have a higher probability of being
sustainable when they provide a second, supplementary source of income generation
or where labor is underemployed so participants do not have to give up other more
profitable forms of income generation.
Related to the creation of revenue, the importance of a strong demand for the
service or product became evident, particularly in the case of 5OOIR. The opposite
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demand story is exemplified by Capirona, where the demand for their ecotourism
was so high that they had to share the project with other communities and limit the
tourists by a screening process.

I

As for the distribution of revenue, it is obvious that it should be as equal as

possible.

Unfortunately, if the project makes too much money, the income

distribution and the goals can change, as in the case of some ecotourism projects.
The underlying goals of conservation and whole community development can take
a back seat to the desire to make a profit.
The amount of revenue that stays in hands of locals is very important, since
the three most sustainable project all kept a very high percentage of the profits
within the local community, while some of the less sustainable projects did not.
Even if the tota] revenue is meager like at Centro Fatima, the project can be
sustainable if there is Uttle but continuous funding and the underlying goal is
conservation.

Social and Cultural Holism

The criterion of cultural and social holism measures the project's integration
into the community's social and cultural systems. If a project leads to major changes
in values and social structure, or loss of cultural traditions, locals may be less
enthusiastic and willing ta cooperate

w~th

the project in the long-term.

The results for social and cultur,al holism were quite varied, with intra
category scores that deviated considerably. Again, ecotourism was the highest (9),
followed by sustainable agriculture (6),

~d

scored a six while Ayahuasca scored a 0).

bioprospecting, which scored a 3 (Shaman
What is more obvious from the results of

the social and cultural holism ca,tegory is its very high correlation with sustainability.
The holism factor revealed the highest correlation with

sus~ainability, since

the three

most sustainable projects averaged a score of 9 , and the three less sustainable projects
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averaged only 3.3 (see table 14).

This shows that holism is obviously a very

important determinant of the success and sustainability of projects, possibly the most
important of the factors examined here. It also helps explain the unsustainability of
many less holistic multilateral projects. The most sustainable projects, like Capirona,
for example, were completely integrated into the community systems. However, the
correlation indicated by these numbers might be stronger or weaker than it actually
is, since holism is complicated and difficult to measure, and there are probably other

important indicators of holism that were neglected in this study.

Source and Amount of Funding
The last factor of sustainability was the source and amount of funding. The
goal was to determine whether a certain level and length of funding, and a specific
type of donor combination of donors (whether multilateral aid groups, intemational
conservation org,anizations, local NGOs or private sm.ll"ces), and one level of funding
would lead to the highest sU5tainabilit'y. The level of funding was shown not to be
an important indicator of project sustainability, smce some projects that involve
more infrastructtJre or capita] investment are inherently more expensive than
others. In fact there seemed to be almost an inverse relationship between the level of
funding and the sustainability. The most highly funded projects (SUBIR and the
Ayahuasca Project. were not sustainable a,t alit while Capirona, and Antisana, were
very sustainable and received relatively low levels of funding.

This inverse

relationship should not necessarily imply that a project will be more sustainable if
very little is spent on it. The case studies chosen may not represent the funding
relationship properly. What seemed to matter more was whether the project got as
much funding as it really needed for as long as it needed. What it may imply is that
the projects that are economically self-sustaining and therefore more economically
sustainable do not need much external funding. It must be acknowledged, however,
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that some large-scale extention projects that support high levels of education or
infrastructure ID.ay very well be some of the most sustainable projects.
It became obvious that low-level continuous support is favorable to heavy but
temporary funding. In the most sustainable projects, funding was relatively high at
first but decreased to very low but continuous funding. after an the initial
investments were made. Once these projects got started, their level of economic
sustainability was high enough. to support them for an extended period of time.
As for the source of funding, all of the projects examined were funded by
mu~tiple

sources, and most involved iocal, national and international sources. It

also seemed that projects funded by multiple sources at various levels, (with
intern.ational funding, support of national NGOs and implementation by local
groups.) were most successful, as two of the three most sustainable projects were
funded tll.is way (Antisana and Centro Fatima). The most important factor seemed to
be whether or not the projects had a strong local organization, since the three most
sustainable projects did and the three others did not. When the strong local
organization at SUBIR feM apart, the project fell apart with it.

Local organizations

know better than others how to translate the good intentions into reality, within
existing. local conditions. It also became obvious that the goa"ls and intentions of both
international and local g10ups were very similar overall, though their approaches
were not always the same.

Almost all of the groups seemed to prioritize

conservation cmd local dev,elopment, though they have different approaches to
conservation and different ways to achieve local participation. Another variable that
may have been important that was not examined in this project was not necessarily
where the money was coming from, but who initiated the project - the community
or outsiders? Each of the most sustainable projects were initiated from within the
community, while the other three were outside initiatives, designed mostly by non
locals.
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Most of the projects had sustainability scores that were very close to themr
average score for factors influencing sustainability. It is important to note that two
projects, however, Centro, Fatima and Shaman, both had sustainability levels that
were a bit higher than any of their scores for factors influencing sustainability. While
Centro Fatima received a 6 for participation, 5 for creation and distribution of
income, and an 8 for holism (average factor score of 6.3), its overaU sustainabihty was
8.6 Shaman got a 5 £or participation, a 4 for revenue and a 6 for holism (average

factor score of 5), while ilt also had a higher overall sustainability, at 7.6. This might
imply that ther:e is something else unaccounted for that is leading to the projects
relatively high sustainability. It could also signify that a project does. not necessarily
have to have very high local participation, contro], revenue, and holism to be
sustainable. Whether or not ,this difference is, significant or simply due to error, is
unclear, and aU of the other cases, show more clearly that participa6on, control,
revenue .and holism are very important to sustainability. Whether or not an overaU
difference of about 2.5 is Significant is subjectirve, but since the rest of the projects
were much more dosely correlated, this shows that the factors chosen were relatively
good pred!ictors of sustainability and could be considered in the design of other
integrated conservation and development projects.
Since the scores of the ecotourism projects were consistently highest, followed
by sustainable agriculture, and lastly, bioprospecting, this may seem to imply that
ecotourism should be pursued over sustainable agriculture, and tboth should be
pursued over bioprospecting. It is important, however, to remember that the chosen
case-studies and therefore the results, are not necessarily representative of the
average project of each type in the Ecuadorian Amazon. It is safe to assume tha t
bioprospecting is ,the least sustainable option,

since

the

most

sustainable

bioprospecting project known was included as a case study, and its sustainability was
sHU

~ow.

The ecotourism projects, however, are not representative of most in the
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Ecuadorian Amazon. Presented' here are the results of two quite successful, small,
community-run, conservation-oriented proje-cts. It would be safer to assume that the
results m.ay represent that of most small, community-run, conservation-oriented
projects. Every sustainable agriculture project is very different, and although an
attempt was made to chose two representative projects, it is questionable whether
'two representative p'rojects even exist.

The size of the projects, species planted,

technique used, and demand for the project are very

variab~e

for sustainable

agriculture, and the sustainability of each type may be completely different. Again, it
is safer to make conclusions from these results about other small-scale, conservationoriented sustainable agriculture projects that also focus on food or animal
production..
Table: 13. Overall Sustainability of P rojects
Empowerment II Environmental
& capacity
building
Fatima
10
10

I

Econom.ic

Overall

6

8.6

0

6.25, but
unsustainable
9.6

,
I

SVBIR

10

8.8

Capirona
Antisana
Shaman
Ayahuasca

10
10
8.5
0

10
10

I

9

"

7
7
0

7.5
6

"
I
I

9
7.6
1.6, but

unsustainable

Table 14: Sustainabi1lity compared ·to factors
Participation
Revenue
Fatima
6
5
,
10
SUBIR
9
Capirona
Antisana
Shaman

-

9
9

5

10
10
4

Holism
8
4

10
'"

I

8
6

SustainabiUty
8.6 lt
6.25, but
unsustainable
9.6
9
7.6
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I .
0
.
.1==-",....-_°
I.... Ayahuasca
Scores in boldface type are the three most

:---"':"""":""_0_--:-_-'-----:"''''':'':1:-"_6,-.b:-U_t_-:-----l
unsustainable
sustainable projects, while those in
normal type wer:e the three least sustainable projects.

The Importance of Combining Activities

There is no guaranteed recipe for a sustainable biodiversity protection project.
No single incentive system or type of project will successfully blend biodiversity
conservation and sustainable economic development for Ecuador or Latin America.
However, there are certainly factors that seem to lead to success, four of which have
been examined in detail. The individual variation of how each factor weighs into
the sustainability of each proj,ect and category is undeniable.

The factors are of

varying importance for each project, but each factor displayed a high overall
correlation with sustainability.

Therefore, when all the factors are examined

col!l.ectively, {i.e" averaging the scores from. each category of participation, revenue
and holism), this provides an interesting predictor of project sustainability.

One factor leading to sustamability that has not yet been investigated is the
combination of activities in a single project. A project that focuses on sustainable
agriculture, for ,example, has an economic disadvantage which can be made up for by
integrating ecotourism into the project. A strict ecotourism project may become too
profit-driven if it is not designed to be an integrated sustainable development project
involving other activities such as conservation,

sustainable agriculture, and

environmental education. Each type of project (sustainable agriculture, eco,tourism,
and bioprospecting), has its strengths and weaknesses, and when they are integrated
into one slLlStainable development framework, the probability of success becomes
much greater. In the examples of Capirona, or Centro Fatima, two of the most
sustainable projects, if any major aspect of the program was removed - the
ecotourism, environmental educaHon, or the sustainable agriculture, the project may
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not be as sustainable or even able to survive at all. The combination of all leads to
success. To demonstrate this point, one final case study will be presented: Jatun
Sacha, a biological station which simultaneously focuses on sustainable agriculture,
eco'tourism and bioprospecting, as well as other environmental activities.

Case Study #7: Jahin Sacha

Project description

The ]atun Sacha Biological Station is a center for conservation, research,
environmental education, sustainable agriculture, ,ecotourism and has experimented
with bioprospecting. The reserve is run by the non-profit Ecuadorian Conservation
NGO "Fundaci6n Jamn Sacha", which owns several other similar reserves
representing various ecosystems of Ecuador. Created in 1985, the reserve consists of

1,500 hectares of tropical rainforest, 75% of which is primary forest. The objectives of

Ja tun

Sacha include "the promotion of scientific investigation on the national level,

the conservation of natural renewable resources, environmental education of locals
and visitors.... the establishment of a live .collection of plants that could provide
economic alternatives for the Quichuas of the region, technical assistance to local
Quichua communities and sman land owners interested in sustainable agriculture,
silviculture, reforestation, and preservation of the Quichuan medical culture.''206
The reserve is used by community members, rese,archers, university groups,
ecotourists, foreign volunteers and interns.

Volunteers and guests can either stay in

the huts of the biological station itself, the more comfortable an.d expensive Cabanas
Aliftahuj, or at a homestay with a local family. Jatun Sacha is managed by a local,
Alvarado, Angel, el a1. "BI Proyeclo Centro de Conservaci6il de Plantas Arnaz6nicas." in AJcar6n, Rocio, ed.
Manejo de RecUFSOS en el Bosque Tropical: Lecciones Aprendidas. Qwto, Ecuador: Embajada de los parses 'Bajos en eJ

2!l6

Ecuador, 1996. p.38-40.
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Alejandro (Alejo) Suarez, who employs mostly locat people, as well as volunteer
Ecuadorian university ecology students and international volunteers whose US $300
fee per month funds much of the research, reforestation projects, and educational
campaigns. Jahm Sacha is a very popular destination for young ecology students all
over the world.
The main project at Jatun Sacha is its Amazon Plant Conservation Center, the
CCPA, which was established with help from the Missouri Botanical Garden in 1985.
The CCPA is primarily a center for botanical and ethnobotanical research and
sustainable agriculture experiments.

It contains many gardens, mixed species

agricultural and agroforestry plots, and plots in full-growth rainforest. The gardens
are separated into smaller plots of species of one use, for example, there are sections
of medicinal plants, hallucinogenic plants, edible plants, fru.it trees, wood species,
orchids (of which there are over 370 species at Jahm Sacha). ornamental plants,
plants used in native ceremonies, and another large plot dedicated to experiments on
the harvesting of Sangre de Drago, as mentioned earlier.
The primary species that are grown in the CCPA are species with known or
potential economic profitability. The hope is that the experiments realized at Jatun
Sacha will provide important information and techniques that will allow the
Ecuadorian Quichuas to sustain themselves with these alternative activities.

The

seeds and fruits of the species grown are collected to fonn a germplasm bank, and
later distributed to the communities who also receive instruction on the best and
most environmentally sustainable way to harvest the species. The medicinal plant
section of the CCPA contains over 40 species. There are currently 54 native species
that are being actively studied ,at Jatun Sacha. Many of the species are selected for
their economic potential to the local communities, but not with the goal of ever
selling to large ,companies or outside the Ecuadorian Amazon.

The benefits of the
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CCPA are shared with local communities through Jatun Sacha's outreach and
environmental education program.
The environmental education program at Jatun Sacha involves full-time
volunteers and paid locals who visit surrounding communities to teach various
lessons on how to minimize the environmental impact of their daily lives and also
how to mobilize themselves to protect their forests from exterior presswres posed by
logging and oil drilling. The program has empJloyees that travel to the comm unities
to teach them sustainable agricultu.re techniques such as how to plant sustainable
medicinal plant gardens, vegetable gardens, and other agroforestry gardens. Jatun
Sacha has visiting ecology teachers that go to local schools to work with the

chi~dren

on a regular basis using a curricula that focuses on the traditional Quichua
environmental

ethic. The

env~ronmental

education program also publishes

educational material, holds school field trips at the reserve, and presents a weekly
ecology program on the

loca~

radio station.

Community participation has been

realized mostly through the environmental ,education prog.ram
The Cabanas
mi~es

Aliiiahu~

are Jatun Sacha's ecotoiurism facility. Located sev,eral

from the Biological Center on a hill overlooking the Napo River, the eight

wooden cabins are surrounded by lush tropical gardens and rainforest. In Quichua,
Aliilahui appropriately means ''beautiful view." Guests can go on bird watching
excursions, river floats, Ecology tours at Jatun Sacha,. and j1!Ulgle treks, or visit a
nearby wddlife rehabilitation center, the Amazoonico. The money generated by the
cabins supports the work of the Jatun Sacha Reserve.

The Cabanas Alffiahui were

built by Jatun Sacha in 1994, with the purpose of acting as a model for eco-tourist
development in the region and generating income for the Jatun Sacha biological
,station.
Jatun Sacha also has an active silviculture and reforestation program designed
to help degraded tropical soils recuperate to the point of being able to support a
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healthy climax rainforest as quickly as possible. The program is aimed at developing
ecological and silvicultural knowledge of native forest species to help regenerate new
forests that resemble the former ones as closely as possible?07 Jatun Sacha oversaw a
m~or

reforestation project in the Yasunl National Park. In 1992, the organization

started a project to restore the vegetation which was destroyed during the
construction of an oil pipeline. The project involved replanting the forest in a 25m
wide strip 120 km long and is acting as a pilot. projed for similar reforestation work
elsewhere?08

Another reforestation project currently being undertaken involves

assisting the municipality of Tena, the nearest town to the Ja1tml Sacha reserve, to
tum a waste piece of land into a municipal park and botanical garden. Plants were

supplied from Jatun Sacha's Amazon Plant Conservation Center. Foreign volunteers
have done most of the reforestation work.
Aside from the CCPA sustainable agriculture program, the environmental
education, the e<:otourism, and the reforestation, Jatun Sacha also has a community
development program which includes a 'rural health and sanitation program in
which they org,anize the local population to

ta~e

advantage of government health

schemes and plant their own medicinal plant gardens. In response to requests from
local women's groups, they are experimenting with various methods for growing
sma]l plots of fresh vegetables. 209

Analysis ,of Sustainability of Jatun Sacha
The capacity buildlng at Jarun Sacha is very high, receiving a score of 10 (see
table 29a). The participants spoken to were all enthusiastic about their projects and
expressed that their motivation had increased significantly since they started working
at Jatun Sacha. As one participant ,explains, "we used to be lazier, but now when we
Alvarado, Angel et. AJ. WEI Proyecto Centro de Conservacion de Plantas Amaz6nicas." P. 48.
"Introduction to Jatun Sacha." (http://www.deh2.co.uklequaforlPagesiflindac.html) March 28. 1998.
209 '1Jltroduction to Jatun Sacha," (http://www.deh2.co.ukJequaforJPagesifundac.hnnl. March 28, 1998.
207

lOll
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see something we know is not right, we do something about it, because we know that
we really can change things around here. "210

The employees received technical

training in various aspects of sustainable agriculture and plant ecology, which is
augmented by attendance alt workshops and conferences held at Jatun Sacha.
Participants are using their new ecology,

botanica~,

and teaching skills on a daily

basis.
The environmental sustamability is equally high, also receiving a perfect score
(see table 29b).

The resource use is sustainable, and environmental health is

monitored frequently by ongoing research at the station.

Local environmental

awareness has increased enormously since jatun Sacha started, due to the active
outreach and environm.ental education programs aimed at local communities.
The economic sustainability is also very high, scoring a 9 (see table 29c). The
products and services .are varied, induding 'ecotourism,

sustainab~e·

agriculture,

natural medicines from the plant gardens, educational materials and programs, and
reforestation.. Since most of the funding for the project comes from the ecotourism
program, ecotourism itself is not particularly resistant to market price fluctuations,
though since most of the visitors and volunteers are scientists or university classes
who have planned the trips ahead of time, this type of tourism is more dependable
than most tourism. Both the monetary and non-monetary benefits from the project
are much greater than they were before Jatun Sac'ha was established, the immediate
needs of the people are being met, and the costs of conservation and education are
being internalized by the ecotourism project.

Table 29: Analysis of Sustainability of Jatun Sacha

a. capacity building
210

Camill'a Alvarado. 'Personal cornm\:aniution. Misabualli. Ecuador. January 28, },998.
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Motivation &

Training program?

Ongoing education?

Are people using
their skills?

enthusiasm

+

+

+

I

Totall

I

to

of:

b. Environmental sustainability
- - - -- sustainable

avoiding secondary

Local environmental

environmental

resource use*

environmental probs?

awareness

education?

+

+

+

+

Total

10

c. Economic sustainability
ProductJ

resistant to

Self-

More $

Internalize

services

fluctlWion?

sustaining

or benefits

extemalities

1

than before *

+

+

n

ecotourism

I

Immed

I

'Total

needs
met? *

-1

+

+

9

sust agric.
~

etc.
I

Analysis of factors Influencing Sustainability of Jatun Sacha

Local Participation
The directors of the Jatun Sacha Reserve feel that "the participation of local
communities is a vital necessity of the project."211

Almost everyone in the

surrounding communities has been involved in the efforts and projects of

211

Jat~n

Alvarado, Angel el all. "EI ProyeclO Centro de Conservaci6n de Plantas Amaz6nicas." p.59.
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Sacha to some extent, whether receiving environmental education, planting a
medicinal or sustainable vegetable garden, participating

m reforestation,

or being

employed fuB-time at Jatun Sacha. There are about a dozen indigenous employees at
the reserve, two mestizos, and hundreds of volunteers - locals, Ecuadorians, and
foreigners.

There are another dozen indigenous employees who work at ,the

ecotourism proJect. The average number of hours per week of full. time paid locals is
high, but the other participants volunteer on an irregular basis., so the average
number of hours per week category was rated neutrally. The locals were completely
tnvolved in designing
themselves.

The

~d

implementing the project - as it was initiated by locals
of communication

level

between

the

participants,

the

communities, and the staff at Jatun Sacha is very high. The decision-making
structure is not as egalitarian as Capirona, for example, but the local management
makes most of the decisions, in cooperation with the Jatun Sacha Foundation
management in Quito. The overall score for local participation at Jatun Sacha is 8
(see table 30).
Table 30. Local Participation
&

I

I

percent~f

average

involvment in

oommUl1lty

#bours

design &

involved

per week

implementation?

+

n

+

communication

decision-making

Total

power

+

n

8

Creation and distribution of local revenue

All of the revenue created by the project stays within the community.

The

average amount per person per week is high, as David Niell, Jatun Sacha president,
explains, lithe local employees receive well above the normal income for the area.,,212

m David Neall, founder and presidenl of Jatun Sacba- Personal communication. QuilO, Ecuador, January 8,1998.
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It is their primary source of income, and the economic benefits are distributed equally
among the employees.

The non-monetary benefits, including the conservation,

reforested land, and education, are shared equally by all members of the surrounding
communities. Jatun Sacha's score for creation and distribution of local revenue was
~

10 (see table 31).

Table 31. Creation and Distribution of Local Revenue
% that stays.

average. amount. $

pnmary

non

distribution

m

lpersonl week

source?

monetary

of economic

benefits?

benefits

+

+

conununity

+

+

+

III

iotal

10

Cultural and social holism

Culturally and socially, Jatun Sacha is very holistic. Social, cultural and value
systems Me ·preserved by the reserve's ctrltural and community projects, like their
work rescumg the ethnobotanical mowledge of the Quichuas and reviving their
environmental ethic. The social equity is very high because of the equal opportunity
to participate in the program, and all the technology used is

~ocal

and appropriate.

The cabins were built with aU local materials, and the agriculture, though it may use
techniques that were not developed locally, uses no non-organic pesticides or
herbicides. Jatun Sacha received another perfect score of 10 for social and cultural
holism (see table 32).
Table 32. Social and Cultural Holism
preserves

social

appropriate

preserves cultural

preserves

social systems

equality

technology

systems

value systems

+

+

+

+

+

Total

10
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Source and amount of funding

Most of the funding to support the Jatun Sacha reserve comes from the
ecotourism at the Cabanas Aliftahuil aJ\d the large fees paid by volunteers who work
at Jatun Sacha. Funding from the Jatun Sacha Foundation supports larger projects at
the reserve, like some of the outreach activities or reforestation projects. The
Foundation

Jatun

Sacha

receives

funding

from

international

conservation

organizations including the Missouri Botanical Gardens, the Sch1inger foundation,
the Swiss Children's

Rainforest

Organization,

the

Liz Claiborne/Art Orten

Foundation and the World Parks Foundation. The $2.60,000 ecotourism cabins were
made possible by a $130,000 dona6on from Jatun Sacha, another $130,000 from Health
and Habitat, plus a loan from The Nature Conservancy which was paid back in four
years.2J3

.

Table 33. So\UCe and Amount of Funding
~

.

Source of funding

Amount of funding

length of
funding

local NGO, some national, some
international

-

low

long

,

Overall, Jatun Sacha received the highest (tied with CapiTona) score for
sustainability, a 9.6. It scored highly in all three factors influencing sustainability as
well, averaging 9.3. Jatun Sacha's success is not due to rare and idealistic community
structure as was found at Capirona, but rather to the diversity of projects it
undertakes.

The community circumstances at Jatun Sacha are much more common

than those at Capirona and the projects could probably be repeated elsewhere
successfully.

Jatun Sacha is an excellent example of a project that successfully

2HCanaiias Alinahui brochure. Quito,Ecuador. Fundacion Jatun Sacha 1996. my translation
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integrates many conservation and development activities, by using the money made
by the more profitable activities

to support the educational, outreach, and

conservation aspects of the program that make no money alone. As Furze explains,
the journey toward sustainable development is "one which represents .a variety of
concerns and approaches, not just dogmatic assertions of the inherent right or wrong
of various views. "214 Jatun Sacha is the epitome of a project with a variety of
concerns and approaches.

Conclusions
In this project, circumstances have been identified under which ecotourism,

sustainable agriculture and bioprospecting are environmentally, economically, and
socially sustainable strategies. Under the right conditions, each tyPe of ·project can
promote biodiversity conservation and improve standards of living. The conditions
under which this can happen, however, are not easy to meet.
sustainable

development

project

(ecotourisID,

No single type of

sustainable

agriculture

or

bioprospecting) can alone save the threatened ecosystems of the Ecuadorian Amazon
while improving the long-term well-being of rural communities.

These activities

are not panaceas and are too frequently proposed as such. We have seen that it is
both difficult and unusual for a project to be environmentally, economically, and
socially successful and sustainable. Even if a project includes local participation and
control, seems to be holistic, creates significant and equitably distributed local
revenue, and is well-funded (which is very rare), other complicating factors can come
into play and make a project unsuccessful or unsustainable.
The standards for sustainability are tough, particularly in a world where the
realization that conservation and economic development can go hand in hand is
21~une el al. Culture. Conservation and Bjodj\lersjty. p248.
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only about a decade old, and in a world whose policies and economic systems usually
work against the conservation goals of the projects. Southgate explains that Ecuador
has "an ideal set of policies for environmental degradation.... as long as Ecuador's
rural economy remains poor in everything but land, water, flora and fauna, those
resources will continue

to be exploited"ZIS

Without

compatible ·national

commitments, the effects of local projects are seriously restricted.
The sustainability of conservation and development projects needs to be
guaranteed both from inside and outside of the Ecuadorian Amazon.

Industrialized

nations need to be responsible for stimulating ecological and social consciousness
among consumers.

They should create long-term demand for the rainforest

products and sustainably-harvested, non-biopirated medicines, and should educate
ecotourists on how to chose an environmentally and socially responsible and
sustainable ecotour. Efforts should also be made to stimulate people of industrialized
nations to support the political action causes of rainforest conservation and
indigenous rights, and to refrain from supporting the forces that work against these
goals. With conservation projects such as these that are inherently global in nature,
the international community must take on monumental environmental and social
projects to correspond with, and ensure the success of the local community projects.
Although the solutions presented in this project are far from fully satisfyin&
some of them may currently be the best way to combine biodiversity conservation
with economic development,

at least until there is widespread economic and

political change in both Ecuador and internationally. The criteria that projects have
to simultaneously improve the economic and the environmental situation is a
tough goal. However, the reality is that if the economic criteria is not satisfied, then
the project is not the best way to help local communities, and if the environmental

21~ Southgate. Douglas. Alternatives for Habitat PrOle&tion. p. 27.
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criteria is not met, then it is not the best type of habitat protection. 216 The projlect
should simultaneously be a more economically attractive activity that the former
activity, and must be more effective than other measures to protect threatened
habitats. This does not mean that saving the rainforests and cultu:res of the Amazon
is a ~ost cause. Most projects are stronger in one criteria than the other; in this paper,

sustainable agriculture proved stronger environmentally and weaker economically,
was slightly

ecotourism

biop~ospectmg was

stronger

generally weak

economicany

than

mboth areas, although

environmentally,

and

there are exceptions to all

Even the projects that were not judged highly sustainable in all three

cases.

categories do prevent other economic activities

from

occurring which

are

environmentally more harmful and much less sustainable. Each proj,ect works to
protect

biod~versity

in various ways, some also provide carbon·sinls, wildlife

refuges, protect the culture of local groups, prevent soil erosion, proted a watershed,
convince
benefits.

policy~makers

to prioritize biodiversity conservation, and many other

The projects represent alternatives

in areas where

unsustainable

agriculrure, oil exploration, and logging probably would have otherwise prevailed.
Even projects that gain little revenue for the local community that have positive
environmental

externalities are often' worthwhile

and result in much

less

environmental damage and more economic benefits than would have occurred
otherwise.
Under the right conditions, sustainable agriculture, and ecotourism can be
carried out in a way that brings significant benefits to local economies and protects
biodiversity.

Bioprospecting is less likely to be locally sustainable under current

international circumstances.

The success of biodiversity conservation projects

depends on ensuring that natural areas are sufficiently well managed to provide a
continuous flow of benefits to society. The total effect that Integrated. Conservation
216

Southgate. Douglas. Alternatives for Habitat Protection. p.3.
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and Development Projects can have are limited, however, and they alone cannot
resolve environmental and development problems.

These projects are one of the

many paths that should be explored in search of the ultimate goal of sustainable
development. We need to explore each path fully and flexibly, concentrating on site
specific challenges and limitations before general statements and a more direct
approach to sustainable development can be made.

The future of Ecuador's

biodiversity depends on our ability to establish a framework of common interest,
with mutual respect, understanding, and cooperation between global, .national, and
local actors, that will become reality. Sustainability is a new and still ambiguous
concept, and the reality of implementing projects that aim achieve something that
the surrounding systems work against needs to be kept in mind.

Sustainable

development projects are about balancing the dream-able with the do-able. As E.O.
Wilson eloquently explains, "the wildlands are like a magic well: the more that is
drawn from them in knowledge and benefits, the more there will be to draw.,,217 I
am confident that with refined and innovative ways to sustainably draw from the
land, we will realize the effects of the magic well.

~17WiJson. E.O.

The Diversity of Life. p 282
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